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PREFACE 

This report, A Comprehensive Inventory of Radiological and Nonradiological Contaminants in 
Waste Buried in the Subsurface Disposal Area of the INEL RWMC During the Years 1952-1983, is 
comprised of five volumes. Volume 1 consists of the main body of the report and Appendices A, C, 
D, E, F, and G. Appendix B, the complete printout of the inventory database, is provided in 
Volumes 2 through 5. Because of its size, distribution of Appendix B has been limited. 

iii 



Appendix B 

Complete Printout of the Contaminant Inventory 
and Other Information from the CIDRA Database 

(continued) 



Offsite Waste Generators Not Otherwise Specified 



Page: OFF-1 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 40 

.1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator:~O~F~F~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1961 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/03/93 

4. Particular facility: AEF 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o=m~a~t~t=a=c=h~e'd~l'i's~t~)-----

6. Waste stream: 
Scrap metal, combustibles, glass, and concrete. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 791.4200 Units CUbic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. AEC -Atomic Energy Commission, San Francisco Operations. 
6. Waste stream consists of clean-up materials from Coastwise Nuclear Disposal Facility. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-AEF-lH HOT - 40 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Other scrap metals. 

" [X] other (specify) 
21. 

3. Chemical form: 
Glass, combustibles, and plastic. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel*. 

Page: OFF-2 

2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Wipes, gloves, glassware, and dry activated waste embedded 
in concrete. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [X] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
2. Waste stream reported as dry waste solidified in concrete, solidified liquid, and empty drums. 
5. BXW and "Other". "Other" equals steel buoys, culverts, and pipes. 



PART C- NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-AEF-1H HDT - 40 
Page: OFF-3 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mininun MaxiiiUTI Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Coastwise declared bankruptcy and took over clean-up operations at the facility. AEC and others contacted have no ~~Qwledge of the non-radiological hazardous waste. 
Sodium metal is assumed to be part of the waste, but there is no method for determining volume. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-AEF-1H HDT - 40 
Page: OFF-4 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Samp Hininun Maxi fWD Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Co-60 Dry activated waste. Unknown. T 6.6660000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Sr-90 Dry activated waste. unknown. T 6.6800000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Ra·226 Dry activated waste. Unknown. T 6.6660000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
MFP converted to Sr-90 only based on reports listed in Section E. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-AEF-lH HDT - 40 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
( ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records ( ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment (X] reports 
[X] other 
Shipping record. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
No information available, from any source, 
for chemical hazards. Sodium metal is 
believed to be present, however, volume is 
unknown and indeterminate. 

Page: OFF-5 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EGG-PR-W-80-027 - "Buried Waste Characterization: 
Nonradiological Hazards Study - Offsite Waste Generators". 
Shipping records. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
Three percent error on volume from RWMIS to shipping 
records. RWMIS equals 769.30 m3, shipping records egual 
791.42 m3. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Determination of MAP. G-M correction is needed to the best 
estimate. The waste stream inventory was identified by the 
generator as MFP and the G M method was used by the 
generator to estimate total curie content. 



Page: OFF-6 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 38 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 2. Date prepared: 06/03/93 

3. Generator: OFF 4. Particular facility: AEI 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r--o_m __ a~t~t-a_c_h~e~d~1~i's-t~)-----

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
lH 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
] TRU or suspect TRU 
] LLW 
] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1961 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. Waste stream: 
Radiation sources, lab waste and solidified 
Ce-144/Cl3 solution. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 10.4200 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. AEI- American Electronics, Inc., Los Angeles, CA. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-AEI-1H HDT - 38 
Page: OFF-7 

1. General physical 
Radiation sources. 

form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Other, lab waste, solidified Ce-144/Cl-3 and sources. 

•[X) other (specify) 
15. 

3. Chemical form: 
Lab waste, solidified Ce-144/ClJ and 
sources. 

4. Inner packaging: ( ) plastic bag 
[ ) metal liner [ ] none [X) other 
13 drums w;waste cont. in concrete & 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 

[ ) plastic 
(specify) 
Pb. 

liner 

Metal barrel. ~N~o~n~e~·~-------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 



PART C NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS OFF-AEI-1H HOT 38 
Page: OFF-8 

for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimum Max illUll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

7439-92-1 Shielding. Lead. T 39473.000000000 LB 1961 1961 N 31578 47368 See cooment below. 
Lead 

7790-86-5 
!Cerium Chloride 

Solidified Liquid. CeCl3. T 1123.5000000000 LB 1961 1961 N 898.8 1348.2 See comnent below. 

------- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
No volume reported, lead and cerium chloride disposed based on calculated estimates. For lead. 13 drums have lead liners. Considered 311 liner and calculated volume, 
then weight of lead per drum and total. For CeCl3. calculated average weight of drum minus lead and considered 10% of remaining volume was CeCl3 (remainder is concret~l. 
Based uncertainty on 20% error in calculated volume. Assume other sources of uncertainty are negligible by comparison. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF·AEI~1H HOT 38 
Page; OFF~9 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For e~ample, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide . Physical form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' Minimum Ma~irnun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ce-144 Solidified solution. Unknown. T .90000000000000 CI 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% 

Co-60 Metal. Unknown. T 4.1000000000000 CI 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% 

Sr-90 Metal. Unknown. T .00000100000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% 

Kr-85 Metal. Unknown. T 1.3000000000000 CI 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% 

Cs-137 Metal. Unknown. T .01300000000000 CI 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or e~planations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-AEI-1H HOT - 38 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X) RWMIS [ ) other database 
[ ) sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ) interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X) reports 
[X) other 
Shipping manifests. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
No hazardous volume data - volumes based on 
calculated estimates. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EGG-PR-W-80-027, "Buried Waste Characterization: 
Nonradiological Hazards Study- Offsite Waste Generators". 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
RWMIS weight off by a factor of 100 (RWMIS reports 540 lbs.) 
- shipping records show weight of 54,000 lbs. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
No G-M correction is needed to the best estimate. The waste 
stream curie content and specific radionuclides were 
determined by means of the generator's analytical methods 
prior to shipping. Upper and lower bounds are estimated 
based on waste expert's judgment. Assumed volume of CeCl3 
per drum. 



Page: OFF-11 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 39 

"1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator:-=O~F~F~------------~ 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1961 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/04/93 

4. Particular facility:~A~F~M~~----~--~~~~~~----
(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Wasj:e stream: 
Co-60 source. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 2.0000 Units Cubic feet. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X]~t~o~t~a~l~=o~v~e~r~a~l~l~~y~e~a~r~s----
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. AFM- Atlas Foundry and Machine Co., Tacoma, WA. 
6. One shipment with Cobalt-60 source and packaqinq. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-AFM-1H HDT - 39 
Page: OFF-12 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Radiation sources. 

2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Cobalt-60 source, some Pb as part of packaging for 

J ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Lead shielding sources. 

shielding. ' 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag 
(X] metal liner ( ] none (X] other 
See 7 below. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 

[ ] plastic liner 
(specify) 

Wooden box. ~N~o~n~e~·~-------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Lead liner 3 7/8" thick. 



PART C · NONRAOIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · OFF-AFM·1H HOT - 39 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A}nnual/CT)otal Unit Begin End Sa<fl' Minirrun Maximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value{STO Uncertainty 

7439-92-1 Box liner. Metal. T 123.00000000000 LB 1961 1961 N 98.4 147.6 See comment below. 
Lead 

-

---

* If sarrple data are avai table, mark Y in the collflll"' titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide nUI'i:ler of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next coll.Jilrl. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Considering the shipnent is small (164 lbs.) and th_e lead shielding i~ ~JII_att, ass!JTiec! tg_<:'!Q_fQD.!!:ibuted appr(IXiflloi!!_g_!Y___l5~ of total weight +/-20%. Plus or minus 20% based 
on unknowns such as thickness of lead, contribution to shipment and configuration of lead. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-AFM-1H HOT - 39 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table_ If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form CA)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" HiniiTUll Max iJfUTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Source. Unknown. I .47000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

--~ - ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark. N and give the minimum value and maximum value_ 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-AFM-lH HDT - 39 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X) RWMIS [ ) other database 
[ ) sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ) reports 
[X) other 
Shipping record. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X) best estimate 
[ ) worst case 
[ ) other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ J yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Quantity of lead in liner. 

Page: OFF-15 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Shipping records and waste shipment manifest. No reports on 
this one box shipment. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assume lead is approximately 75% of total weight of 
shipment. 



Page: OFF-16 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 34 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator:~O~F~F~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
lH 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[X) TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ) LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1962 

2. Date prepared: 06/22/93 

4. Particular facility:~A~T~I~~----~--~~~~~----
(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Waste stream: 
Irradiated fuel and chemical by-products from 
nuclear reactor research. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 1390.4900 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X) total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ J waste volume 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. ATI - Atomics International, Canoga Park, CA. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-ATI-1H HDT - 34 
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1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Irradiated fuel from experiments. 

, [X) other (specify) 
10. 

3. Chemical form: 
Fuel and metals. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag 
[ ) metal liner [ ) none [X] other 
Unknown. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 

[ ] plastic liner 
(specify) 

Wooden box*. ~N~o~n~e~·------------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. I and BLM. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-ATI-1H HOT - 34 
Page: OFF·18 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp MiniiJUll Maximum Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

7440-23-5 Metal. Unknown. Unknown. GM 1960 1962 See comment below. 
Sodium 

11135-81-2 Metal. Unknown. Unknown. GM 1960 1962 See comment below. 
Sodium Potassium 

7580-67-8 Solid shield material. unknown. Unknown. GM 1960 1962 See comment below. 
Lithium Hydride 

7439-92-1 Metal. Unknown. Unknown. GM 1960 1962 See comment below. 
Lead 

I 

7440-41-7 Solid. Unknown. Unknown. GM 1960 1962 See comment below. 
Beryllium 

1304-56-9 Solid. Unknown. Unknown. GM 1960 1962 See comment below. 
Beryllium Oxide 

7439-97-6 Liquid. Unknown. Unknown. GM 1960 1962 See comment below. 
Mercury 

L__ 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Reports indicate that all the above hazardous chemicals were produced or are by-products from this process. Reports also indicate that Na, NaK. and the 
terphenyls/diphenyls were believed to be primarily disposed of at sea or at Beatty, Nevada. All other hazardous chemicals, according to reports and interviews, are 
believed to have NOT been included in INEL waste shipments. If there were any additional hazardous chemicals shipped to INEL, the quantiti~~ were negligible. 



PART D ~ RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-ATI-1H HOT · 34 
Page: OFF-19 

For each contaminant, complete at Least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-Sb andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Metal. Unknown. T 12260.000000000 CI 1960 1962 " ·50% +SO% 

Pu-239 Metal. Unknown. T 50.000000000000 CI 1960 1962 " ·50% +SO% 

U·235 Metal. Unknown. T .11400000000000 CI 1960 1962 " ·50% +SO% 

U·138 Metal. Unknown. T .03800000000000 CI 1960 1961 " ·50% +SO% 

U·134 Metal. Unknown. T 3.6350000000000 CI 1960 1962 " ·50% +SO% 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colt.ml titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colwn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
MFP converted to Cs-137 based on type of materials included in shipment. Data suggests highly enriched uranium fuel based on activity ratio of U-235 to U-238. Based on 
the uranium enrichment curve, 96% of measured uranium activity is U-234. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-ATI-lH HDT - 34 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

'[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Percentage of chemicals in shipments. 

Page: OFF-20 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Clements Report- EGG-PR-W-80-027. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
No G-M correction is needed to the best estimate. The waste 
stream curie content and specific radionuclides were 
determined by means of the generator's analytical methods 
prior to shipping. Up2er and lower bounds are estimated 
based on waste expert's judgment. Based on reports - assume 
chemical constituents shipped to INEL are negligible. 



Page: OFF-21 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 42 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator: OFF 
(area or cont-r-'a"c'-'t;-o_r ___ u_s_e_c,--o-,--c;d:-e from attached 1 i st) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1960 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/04/93 

4. Particular facility: BWC 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r=o=m=-~a~t~t,--a~c~h~e~d~l'i~s~t~)~----

6. Waste stream: 
Empty stainless steel fuel rods. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 15.6300 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. BWC- Babcock and Wilcox, Co., Nuclear FacilitiesJ Lynchburg, VA. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-BWC-lH HOT - 42 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
unirradiated fuel from experiments. 
[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Stainless steel with traces of U-23502 and 
Th 23202. 

Page: OFF-22 

2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Empty stainless steel fue~ rods only with trace 
contamination of 93% U-235 and Th-232. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
] metal liner [X] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. ~N~o~n~e~·---------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
None. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-BYC-lH HOT - 42 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Minimum Haxirrun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa/11) Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

-· 

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samptes? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - Off-B~C-1H HOT - 42 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table_ If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation_ 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (~)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' Minirrun Max iiJUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Th-232 Surface contamination. Th02. T .00210000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N -50% +50% 

U·235 Surface contamination. uo2_ T .02790000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N -50% +50% 

* If sample data are available, mark y in the colllfm titled 11Samples? 11 and provide m.mber of samples in the next coll.Mm and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and glve the minirrun value and maxilflllll value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-BWC-lH HDT - 42 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
No hazardous materials included in shipment 
based on interviews. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EGG-PR-W-80-027, "Buried Waste Characterization: 
Nonradiological Hazards Study - Offsite Waste Generators". 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
RWMIS total volume equals 18.48 m3, shipping records list 
volume equal to 15.63 m3. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Curie content reported from RWMIS matches shipping records, 
however, volumes do not match. No u~certainty estimate 
given however, and shipping record volume considered better 
estimate. No G-M correction is needed to the best estimate. 
The waste stream curie content and specific radionuclides 
were determined by means ~f the gen~rator's a~~lYtical 
methods prior to shipping. Upper and lower bounds are 
estimated based on waste expert's judgment. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 41 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator:~O~F~F~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW. 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1963 Ending year 1963 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/07/93 

4. Particular faci1ity:-=B~W~D~~----~--~~~~~----
(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Waste stream: 
Miscellaneous lab equipment. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 13.9000 Units Cubic feet. 
Check box: ( ] annual or [X]~t~o~t~a~l~~o~v~e~r~a~l~l~-y-e~a~r~s~--
Check box: (X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. BWD- Birdwell Division of Seismograph Serv. Corp., Tulsa, Oklahoma. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-BWD-1H HDT - 41 
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1. General physical 
Glass. 

form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Glass and miscellaneous lab equipment. 

"[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Glass and lab equipment. 

4. Inner packaging: [X] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [X] other (specify) 
Open-top 5 gal pails, polyethelene liner 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. ~N~o~n~e~·------------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
3 .. No information available on chemical content, if ~ny. 
4. Open top 5-qallon pails lined with polyethylene baqs. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimun Maximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

------- ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at Least one Line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa.., Minimum Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Contaminated lab Unknown. T .05000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 
equipment. 

Sc-46 Contaminated lab Unknown. T .05000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 
equipment. 

~---

* If sample data are avai table, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next coll.ll'n and standard deviation in the next cotunn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-BWD-lH HDT - 41 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

"[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[X] other 
Disposal records. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
No information available on hazardous 
materials. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Shipping manifest/waste shipment record. 
No information in Clements Report EGG-PR-W-80-027. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
Weight on RWMIS low by a factor of 10 based on volume of 20 
5-qallon containers. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assume estimate of curie content is close to actual. 



Page: OFF-31 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 43 

'1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator:~O~F~F~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1962 Ending year 1963 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. CSC- California Salvage Co., San Pedro, CA. 

2. Date prepared: 06/08/93 

4. Particular facility: esc 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t~t~a~c~hLe~d-.l'i~s~tL)~----

6. Waste stream: 
Lab equipment, animal carcasses and feces. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 28.7600 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

5. and 6. The Clement's report could not find a contact with the California Salvage Co. and 
conse~ently __ the wa~te stream is unknown other than what is reported in RWMIS. Additional 
information in shipping records supplies very limited data on types of waste. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-CSC-1H HOT - 43 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Glass. 
[X] other (specify) 

-24' 21. 

3. Chemical form: 
Unknown. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel*. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Limited data but does specify lab waste (qlass, 
combustibles) and animal carcasses/feces. 

4. Inner packaging: [X] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
114 metal drums, 38 wooden boxes. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BXC. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

-
Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mininun MaxiiiUII Basis for 

& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sal!l' MiniHUll Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

C-14 Contaminated lab Unknown. I .27510000000000 CI 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 
equipment. 

Cd·109 Contaminated lab Unknown. I .21960000000000 CI 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 
equipment. 

Co-60 Contaminated lab Unknown. I .29850000000000 Cl 1962 1963 N -50% +50% 
equipment. 

Cr-51 Contaminated lab Unknown. I .00880000000000 CI 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 
equipment. 

Cs-137 Contaminated lab Unknown. T .49850000000000 CI 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 
equipment. 

Fe-59 Contaminated lab Unknown. T .22840000000000 CI 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 
equipment. 

H·3 Contaminated lab Unknown. T .22840000000000 CI 1962 1963 N -50% +50% 
equipment. 

I -131 Contaminated lab Unknown. T .00880000000000 CI 1962 1963 N -50% +50% 
equipment. 

Na-22 Contaminated lab Unknown. T .21960000000000 CI 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 
equipment. 

- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colunn titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colllllrl and standard deviation in the next colliTJl. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
MAP e_g_~als 1/~ J_e-54; 1L~ s-35; 1/3 P:-32; MFP equ~ls 1/3 Tm-17Q; 1/3 Er-1~'2; 1/3 Yb-164. Based on reported level$ of th_ese i$__9tope§>~_ yet _!:!9 l isHng in R\JMtS. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Phys i cat Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa.., Minimun HaxiiiUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pm-147 Contaminated lab Unknown. T .21960000000000 Cl 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 
equi rxnent. 

Po-210 Contaminated lab Unknown. T .21960000000000 Cl 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 
equi rxnent. 

Ru-106 Contaminated lab Unknown. T .21960000000000 Cl 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 
equiFiflent. 

Sr-90 Contaminated lab Unknown. T .02400000000000 Cl 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 
equiFiflent. 

U·235 Contaminated lab Unknown. T .02280000000000 Cl 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 
equiFiflent. 

Y·90 Contaminated lab Unknown. T .21960000000000 Cl 1962 1963 • ·50% +50% 
equipment. 

Fe-59 Contaminated lab Unknown. T .06220000000000 Cl 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 
equipnent. 

5·35 Contaminated lab Unknown. T .06220000000000 Cl 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 
equipment. 

P·32 Contaminated tab Unknown. T .06230000000000 Cl 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 
equiFiflent. 

. - ---- . - --------

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samptes?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
HAP equals 1/3 Fe-54; 1/3 S-35; 1/3 P-32; HFP equals 1/3 Tm-170; 1/3 Er-169: 1/3 Yb-164. Based on reported levels of these isotopes. yet no Listing in RYMIS. 

-
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp MinilfUTI Max iiJUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saltl» Value/STD uncertainty 

Tm-170 Contaminated lab Unknown. T .00760000000000 Cl 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 
equipment. 

Er-169 contaminated lab Unknown. T .00760000000000 Cl 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 
equipment. 

Vb·164 Contaminated lab Unknown. T .00760000000000 Cl 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 
equipment. 

--L_ -- ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
Jf not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
MAP ?Quals 1/}_Fe-54; 1/3 S-35; 1/3 P-32; MFP equals 1/3 Tm-170; 1/3 Er-169; 1/3 Yb-164. Based on reported levels of these isotopes. yet no listing in RWHIS. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-CSC-lH HDT - 43 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[X] other 
Shipping records. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
No data available on hazardous materials. 
No confirmation information on rad isotopes 
(reports) . 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
No reports on this generator. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assume RWMIS is close to accurate as possible - probably not 
an issue in that most isotopes have decayed numerous times 
since disposal. MFP/MAP determination? No G M correction 
is needed to the best estimate. The waste stream curie 
content was determined by the generator's analytical methods 
prior to shipping. The list of radionuclides that 
contribute to the total curie content, based on the process, 
was provided on the shipping records. __ Upper and lower 
bounds are estimated based on waste expert's judgment. 



Page: OFF-38 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 44 

•1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator:~O~F~F------------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1962 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/02/93 

4. Particular facility: CSM 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m--a~t~t~a~c~h~e~d~l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Magnesium fluoride slag with 1% natural U, steel 
metallic salts and silicates, and miscellaneous 
laboratory waste. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 22.6000 Units Cubic feet. 

~~~~~~~--------Check box: ( ] annual or (X] total over all years 
Check box: (X] container volume or ( J waste volume 

4. CSM - Colorado School of Mines, Research, Golden, CO. 
6. Waste stream does not match physical form codes. 
8. one 30-gallon drum weighing 320 lbs. buried in 1960. Two drums weighing 1358 lbs. buried in 
11/62 and one drum weiqhinq 833 lbs. buried in 02/62. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-CSM-111 IIDT - 44 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Glass. 

,[X) other (specify) 
21. 

3. Chemical form: 
Natural uranium and lab waste. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
1. Other, irradiated rock samples and some glassware lab 
waste and rock samples in double drums. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ) plastic bag 
[X) metal liner [ ) none [X) other 
See 7 below. 

[ ) plastic liner 
(specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. ,_N,_,o"-'n"-e=·---------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Double drums with annular space of outside drum filled with _ _ground ~~netite. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp MlniiTJ..III Maximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STO Uncertainty 

7783-40-6 Slag. Mgf2. T 300.00000000000 LB 

1

1960 1960 N 285 315 See comment below. 
Magnesium Fluoride 

- --- -- -- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Shipment weight of 320 lbs. minus drum weight, slag is only item shipped in this drum (+/-5% error in weight calculation). Scintillation solutes. such as dimethyl POPOP 
<1~~~is-2,5 ~enyl ox~zolylbenzene) in toluene may have ~ntered in the radi9active waste stre~m in minute quantities, based on interviews. This volume is believed 
negligible and will not be estimated. ThiS scintillation waste and-Other cheffiical waSte was received at INEL through RFP and will not be reported here. 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF·CSM·1H HOT - 44 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

,---
Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Saff!l HiniiiUTl Maxinun Basis for 

Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Co·60 Metallic salts and rock Unknown. T 3.7000000000000 Cl 1960 1962 N -50% +50% 
silicates. 

• 
Cs-137 Metallic salts and rock Unknown. T 1.0000000000000 Cl 1960 1962 N -50% +50% 

silicates. 

Fe-55 Metallic salts and rock Unknown. T 1.0000000000000 Cl 1960 1962 N -50% +50% 
silicates. 

U-238 Metallic salts and rock Unknown. T 1.3200000000000 Cl 1960 1962 N -50% +50% 
silicates. 

Mo-99 Metallic salts and rock Unknown. T 1.0000000000000 Cl 1960 1962 N -50% +50% 
silicates. 

U-235 Metallic salts and rock Unknown. T .08000000000000 Cl 1960 1962 N -50% +50% 
silicates. 

U-234 Metallic salts and rock Unknown. T 1.3000000000000 Cl 1960 1962 N -50% +50% 
silicates. 

---- ---L__ ------ -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
RWMIS report~ !qt~l_Ci ~QQtent of 10.04 Ci. Thi~ differs by 1.0 Ci as reported by shipping records (RYMIS reports 1.0 Ci of Fe-59 which was not included in shipping 
records). 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-CSM-1H HDT - 44 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
(X] other 
Shipping records. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
(X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
None. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EGG-PR-W-80-027 - "Buried Waste Characterization: 
Nonradiological Hazards Study - Offsite Waste Generators". 
Shipping manifests. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
Difference in 1.0 Ci reported from shipping records versus 
RWMIS, due to RWMIS reporting 1.0 ci Fe-59 which is not 
duplicated in shipping records. Shipping records used over 
RWMIS. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Determination of U-238 isotope designation for RWMIS listed 
number of Z-3 as 83. No G-M correction is needed to the 
best estimate. The waste stream curie content was 
determined by the generator's analytical methods prior to 
shipping. The list of radionuclides that contribute to the 
total curie content, based on the process, was provided on 
the shipping records. Upper and lower bounds are estimated 
based on waste expert's judgment. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 45 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator:~O~F~F~----------~~ 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list} 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box}: 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1962 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. DPG - Dugway Proving Ground, Dugway, UT. 

2. Date prepared: 06/09/93 

4. Particular facility: DPG 
(building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~-a~t~t-a-c~h~e~d~l'i~s~t~}~----

6. Waste stream: 
Animal waste and laboratory waste. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 25.8800 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

6. No hazardous materials were included in waste stream according to interviews and records. 
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1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Biological waste. 

2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Other - animal waste with rad. contamination. 

,[X) other (specify) 
21. 

Laboratory waste <1nd animal waste (as stated) - lab waste 

3. Chemical form: 
Animal waste, combustibles, and plastic. 

includes paper, glass, and plastic. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ) plastic bag 
[ ] metal liner [ ) none [X] other 
sand and concrete. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 

[ ) plastic liner 
(specify) 

Metal barrel*. Some small metal containers included with 55-gallon drums 
and boxes. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BLM and BXW. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sanv Minimt..m Maxiffillll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa"" Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

-- - -· ---- - - -- --· -·- --·-·----·----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide n~r of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
According to interviews and reports, hazardous materials shipped elsewhere and were not incl~~d in INEL shi~nts. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salf!J HiniiiUll Haximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Contaminated clothing and Unknown. T 3.8130000000000 CI 1960 1962 N 
lab materi at. 

Ra-226 Contaminated clothing and Unknown. T 3.3330000000000 CI 1960 1962 N 
lab material. 

Sr-90 Contaminated clothing and Unknown. T 3.3360000000000 CI 1960 1962 N 
lab material. 

- ·-- ··--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colunn titled 11Sa~les? 11 and provide mmber of sarrples in the next column and standard deviation in the next col1.m1. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Addltional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
MFP determined to be Sr-90 based on shipping records. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-DPG-1H HDT - 45 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[X] other 
Shipping record. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
None. 

Page: OFF-47 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EGG-PR-W-79-036, "No~radiological Hazards study: Offsite 
Waste Generators". RWMC Source Term Interviews, Lisa 
DeWitt, 1990. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
small discrepancy located in curie content from shipping 
records to RWMIS. Shipping records considered better 
estimate. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assume no hazardous chemicals included with shipments per 
reports and interviews. MFP determinat£0in.--G-M correction 
is needed to the best estimate. The waste stream inventory 
was identified by the generator as MFP and the G-M method 
was used by the generator to estimate total curie content. 



Page: OFF-48 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 47 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator:~O~F~F~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
(X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1960 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. FLW- Fort Lewis, WA. 

2. Date prepared: 06/09/93 

4. Particular facility:~F~L~W~~----~--~~~~~----
(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Waste stream: 
Radioactive electronic tubes. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 1.0500 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-FLW-lH HDT - 47 
Page: OFF-49 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Radiation sources. No further information other than electronic tubes: 

,[X] other (specify) 
Radioactive electronic tubes. 

3. Chemical form: 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Wooden box*. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [X] other 
Unknown. 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

[ ] plastic liner 
(specify) 

Reports state 6 drums of various sizes. RWMIS reports boxes 
(wood and cardboard) . 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. No information on container liners. 
5. BXC and BLM. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-FLU-1H HOT - 47 
Page: OFF- 50 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional Lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two Lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salll' MiniiTUJI Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saf11J Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
No hazardous materials disposed according to reports. 



PART D -RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS- OFF-FLU-1H ttDT - 47 
Page: OFF-51 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two. lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Minilll.JITl Haxill'Uil Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

co~60 Electronic tubes. Unknown. T .00000810000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

-

* lf sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-FLW-1H HDT - 47 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

"[X] RWMIS [ J other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
No information on hazardous. 

Page: OFF-52 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Clements Report EGG-PR-W-80-027. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
RWMIS reports 2 boxes - report states six drums; RWMIS 
reports 0.017 cm3 volume, report states 1.05 m31 rad. 
content negligible. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assume extremely small curie content and volume can be 
ignored as negligible disposal from Ft. Lewis. 



Page: OFF-53 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 24 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator: OFF 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t~o--r _____ u __ s_e __ c_o_d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[X] TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1963 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/09/93 

4. Particular facility:~G~D~A~~----~--~~~.-.-~---
(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Waste stream: 
Fuel fabrication items, lab equipment, activated 
metal and irradiated fuel. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 714.8200 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or (X] total over all years 
Check box: f ] container volume or (X] waste volume 

4. GDA- General Dynamics I General Atomics Div., San Diego, CA. There are five waste streams from 
this site: Science Building, Building E, Linear Accelerator, Hot Cells, and Waste Processing Yard. 
All materials from each facility went through the Waste Processing Yard before beinq sent to the 
INEL. 
6. Shipping records indicate nitric acid in cement was shipped along with organic solidified waste 
in capsule. Nature of orqanic waste cannot be determined. 
7. TRU and LLW are both part of the waste stream. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-GDA-lH HDT - 24 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Irradiated fuel from experiments. 
[X) other (specify) 

• 5. 

3. Chemical form: 
Activated metal and irradiated fuel. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel*. 

Page: OFF-54 

2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Waste contains primarily fuel fabrication items, lab 
equipment, and activated metal. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ) plastic bag [ ) plastic liner 
[ ) metal liner [X] none [ ) other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
I equals a single capsule (50 lbs.), as an insert was 
off-loaded from a shipping cask. One listing in RWMIS 
refers to this insert (I). 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BXW and I. 



PART C NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-GDA-1H HOT - 24 
Page: OFF-55 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Em sa.., Minill"IUTI Haximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

7697-37-2 Solidified liquid (in HN03. T 1544.4000000000 LB 1961 1963 N 171 5500 See comment below. 
Nitric Acid concrete). 

--- -

*If sample data are available, mark Y in the collJITr'l titled 11Samples? 11 and provide nt..mber of samples in the next colUITil and standard deviation in the next collll'f"l. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and mnximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Nitric acid solidified in concrete was reported as disposed in a shipment of 220 55-gallon drums. Nitric acid is not the only item in the drums. Range of acid could be 
from 1 gallon per dr~_tQ _ _f_2_gallons per dnxi!_, _Qr:_ganic waste repgrJ.g:Q_jD_30 capsu~~_i!)se_rts was di~QOSed. No reference Cl$- ~Q w_hat type of organics. 

- -



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-GDA-1H HOT - 24 
Page: OFF-56 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unit Begin End Sa~ MiniiTUll MaxiiiUn Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Co-58 Primarily activated metal Possibly oxides. T 563.30000000000 Cl 1961 1963 N ·50% +50% 
and lab waste. 

Co-60 Primarily activated metal Possibly oxides. T 721.90000000000 Cl 1961 1963 N -5(l% +50% 
and lab waste. 

Fe-59 Primarily activated metal Possibly oxides. T 711.20000000000 Cl 1961 1963 N ·50% +50% 
and lab waste. 

U-238 Primarily activated metal Possibly oxides. T .06000000000000 Cl 1961 1963 N ·50% +50% 
and lab waste. 

Sr-90 Primarily activated metal Possibly oxides. T 724.40000000000 Cl 1961 1963 N ·50% +50% 
and lab waste. 

Ni -59 Primarily activated metal Possibly oxides. T 340.00000000000 Cl 1961 1963 N -50% +50% 
and lab waste. 

Th-232 Primarily activated metal Possibly oxides. T .02000000000000 Cl 1961 1963 N ·50% +50% 
and lab waste. 

U-235 Primarily activated metal Possibly oxides. T .07000000000000 Cl 1961 1963 N -50% +50% 
and lab waste. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
MAP equals Co-60. MFP equals Sr-90. based on process information. isotope suite and best guess. 



· PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-GDA-lH HOT - 24 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Volume and concentration of nitric acid in 
waste stream. Volume of organics in waste 
stream. 

Page: OFF-57 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Clements Report, EGG-PR-W-80-027. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
No G-M correction is needed to the best estimate. The waste 
stream curie content and specific radionuclides were 
determined by means of the qenerator's analytical methods 
prior to shipping. Upper and lower bounds are estimated 
based on waste expert's judqment. The % of hazardous 
chemicals and MFP/MAP determinations. 



Page: OFF-58 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 35 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator: OFF 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t~o_r _____ u __ s_e __ c __ o~d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1962 Ending year 1962 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. GDW - General Dynamics, Fort Worth, TX. 

2. Date prepared: 06/22/93 

4. Particular facility: GDW 
(building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m--a~t~t~a-c-h~e~d~1~i's-t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Waste NOS (not ot~rwise specified). 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 3.3980 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or (X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or ( ] waste volume 

5. and 6. No literature or shipping records for this generator, information solely from RWMIS. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-GDW-1H HDT - 35 
Page: OFF-59 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 

•[X] other (specify) 
Unknown. 

3. Chemical form: 
Unknown. 

Unknown. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [X] other 
Unknown. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 

[ ) plastic liner 
(specify) 

Cardboard box. ~N~o~n~e~·------------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
1, 2, 3, and 4: No lit:esature or shippingn records for th;l§__generator, information solely from 
RWMIS. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS OFF -GDIJ-1 H HOT - 35 

. 

Page: OFF-60 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemi cat Form (A)nnua(/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Minilllllll Maximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#Sawp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

i 

L__ ' --- ---- --- ------

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
No additional data available to determine presence or absence of chemical hazards. 



• 

PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-GDW-lH HOT 35 
Page: OFF-61 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimum Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Unknown. Unknown. T 2.0050000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N 

Sr-90 Unknown. Unknown. T 2.0050000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N 

-------- ----------- - - ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide nl.Jil'ber of samples in the next colUJn and standard deviation in the next coll.IIIl. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
HAP ~ual§ r;o-60, MFP equals Sr-90, T~~-~-i:!rg __ '!_g:_cy broad asslllptions based on the f~ct ~h~t fl_Q_data (other than RWMIS) exists for thi$ ~hipnent. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-GDW-lH HDT - 35 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
No information available. 

Page: OFF-62 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
RWMIS is only source of information. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assumptions used for MAP and MFP. Acc~racy of RWMIS 
database. G-M correction is needed to the best estimate. 
The waste stream inventory was identified by the generator 
as MFP, G-M method was used by generator to estimate total 
curie content. 



Page: OFF-63 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 25 

•1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 2. Date prepared: 06/22/93 

3. Generator: OFF 4. Particular facility:~G~E~C~~----~~~~~~~~----
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 6. Waste stream: 
1H Core, reactor vessel and loop components. 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1962 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 6.9630 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: ( ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: (X] container volume or ( ] waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-GEC-lH HOT - 25 
Page: OFF-64 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Other core,reactor vessel,loop component 

"[X) other (specify) 

2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Reactor loop components and associated waste. 

Reactor research trash. 

3. Chemical form: 
Activated metals. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag 
[X] metal liner [ ) none [X] other 
Cask inserts. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 

[ ] plastic liner 
(specify) 

Insert. Shipment in casks (either lead or stainless steel). 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-GEC-1H HDT - 25 
Page: OFF-65 

For each contaminant, complete at Least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Hinilllllll Maximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

7697-37-2 Unknown. Unknown. Unknown. GM 1961 1962 
Nitric Acid 

_· ------1---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Physical form · unknown; annual quantity disposed - unknown. Sodium isobutyrate may have been included in wastes as a product of using Na as coolant in test capsules 
which reacted with isobutyl alcohol. No means of determining volume or if this was truly in shipment. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS- OFf-GEC-lH HOT - 25 
Page: OFF-66 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physlcal Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini rum Haximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~~p Value/STO Uncertainty 

Co-60 Activated metals. Unknown. I 626.50000000000 Cl 1961 1962 N ·50% +50% 

Cr-51 Activated metals. Unknown. I 139.90000000000 Cl 1961 1962 N ·50% +50% 

Fe-59 Activated metals. Unknown. I 626.50000000000 Cl 1961 1962 N ·50% +50% 

Ni -59 Activated metals. Unknown. I 6.3330000000000 Cl 1961 1962 N ·50% +50% 

U-235 Activated metals. Unknown. I .15700000000000 Cl 1961 1962 N ·50% +50% 

Zr-95 Activated metals. Unknown. I 288.90000000000 Cl 1961 1962 N -50% +50% 

Sr-90 Activated metals. Unknown. I 282.00000000000 Cl 1961 1962 N ·50% +50% 

U-238 Activated metals. Unknown. I .82600000000000 Cl 1961 1962 N ·50% +50% 

U-234 Activated metals. Unknown. I 2.9510000000000 Cl 1961 19621 N ·50% +50% 

* If sample data are available, mark Yin the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
MAP equals 1/2 Co-60, 1/2 fe-59. MFP equals Sr-90, based on process information. suite of isotopes and best guess. Based on reports. assumed uranium is commercial-srade 
fuel. Based on this assumption, the following isotopes and their respective per~g~!ages of !h~ tota~ ~canium curig~were ~~~ulated: ~-f~ (4%)L_U-238 (21%) and U-234 
(75%). Calculations based on enrichment curves. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-GEC-lH HDT - 25 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[X] other 
Shipping record. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
No information on hazardous chemicals and 
concentrations. 

Page: OFF-67 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
1) Clements Report DGG-PR-W-80-027. 
2) Shippinq records. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assume .RWMIS is relatively accurate. Assumptions made to 
determine MAP/MFP. No G-M correction is needed to the best 
estimate. The waste stream curie content and specific 
radionuclides were determined by means of the qenerator's 
analytical methods prior to shipping. Upper and lower 
bounds are estimated based on waste expert's judgment. 



Page: OFF-68 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 33 

l. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator: OFF 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t~o--r _____ u __ s_e __ c_o~d-e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
(X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1967 Ending year 1967 

2. Date prepared: 07/01/93 

4. Particular facility:-=G~E~O~~--~~~~~~~~----
(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Waste stream: 
Waste NOS (not otherwise specified) . 

9. waste stream volume: 
Amount 0.0736 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or (X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ) waste volume 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question):· 
4. GEO- General Electric Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
6. No information exists for this generator except for RWMIS print out. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-GEO-lH HOT - 33 
Page: OFF-69 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Unknown. Unknown . 

• (X] other (specify) ~~~~-----------------------------------------------------
Unknown. 

3. Chemical form: 4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag ( ] plastic liner 
Unknown. [ ] metal liner [ ] none. [X] other (specify) 

Unknown. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Insert*. ~N~o~n~e~·------------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. "Other" equals cask insert. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS OFF-GE0-1H HOT - 33 
Page: OFF- 70 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa,.., Hinilllllll MaximLill Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

I I 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations <indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-GE0-1H HOT - 33 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MiniiTUTI Haxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cr-51 Unknown. Unknown. T 90.000000000000 CI 1967 1967 N 

Fe-59 Unknown. Unknown. T 90.000000000000 CI 1967 1967 N 

-- ···- ----- .... -. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-GEO-lH HDT - 33 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
No information available other than RWMIS. 

Page: OFF-72 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 

4. If other .than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Have to assume RWMIS is correct reqardinq radionuclides 
reported. 



Page: OFF-73 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 48 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator: OFF 
(area or cont-r"""'a"'c~t'-o~r~-~u~s-e~c-o---c;d-e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1961 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/10/93 

4. Particular facility: HEW 
(building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r-o_m __ a~t~t~a-c~h-e~d~l~i's-t~)~~--

6. Waste stream: 
Radium contaminated laboratory waste. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 94.4600 units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare, Rad. Public Health Service, Washington D.C. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-HEW-lH HDT - 48 
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1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Radium contaminated waste. 

[X] other (specify) 
Lab waste. 

3. Chemical form: 
Ra-226 surface contamination. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [X] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
None. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-HEY-1H HOT - 48 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table_ If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy ~9 for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation_ 

Contaminant Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mininun Maxii!Uil Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa!Tfl Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value_ 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS OFF·HEY·1H HOT - 48 
Page: OFF -76 

For each contaminant, complete at Least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun MaximLIIl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ra-226 Surface contamination. Salts. T 1.0000000000000 CI 1961 1961 N 

' I 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-HEW-lH HDT - 48 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
None. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Report EGG-PR-W-80-027 (Clements). 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
Volumes differ from Clement's report versus RWMIS. RWMIS 
reports equals 120.0 m3 volume, repQrt equals 94.46 m3. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assume report volume cited from Clement's Report is more 
accurate than RWMIS. 



Page: OFF-78 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 49 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator: OFF 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t-o~r------u-s-e---c-o~d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
( ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

B. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1961 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/10/93 

4. Particular facility: ISC 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m--a~t~t~a~ch~e~d-.l'i-s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Mq-Th scrap, lab equipment and sources. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 66.0400 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: ( ] annual or (X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. ISC equals Isotope Specialti§~_Co., Burbank, CA. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-ISC-1H HDT - 49 
Page: OFF-79 

1. General physical 
Other scrap metals. 

form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Mg-Th scrap in 4x4x8 wooden boxes, sources and miscellaneous 
lab equipment in drums. " [X] other (specify) 

31 and lab equipment. 

3. Chemical form: 
Mq/Th metal. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel*. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [X] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
None. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BXW. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS- OFF-ISC-1H HOT - 49 
Page: OFF -80 

For each contaminant, complete at lea~t one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End s- Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

7439-95-4 Mg and Th alloy. Magnesium. T 19882.500000000 LB 1961 1961 N 15906 23859 See comnent below. 
MagnesiUTI 

-------- ---- --- --- -- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colunn titled 11Samples? 11 and provide nunber of sa~Les in the next colum and standard deviation in the next colllll'l. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Uncertainty: based on the ~thad to ~rr_i ve at a qLJant i ty fqr:_ this alloy, a probabl~ uncertainty of +{- 20% was applied. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-ISC-1H HOT - 49 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sarnp Minimun Max imLIIl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Source. Unknown. T 10.000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Ra-226 Source. Unknown. T 10.000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Cs-137 lrridiated metal. Unknown. T 10.000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Th·232 Irridiated metal. Unknown. T .01780000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-ISC-lH HDT - 49 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

· (X] RWMIS ( ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records ( ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[X] other 
Shipping record. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Accuracy of curie content and % Mg-Th alloy 
in shipment. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
No data in literature, used strictlyBWMIS and shipr>ing 
records. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assumptions of Mq-Th alloy disposed of based on best 
estimate of volume in boxes. 



Page: OFF-83 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 50 

"1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator:~O~F~F------------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1963 

2. Date prepared: 06/10/93 

4. Particular facility: IXE 
(building number - use -c~o~d~e~~f_r_o_m __ a~t~t~a-c-h~e~d~1~i~s-t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Radiation sources. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 0.2600 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. IXE - Industrial X-Ray Enqineers, Seattle, WA. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-IXE-lH HDT - 50 
Page: OFF-84 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Radiation sources. 

2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Radiation sources, steel encased and welded shut. Most 

• [ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Unknown. 

sources also included with cement. 

4. Inner packaging: ( ] plastic bag 
[X] metal liner ( ] none (X] other 
Lead pig liner. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 

[ ] plastic liner 
(specify) 

Metal barrel. ~N~o~n~e~·~-------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
None. 



PART C · NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-IXE-1H HOT · 50 
Page: OFF-85 

For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Hini!TUll Haximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

7439-92-1 Lead pig. Metal. T 3044.5000000000 lB 1960 1963 N 2435.6 3653.4 See comnent below. 
Lead 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Uncertainty based on calculated error of +/-20% on weight of Pb in container. Estimate of lead based on previous percentage of lead, as lining. calculated for other 
offsite disposal records. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-IXE-1H HOT - 50 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy Kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimun Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Sources. Unknown. T 30.500000000000 Cl 1960 1963 N 

I r-192 Sources. Unknown. T 100.00000000000 Cl 1960 1963 N 

• * If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-IXE-lH HOT - 50 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Percentaqe lead in shipment. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Clements Report EGG-PR-W-80-027. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assume lead liner/shielding is approximately same percentage 
volume as calculated for other off-site generators. 



Page: OFF-88 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 26 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 2. Date prepared: 06/21/93 

3. Generator: OFF 4. Particular facility: LRL 
(area or contractor use code from attached list) (building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m---a~t~t-a-c~h~e~d~l~i~s~t~)~----

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
(X] TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1962 Ending year 1963 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. Waste stream: 
Biological waste. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 262.7300 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: (X] container volume or ( ] waste volume 

4. LRL - University of California, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, CA. 
4. and 6. Lawrence Labs split into two waste streams - one from material shipped from Berkeley and 
the second from processes at Livermore. The three areas from which waste was generated at Berkeley 
are: 

1) Studies of isotopes on metabolic systems 
2) Biological studies - radiation effects 
3) New isotope studies. 

They are included on one form because little or no information on hazardous materials are available. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-LRL-1H HDT - 26 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Biological waste. 
(X] other (specify) 
41. 

3. Chemical form: 
Biological waste, isotope studies, and 
concrete encapsulated. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Biological 'YJaste- animal parts and related metabolic 
studies on waste. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [X] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. ~N~o~n~e~·------------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 



PART C - NONRAO!OLOG!CAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-LRL-1H HOT - 26 
Page~ OFF-90 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' Minimun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#SafllJ Value/STD Uncertainty 

7439-92-1 Bricks and lining. Metal. Unknown. GM 1962 1963 N See comment (a) below. 
Lead 

1332-21-4 Mill board. Compressed board. Unknown. GM 1962 1963 N See comment (b) below. 
Asbestos L -- ·--- ------ ---~ ---- --- ---- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. Reported that 6 drums have 5.1 em lead lining and that a few lead bricks were used for shielding around target assemblies in drums. ConsequentlY. lead disposed is 
considered negligible. 
b. Asbestos mill board used in construction of glove boxes and represents less than 1% of th~ total volume and as ~uch, is negligible. 
c. This same information is reported on waste stream #2 from LRL since there is no means to segregate the streams. 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · OFF·LRL-1H HOT - 26 
Page: OFF ·91 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Minilfll.lll HaxiiTUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Va lue/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Be-10 Biological and lab waste. Unknown. T .95000000000000 Cl 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 

Cf·252 Unknown. Unknown. T .01000000000000 Cl 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 

Co-60 Biological and lab waste. Unknown. T 10.000000000000 Cl 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 

Ru-106 Biological and lab waste. Unknown. T 1.0000000000000 Cl 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 

Sc-46 Biological and lab waste. Unknown. T 1.5000000000000 Cl 1962 1963 N ·50% +50% 

L__ ----

* If sample data are available, mark: Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
RUMIS and reports do not segregate isotopes and curies for waste streams. Based on process information and best Quess. isotopes and correspandins curies were assisned to 
the waste stream type most likely to produce these isotopes, i.e., biological waste/new isot~pg studies equals Cf-2~~~ _weapons testing equals Pu·239. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-LRL-1H HDT - 26 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] ollier 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
No information on hazardous chemical 
volumes shipped. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Clements Report, PR-W-80-027. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
Discrepancy in volume from RWMIS to reports. Total volume 
for both waste streams (Livermore and Berkeley) on RWMIS 
e~als 3456_m3, reports indicate volume to be 2241.48 m3. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assume isotopes and curie content close to accurate on 
RWMIS. MFP determination. Assumptions of which isotopes 
belong to which waste stream. No G-M correction is needed 
to the best estimate. The waste stream curie content was 
determined by the generator's analytical methods prior to 
shipping. The list of radionuclides that contribute to the 
total curie content, based on the process, was provided on 
the shipping records. Upper and lower bounds are estimated 
based on waste expert's iudqment. 



Page: OFF-93 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 37 

,1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator: OFF 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t~o--r _____ u __ s_e __ c_o~d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
2H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
(X) TRU or suspect TRU 
( ) LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1962 Ending year 1963 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/21/93 

4. Particular facility: LRL 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r=o~m--a~t=t~a~c~h~e~d-.l'i~s=t~)~----

6. Waste stream: 
Concrete, bricks and asphalt. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 1978.7600 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: ( ) annual or (X) total over all years 
Check box: (X) container volume or ( ) waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-LRL-2H HDT - 37 

1. General physical form (see 
Concrete, brick, and asphalt. 
iX) other (specify) 
10. 

3. Chemical form: 
Metal in concrete. 
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attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Weapons testing. 

4. Inner packaging: ( ) plastic bag ( ) plastic liner 
[ ) metal liner [X) none [ ) other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Fiberglass barrel*. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
1. "Other" equals weapons testing equipmenL en_g_ine fabr;hcatioJ) _ _il.nd testin_g waste. 
5 . BLM and BXW. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-LRL-2H HOT - 37 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa"" MiniiiUTI Max illUil Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

7439·92-1 Bricks and shielding. Metal. Unknown. GM 1962 1963 N See comments (a,c) below. 
Lead 

1332-21-4 Millboard. Compressed board. Unknown. GM 1962 1963 N See comments (b,c) below. 
Asbestos 

• 

'-------- - --- ~---- --- ·---- - --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colt.ml. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. Reportecl ~hi:!LQ_drt.llls h~y~__i~_Lcm lead lining _and that a f~~_lead bricks W~Ere used for §.i!i~lding around ~C!rget assembli¢§ in dr~. consequently, lead disposed is 
considered negligible. 
b. Asbestos millboard used in construction of glove boxes and represents <1% of total volume ~nd as such, is negligible. 
c. This same information is reported on waste stream #1 from LRL since there is no means to segregate the streams. 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-LRL·2H HDT · 37 
Page: OFF-96 

For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"'' Hinimun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

H-3 Activated metal. Unknown. T 5685.0000000000 Cl 1961 1963 N -50% +50% • 

Pu-239 Activated metal. Unknown. T 449.30000000000 CI 1961 1963 N -50% +50% 

Pu-240 Activated metal. Unknown. T 449.30000000000 CI 1961 1963 N ·50% +50% 

Sr-90 Activated metal. Unknown. T 1171.0410000000 CI 1961 1963 N ·50% +50% 

-
Y-90 Activated metal. Unknown. T .02500000000000 Cl 1961 1963 N -50% +50% 

number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-LRL-2H HDT - 37 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records ( ] interview 
( ] expert judgment (X] reports 
( ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
No information on hazardous chemical 
volumes shipped. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Clements Report- PR-W-80-027. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
Discrepancy in volume from RWMIS to reports. Total volume 
for both waste streams (Livermore and Berkeley) on RWMIS 
equals 3456 m3, reports indicate volume to be equal to 
2241.48 m3. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assume isotope and curie content close to accurate on RWMIS. 
Assumptions of which isotopes belong to which waste stream. 
No G-M correction is needed to the best estimate. The waste 
stream curie content was determined by the qenerator's 
analytical methods prior to stipping. The list of 
radionuclides that contribute to the total curie content, 
based on the process, was provided on the shipping records. 
Upper and lower bounds are estimated based on waste expert's 
judqment. 



CONTINUATION PAGE - OFF-LRL-2H HOT - 37 
Page: OFF-98 

Continuation of Part .oC:._ ____ _ Column or Question Number or Title :.A'-'1"-'1"-'-.-------------------

"Hazardous material may or may not have been included in INEL shipments. Some of the hazardous 
chemical constituents in the processing include: perchloric-nitric acid, sulfuric acid, hydrochloric 
acid ,_I:ICl __g_ontaminatecl_ re"'in,;_and _minQr l~ad _Ehie_ld!ng. _No _further information on processes and 
volumes of this material or whether this material was even sent to the INEL. However, all materials 
were reported to have been solidified and encased in concrete. 



Page: OFF-99 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 52 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3 . Genera tor: -'O"'F'-;-F------~:-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
lH 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ) TRU or suspect TRU 
[X) LLW 
[ ) non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1962 Ending year 1962 

2. Date prepared: 06/10/93 

4. Particular facility: MCS 
(building number - use -c~o~d~e~f7r_o __ m __ a~t~t-a-c~h~e~d~l~i's~t~)-----

6. Waste stream: 
Electronic tubes and metascopes. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 13.4200 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ) annual or [X) total over all years 
Check box: [X) container volume or [ ) waste volume 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. MCS -Marine Corp. Supply Center, Barstow, CA. 
9. Volume differs from RWMIS (10.90 m3). 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-MCS-1H HDT - 52 
Page: OFF-100 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Other scrap metals. Electronic tubes and metascopes . 

. (X] other (specify) 
·Metascopes and electronic tubes. 

3. Chemical form: 
Metal. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag 
[ ] metal liner ( ] none (X] other 
Tubes in cardboard boxes inside wood 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 

[ ] plastic 
(specify) 
box 

liner 

Wooden box. ~N~o~n~e~·~--------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. "Other" equals tubes in cardboard boxes inside wooden boxes. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - OFF-MCS-1H HOT - 52 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant var-y by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa,.., HiniiWill Maxi nun llasis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF·MCS-1H HDT - 52 
Page: OFF-102 

For each· contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 

. 

to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-64, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa,., Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ra-226 Metal with surface Unknown. T .00390000000000 CI 1962 1962 N 
contamination. 

' I 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-MCS-1H HOT - 52 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
No information on hazardous (chemical) 
materials. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Clements Report- EGG-PR-W-80-027. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
Volumes do not match from report to RWMIS. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assume, based on reports, no hazardous materials (chemical) 
were included in shipment. 



Page: OFF-104 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 51 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator:~O~F~F~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
lH 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1961 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/10/93 

4. Particular facility: MEI 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t~t~a~c~h~e'd-.l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Probably sources. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 0.0566 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. MEl- Metallurgical Engineers, Inc., Portland, OR. 
6. and 9. No information in any reports. Volume and curies from RWMIS. Small quantity of shipment 
would indicate that if hazardous substances are pres§~t, the amo~nt dispose~ would be ~§gligible. 
In addition, based.on the isotopes present, it appears as though the shipment only includes sources. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-MEI-lH HDT - 51 
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1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Unknown. Unknown . 

• [X] other (specify) ~~~~-----------------------------------------------------
Probably sources. 

3. Chemical form: 
Unknown. 

4. Inner packaging: ( ] plastic bag 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [X] other 
Unknown. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 

[ ] plastic liner 
(specify) 

Wooden box. 0N~o~n~e~·------------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 



PART C - NONRADIOLOG!CAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-ME!-1H HOT - 51 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Hinirrun Haximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

~--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indi~ate pertinent contaminant) 
No information available. 



PART D ~ RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - 0Ff~MEI~1H HOT - 51 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp MiniiTUll Haxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Probable source/unknown. Unknown. T .07000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

-· 
Ir-192 Probable source/unknown. Unknown. T .62500000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-MEI-lH HOT - 51 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

(X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[ ] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[X] other 
Based on RWMIS only. 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

(X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
No information on process or hazardous 
materials. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
None. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 
Based on only one source of information, may not represent 
best estimate. 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Amount disposed is neqliqible accordinq to RWMIS. 



Page: OFF-109 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 8 

"1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator:~O~F~F------------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
(X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1963 Ending year 1963 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/02/93 

4. Particular facility:~M~H~S~~----~~~~~~~~----
(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Waste stream: 
Thirty-nine Co-60 wires sealed in concrete. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 0.1416 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. MFS - Memorial Hospital of Sheridan Co., Sheridan, WY. 
9. RWMIS shows 0.1136 m3 but EGG-PR-W-80-027 shows 0.14 m3 and shipping records show 0.1416 m3. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-MHS-1H HDT - 8 
Page: OFF-110 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Co-60 wires sealed in concrete in a metal drum. 

[X] other (specify) 
·co-60 wires sealed in concrete. 

3. Chemical form: 4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
Unknown. [ ] metal liner [X] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
One 30-qallon drum. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-MHS-1H HOT - 8 
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For each contaminant, complete at Least one line on the following table_ If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years_ For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Minirwn Max iiiUil Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Sa~~tes?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 · RADIOLOGICAl CONTAMINANTS · OFF-MHS-1H HDT - 8 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Salf!' Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 \.I ires. Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1963 1963 N 

L____ -- -- ~- ~- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Match between RWHIS and PR-W-80-027 sect 2.2. 12. Part A, 9 explains a small weight mismatch. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-MHS-1H HDT - 8 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X) reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ) yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
None. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EGG-PR-W-80-027 Buried waste characterization: 
Non-Radiological Hazards Study - Offsite Waste Generators, 
Oct. 1980. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
One hundred percent match in references except for a slight 
weight difference. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
None. 



Page: OFF-114 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 9 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 2. Date prepared: 06/07/93 

3. Generator: OFF 4. Particular facility: NEC 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use ~c~ojd~e~f~r=o~m~a~t~t~a~c=h~e~d-,l'i~s~t"') ____ _ 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1962 

6. Waste stream: 
Aluminum heat exchanger, and waste containing U-235 
and U 238. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 164.,5500 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. NEC- Nuclear Engineering Co., Pleasanton, CA. 
6. The 80 curies in the heat exchanger are not shown on RWMIS. RWMIS shows three shipments in 1961 
and one in 1962, however, shipping records show one in 1961 and three in 1962. 
7. TRU and LLW are marked on data sheet. 
9. RWMIS shows 176.7, but shipping records account for 164.55 m3. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-NEC-lH HOT - 9 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Combustibles (paper, cloth, wood, etc.). 

"[X) other (specify) 
2, 5, 10, 21, 22, 42. 

3. Chemical form: 
Solid waste contained in boxes. One 
aluminum heat exchanger. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel*. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Sixty-eight fiberboard boxes and 99 each 55-gallon drums. 
Plus one aluminum heat exchanger of 14.87 m3 containing 80 
curies of MFP. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ) plastic bag [ ) plastic liner 
[ ) metal liner [X] none [ ) other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
There are 434.4 qms of U-235 and 1.09 kq of U-238, plus a 
heat exchanger which contains 80 curies of MFP. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BXC, 0. 99 each BLM, 68 each BXC, one "Other" (heat exchanger). RWMIS shows some wooden boxes 
but shipping records show all boxes to be fiberboard (BXC) . 
6. The 80 curies of MFP in the heat exchanger are not shown in RWMIS. 



PART C · NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · OFF-NEC-1H HOT - 9 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. !f any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84. use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MiniiTUil Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Vatue/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

-

-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. · 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · OFF·NEC·lH HDT - 9 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For exan~le, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hinirrun HaxiiTUJl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#Safll) Value/STD Uncertainty 

sr-90 Solid. Unknown. A .83042000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% 

Sr-90 Solid. Unknown. A 81.373220000000 Cl 1962 1962 N ·50% +SO% 

U·235 Solid. Unknown. T 434.40000000000 GM 1962 1962 N ·50% +50% 

U·238 Solid. unknown. T 1090.0000000000 GM 1962 1962 N ·50% +SO% 

* If sample data are available, mark y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-NEC-lH HDT - 9 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

(X] RWMIS ( ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment ( ] reports 
[X] other 
Shipping records. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part c and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
No information indicating hazardous 
chemical substances. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
The 80 curies of MFP were not listed in RWMIS. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Based on shipping records describing MFP as Sr-90, assume 
all MFP is Sr-90. No G-M correction is needed to the best 
estimate. The waste stream curie content and specific 
radionuclides were determined by means of the generator's 
analytical methods prior to shipping. Upper and lower 
bounds are estimated based on waste expert's iudgment. 



Page: OFF-119 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 10 

•1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator: OFF 
(area or cont-r""'a"c'-'tc-o-r ___ u_s_e_c_o_d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1961 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/08/93 

4. Particular facility: NMR 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m-a~t~t~a-c-h~e~d~1-i~s-t~)----

6. Waste stream: 
Biological waste. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 3.9640 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. NMR - University of California, Lab. of Nuclear Med. and g~d. Biol._, Los A~les, CA. 
6. MFP from plant uptake studies. Also, various isotopes use<} in biol,ggical_biochemist!"Y, 
radiation effects and toxicology. All contributed to the stream. 
9. Weight of containers/waste (total) is 4.536E+06 grams. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-NMR-1H HOT - 10 
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1. General physical 
Bioloqical waste. 

form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Waste was mixed with cement and placed in drums. 

£X] other (specify) 
41. 

3. Chemical form: 
Only small or trace amounts contained in 
ashes. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [X] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Waste is contained in cement matrix in metal drums. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. Thirteen BLMs were prepared for sea disposal (voids filled). The remaining six drums were not 
completely void free but were filled and capped with cement. 



PART C ~ NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-NMR·1H ttoT - 10 
Page: OFF-121 

For each contaminant, con~lete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Minilllll11 Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Safil) Value/STD Uncertainty 

7439-95-4 Unknown. Unknown. Unknown. GM 1961 1961 See comment below. 
Magnesiun 

7439-96-5 Unknown. Unknown. Unknown. GM 1961 1961 See comment below. 
Manganese 

7631-99-4 Unknown. unknown. Unknown. GH 1961 1961 See comment below. 
Sodium Nitrate 

120-12-7 Unknown. Unknown. T 200.00000000000 GH 1961 1961 See comment below. 
Anthracene 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Quantity disposed. for all hazardous chemicals listed, except anthracene, is in trace amounts. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF·NMR·lH HOT - 10 
Page: OFF-122 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 

. 

to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa111> Mini nun Max iiiUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Surface contamination and Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% 
biological uptake. 

Sr-90 Surface contamination and Unknown. T .01979000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% 
biological uptake. 

H·3 Surface contamination and Unknown. T .00020000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% 
biological uptake. 

c -14 Surface contamination and Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% 
biological uptake. 

P-32 Surface contamination and Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% 
biological uptake. 

Fe-59 Surface contamination and Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% 
biological uptake. 

Ca-45 Surface contamination and Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% 
biological uptake. 

Zn-65 Surface contamination and Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% 
biological uptake. 

I ·131 Surface contamination and Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% 
biological uptake. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
All isotopes. except for Sr-90, H-3 and Co·60. listed as trace amounts. Sr-90 determined to be the primarY MFP based on process/type of wastes in stream. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-NMR-1H HDT - 10 
Page: OFF-123 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salf!' Hininun Haximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Sr-89 Surface contamination and Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% 
biological uptake. 

Ce-144 Surface contamination and Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% 
biological uptake. 

Y-91 Surface contamination and Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% 
biological uptake. 

Co-60 Surface contamination and Unknown. 1 .00001000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% 
biological uptake. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and rnaKimum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
All isotopes, except for Sr-90, H-3 and Co-60, listed as trace amounts. Sr-90 determined to be the primary MFP based on process/type of wastes in stream. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-NMR-1H HDT - 10 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Disposal volume of hazardous chemicals. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Report EGG-PR-W-80-027. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
Good correlation between RWMIS and Report EGG-PR-W-80-027. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
That small or trace amounts are considered to be 
unmeasurable. No G-M correction is needed to the best 
estimate. The waste stream curie content and specific 
radionuclides were determined by means of the generator's 
analytical methods prior to shipping . __ _lJpper and lower 
bounds are estimated based on waste expert's iudgment. 



Page: OFF-125 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 11 

.1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 2. Date prepared: 06/08/93 

3. Generator: OFF 4. Particular facility: NPF 
(area or contractor use code from attached list) (building number - use ~c~o~d~e~~f~r~o~m--a~t~t~a~c~h~e~d~l~i's-t~)-----

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
lH 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
starting year 1963 Ending year 1963 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. Waste stream: 
Control rods. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 0.1700 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: r 1 container volume or [X] waste volume 

4. NPF - Nuclear Power Field Office, Ft. Belvoir, VA. Five control rods from the SM-1 reactor 
container in an insert. These rods have Boron-10 dispersed in iron clad with 304 stainless steel. 
9. 0.283 m3 per RWMIS, but 0.17 m3 per shipping records. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-NPF-1H HDT - 11 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Other core,reactor vessel,loop component 
[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Boron carbide (B4C) dispersed in iron and 
clad with type 304 stainless steel. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Boron carbide (B4C) dispersed in iron and clad in type 304 
stainless steel. Five of these control rods are contained 
in an insert. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner ( ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Insert. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-NPF-1H HOT 11 
Page: OFF-127 

For each' contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional Lines as needed 

. 

to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa.., Hinirrun Max iiTUII Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

- ------ - -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-NPF-1H HOT 11 
Page; OFF-128 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

. Radionuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' Minillllm Haxilflllll Bas is for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Steel alloy. Unknown. T 1080.0000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

• If sample data are available, mark Yin the colurm titled 11 Samples?11 and provide nunber of samples in the next colLJTrl and standard deviation in the next col0011. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-NPF-lH HOT - 11 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X) RWMIS [ ) other database 
[ ) sample analysis data 
[ ) operating records [ ) interview 
[ ) expert judgment [ ) reports 
[X) other 
Shipping record. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X) best estimate 
[ ) worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ) no 
[X) yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
None. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Shipping record NPF0-64-1. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
Volumes are different. Activity levels are identical. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
None. 



Page: OFF-130 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 12 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3 . Genera tor : --'O'"F'-'F;------~;-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1961 

2. Date prepared: 06/08/93 

4. Particular facility: OMC 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m-a~t~t~a~c~h~e~d~l~1~.s-t~)----

6. Waste stream: 
Paper graphite clothing, steel copper crucibles and 
acid carboy. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 7.3300 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. OMC- Oregon Metallurgical Corp., Albany, OR. 
9. Was contained in nineteen each 208 L drums and one wooden crate. Total weight per RWMIS is 
2.51E+06 grams. Volume per: RWMIS i,; 7.3;2~_._Volll_~)'"report is 7.33 m3. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-OMC-1H HDT - 12 

1. General physical 
Other scrap metals. 
[X] other (specify) 

.16, 21. 

3. Chemical form: 
N/A. 
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form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Wooden crate contained steel copper crucibles and an empty 
acid carboy. Drunis contained paper graphite clothing and 
metal scrap. Drums contaminated with uranium. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [X] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel. 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
wastes contaminated with uranium. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. Nineteen BLMs and 1 BXW. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGJCAL CONTAMINANTS- OFF-OHC-1H HOT - 12 
Page: OFF -132 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End SaiJI' Mininun Maxifl1llll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

I 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, ffiark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-OMC-1H HOT - 12 

. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table_ If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years- For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucllde Physical Form Chemical Form (A)rnlual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hinii!Ull Haxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 loose contamination. Unknown. T .00100000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Cs-137 used for MFP based on shipping records describing type of contamination. A negligible a~unt of urani~ is probable ir shipment based on reports. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-OMC-lH HDT - 12 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

• (X] RWMIS ( ] other da~tabase 
( ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records ( ] interview 
( ] expert judgment (X] reports 
( ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
( ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

( ] no 
(X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
None. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EGG-PR-W-80 027. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
RWMIS more complete. Report does not show weiqht or 
activities. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assume MFP is Cs-137. 



Page: OFF-135 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 66 

_1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator: OFF 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t-o_r ______ u_s_e __ c __ o~d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
( ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1969 Ending year 1969 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/08/93 

4. Particular facility: PM1 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m=-~a~t~t~a~c~h~e~d~~l'i~s~t~)~----

6. Waste stream: 
Resin storage tank, cement and empty tank. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 49.9000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: ( ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: (X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. PM1 - PMl Nuclear Power Plant, Sundance AFS, Sundance, WY. 
6. Each 454 liter drum contains a 208 L drum. The annulus between drums is filled with concrete. 
9. Calculated value 48.1, but RWMIS shows 49.9. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-PM1-1H HOT - 66 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Other scrap metals. 
[X) other (specify) 

"12, 41. 

3. Chemical form: 
Magnesia 85 cement, 
liter drum. 

mixed with resin in 208 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
six 208 L drums containing resin. The 208 L drums are 
packed inside 454 L drums with concrete between the drums. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag 
[ J metal liner [ ) none [X) other 
See 7 below. 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Tank is empty. 

[ ) plastic liner 
(specify) 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Resin/cement contained in 208 L drum. Two hudred-eight liter drum surrounded by concrete inside 
454 liter drum. 
5. "Other". Six each BLM and 1 each 45,420 L tank. 



PART C · NONRADIOLOGlCAL CONTAMINANTS · OFF·PM1·1H HOT - 66 
Page: OFF-137 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional Lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s~ Hi niiTUll Max irrun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
No means to determine chemical constituents of resin. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-PM1-1H HOT 66 
Page: OFF-138 

For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fitt out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was ~ kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mini nun Haxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Co-60 Solid. Unknown. T 16.600000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 

Sr-90 Sot id. Unknown. T 16.600000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 

Cs-137 Solid. Unknown. T 16.700000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 

. 

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant> 
UN-ID-B&G equals 1/3 Co-60, 1/3 Sr-90. and 1/3 Cs-137; based on best guess estimate. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-PM1-1H HOT - 66 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Isotope makeup of UN-ID-B&G. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EGG-PR-W-80-027 Sect 2.2.17. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
RWMIS shows 49.9 m3 volume but report shows 4.81 m3 volume. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assumed UN-ID-B&G to be 1/3 Co-60, 1/3 Sr-90, and 1/3 
Cs-137. G-M correction is needed to the best estimate. The 
waste stream inventory was identified by the generator as 
MFP, G-M method was used by qenerator to estimate total 
curie content. 



Page: OFF-140 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 13 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator: OFF 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t~o __ r _____ u __ s_e __ c_o_d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ) TRU or suspect TRU 
[X) LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1961 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/09/93 

4. Particular facility: SAM 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m--a~t~t~a~c~h~e~d~l~1~.s-t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Missile structural components, jet engine parts, 
fragments of fuel tanks, paper and ash. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 25.1400 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: ( ) annual or (X) total over all years 
Check box: (X) container volume or ( ) waste volume 

4. SAM - SAMMA, Kelly Air Force Base, TX. BOMARC missile cleanup. Missile debris, ash and sand. 
(10.79 m3) in two iet engine cans and 69 steel drums containing scrap~etal, p~er, ash and dirt 
(14.35 m3). 
6. Missile debris consists of magnesium-thorium structural components, aluminum electronic guidance 
components, ram jet engine_ parts and frag!Uents of §tainless steel fuel tanks. Som~ __ plutonium. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-SAM-1H HDT - 13 
Page: OFF-141 

1. General physical 
Other scrap metals . 

form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particular1y confinement related) 
Loose debris in two jet engine containers and 69 drums. 

• [X] other (specify) 
17, 43, 46. 

3. Chemical form: 
Magnesium/thorium structural components. 
Some plutonium. All solid. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel. 

4. Inner packaging: ( ] plastic bag ( ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [X] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Maybe some water. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. "Other" (2 each) and BLM (69 each). 



PART C - NONRAD!OLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - Off-SAM-1H HOT 13 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for e~ample, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

. Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salll> Mini nun Ma~eimun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the ne~t column and standard deviation in the ne~t column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-SAM-1H HDT - 13 
Page: OFF-143 

For each contaminant, complete at least one Line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

--
Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 

Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa111J Value/STD Uncertainty 

Th-232 Solid. Unknown. T .01960000000000 CI 1961 1961 N 

Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T .17640000000000 CI 1961 1961 N 

-

* lf sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
lf not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
No curie content but readings with PAC-15 vary from SOK to 5SOK CPM alpha in drums, according to shipping papers. RUMIS shows combined cur!~ content Qf~96 fpr 25.14 
m3 volume. That is the combined volume of 69 drums and two engine cans. Assumed RUMIS activity to be divided: 90% Pu-239 and 10% Th-232. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES '- OFF-SAM-lH HDT - 13 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

(X] RWMIS ( ] other database 
( ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[X] other 
Shipping records. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

(X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Radiological levels, if any, in two engine 
cans. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EGG-PR-W-80-027. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Only low level radioactive waste is present. 



Page: OFF-145 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 23 

.1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator:~O~F~F~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
2H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1961 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/09/93 

4. Particular facility: SAM 
(building number - use =c~o~d~e~f~r=o=m=-=a~t~t~a~c~h=e~d-,l'i=s~t=)_-----

6. Waste stream: 
Reactor shield, miscellaneous metals (magnesium 
alloy, copper,_ tin, aluminum, and stainless steel) 
insulation, rubber, plastic, p~per, glass, wire, 
dirt, wood, concrete, and ash. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 73.1300 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. SAM- SAMMA, Kelly Air Force Base, TX. One reactor shield, 119 each 208L drums. Drums 
contained various irradiated materials. One drum contained a magnesium alloy with 3% thorium and 1% 
zinc. One steel box containing various irradiated materials. 
6. Irradiated materials consist of: copper, steel, tin, aluminum, stainless steel, insulation, 
rubber, plastic, paper, glass, wire, dirt, wood, concrete and ashes. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-SAM-2H HDT - 23 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Other scrap metals. 
(X] other (specify) 

·17, 21, 43, 44, 45 and fiberglass 
insulation. 

3. Chemical form: 
Magnesium fines possibly present. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Meta 1 barrel*. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
All debris contained in 208L drums plus one steel box. The 
reactor shield was separate. 

4. Inner packaging: ( ] plastic bag ( ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner (X] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
The reactor shield contained several filled water tanks. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BXM and "Other". One hundred-nineteen each BLM, one BXM, and one "Other", a reactor shield 
weighing 36,000 lbs. (47.3 rn3), consisting of stainless steel and lead. 



PART C NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS OFF-SAM-2H HOT - 23 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~TF Hininun Haxim..m Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safl1l Value/STD Uncertainty 

7439-95-4 Fl nes. Unknown. Unknown. GM 1960 1961 
Magnesium 

7439-92-1 Solid. Metal. Unknown. GM 1960 1961 
Lead 

-

. 
-- ·- ---- --· 

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
No means to determine volume/quantity of hazardous chemicals in shipment. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-SAM-2H HOT - 23 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimun MaxillUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Unknown. Unknown. T .09700000000000 CI 1960 1960 N 

Cs-137 Unknown. Unknown. T .09700000000000 CI 1960 1960 N 

Pu-239 Unknown. Unknown. T .10000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Cs-137 Unknown. Unknown. T .09600000000000 CI 1961 1961 N 

'-------- ......... ------- ----- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not. mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
MFP equals Cs-137 based on process information. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-SAM-2H HDT - 23 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[X] other 
Shipping record. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Specific volume of hazardous chemicals. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EGG-PR-W-80-027. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
One hundred-eighteen drums contained uniform amounts. One 
drum contained maqnesium alloy fines. 



Page: OFF-150 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 14 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator: OFF 
(area or cont-r-"a'"'c'Ctc-o-r---u-s_e_c_o---;d-e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
lH 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1960 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/09/93 

4. Particular facility: SSD 
(building number - use -c=o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t~t~a~c~h~e~d---;l'i-s't')~----

6. Waste stream: 
Radio transmitting and receiving sets, switchboards, 
tubes, plast!~, electric instruments, and cobalt 
resinate. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 1.8400 Units cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. SSD - Sacramento Signal Depot, Commanding General, Sacramento, CA. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-SSD-1H HDT - 14 
Page: OFF-151 

1. General physical 
Radiation sources . 

form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
vacuum tubes and electrical instruments. Cobalt resinate. 

• [X] other (specify) 
42. 

3. Chemical form: 
One box of solid resinate. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Wooden box. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [X] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-SS0-1H HOT - 14 

. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safl"!' Minimun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number -Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Vatue/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

I 
I - -- ---- - --·-

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations <indicate pertinent contaminant) 

---



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS Off-SSD·1H HOT - 14 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sanp Mini nun Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa!ll> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Resinate. Unknown. T .00200000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

- --·----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the collllll1 titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide nurber of samples in the next colllln and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-SSD-lH HOT - 14 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ J interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[X] other 
Shipping record. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Isotope of cobalt. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

B. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 



Page: OFF-155 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 15 

,1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 2. Date prepared: 06/09/93 

3. Generator: OFF 4. Particular facility: TCC 
(area or contractor use code from attached list) (building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m--a~t~t-a-c~h~e~d-.1~i~s~t~)-----

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1960 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. Waste stream: 
Rags, wipes, tape, concrete, graphite and solvent. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 2.1200 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [ ] container volume or [X] waste volume 

4. TCC- Thiokol Chemical Corp., Brigham CityL UT. Cleanup waste from an incident involving a 
Co-60 radiographic camera. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-TCC-1H HDT - 15 
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1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Combustibles (paper, cloth, wood, etc.). 

2. Details on physical form{particularly confinement related) 
Items contained in wooden box. 

[X] other (specify) 
161 41. 

3. Chemical form: 
Small amount of solvent on paper wipes. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [X] other 
Unknown. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Wooden box. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

[ ] plastic liner 
(specify) 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-TCC-1H HOT - 15 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table_ If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-TCC-1H HOT - 15 
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For each contaminant, crnmplete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" MiniiTUTI MaXiiTUTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safl1l Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00100000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the collll¥l titled "Sarrptes? 11 and provide nunber of sarrples in the next colllll'l and standard deviation in the next col~. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-TCC-lH HDT - 15 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Solvent volume and type unknown. Stated as 
"small amount" in reports. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EGG-PR-W-80-027. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Minimal to no remaininq volume involved. 



Page: OFF-160 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 16 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 2. Date prepared: 06/09/93 

3. Generator: OFF 4. Particular facility: UAC 
(area or contractor use code from attached list) (building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m--a~t~t~a~c~h~e~d~l~i~s-t~)-----

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1960 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. UAC - U.S. Army Chemical Center, Maryland. 

6. Waste stream: 
Radioactive tube waste packed in cement. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 1.8400 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [ ] total over all years 
Check box: (X] container volume or ( ] waste volume 

9. Weight is 6. 278E+05 grams. RWMIS shows 1. 03 7, but'-shippinq records show 1. 84 m3. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-UAC-1H HDT - 16 
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1. General physical 
Radiation sources. 

form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Contained in a BLM. 

"[X) other (specify) 
41. 

3. Chemical form: 
Solid tubes in cement. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ) plastic bag 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [X) other 
Unknown. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

[ ] plastic liner 
(specify) 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-UAC-1H HDT - 16 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" MiniiWTl Maxillli.Jll Bas is for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

-- I 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS OFF-UAC-1H HOT - 16 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MinillUll Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Safll) Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

L__ - --------

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

-----



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-UAC-1H HDT - 16 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X) RWMIS [ ) other database 
[ ) sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ) interview 
[ ) expert judgment [ ) reports 
[X) other 
Shipping record. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X) best estimate 
[ ) worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ) no 
[X) yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
What isotopes, if any, are involved. 
Shippinq papers and RWMIS indicate no 
radioactivity measured. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Shippinq records CC-61-l (dl). 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
RWMIS shows 1.037 m3, but shippinq papers show 1.84 m3. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Very little, if any radioactivity, and is well contained in 
cement in drums. 



Page: OFF-165 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 67 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator: OFF 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t~o--r _____ u __ s_e __ c_o~d-e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1963 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. UBM -U.S. Bureau of Mines, Albany, OR. 

2. Date prepared: 06/09/93 

4. Particular facility: UBM 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m--a~t~t-a~c~h~e~d~1~i's-t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Ore processing wastes (includes rare earth elements, 
U308 '--Fe 203L __ Th02, U)"anium chlorides, and iron 
oxides). 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 22.9800 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: ( ] annual or (X] total over all years 
Check box: (X] container volume or ( ] waste volume 

6. Additional wastes include thorium, thorium oxide and chlorinated residuals from another process. 
Additionally, wastes from radioactive tracer consists of bench top filter paper, metal chlorides 
(probably FeCl2) and a small jar of waste oxides containing Y-91. Furnace wastes contain fines and 
turnings, some of which may be oxides or pyrophoric metal in two 208 L drums. Various process 
hardware (blower, filters, tank and a vacuum cleaner). 
9. RWMIS shows 22.98 m3. Shipping records show at least 19.19 m3, but how much more is not known. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-UBM-1H HDT - 67 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Reactive metals. 
[X] other (specify) 
6, 10, 11, 16, 21, 23, 41, 42. 

3. Chemical form: 
Thorium and uranium oxides; thorium 
chloride and thorium oxalate. Depleted 
uranium oxide and alloy; Y02; thorium and 
uranium carbide; uranium chloride. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Wooden box. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Most is solid, although there !Uay be some liquids. All 
boxes are sealed, taped, and painted. All barrels are 
sealed. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ) plastic bag [ ) plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [X) none [ ) other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BLM. Shipping records show 31 BXW and 8 BLM - RWMIS shows 28 BXW and 6 BLM. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-UBM-1~ ~DT - 67 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A}nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sallf> Minimun Maxiffillll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?11 and provide nunber of sa~les in the next coluon and standard deviation in the next colum
lf not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF·UBM-1H HOT - 67 
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For each contaminant, complete at Least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two Lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' Mini nun Maxi IJUTl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Th-232 Solid. Oxide. T .31420000000000 Cl 1961 1963 N -50% +50% 

Y-91 Solid. Oxide. T .31420000000000 Cl 1961 1962 N -50% +50% 

. 
Cl -36 Solid. Unknown. T .31420000000000 Cl 1961 1962 N -50% +50% 

U-238 Solid. Alloy. T .21994000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% 

C-14 Solid. Unknown. T .31420000000000 Cl 1961 1962 N -50% +50% 

Th-232 Solid. Chloride. T .31420000000000 Cl 1961 1963 N -50% +50% 

Th-232 Solid. Oxalate. T .31420000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% 

Th-232 Solid. Carbide. T .31420000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N -50% +50% 

U-238 Solid. Alloy. T .08797600000000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Per RUMIS. Not all curie contents listed in shipping records. Assumed activity to be equally divided among the constituents. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-UBM-1H HOT - 67 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa'l' Hini!Til.lll MaxiiTUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sal!ll Value/STO Uncertainty 

U-235 Solid. Alloy. T .00628400000000 CI 1961 1961 N -50% +50% 

U-235 Solid. Carbide. T .00094260000000 CI 1962 1962 N -50% +50% 

U-234 Sot id. Carbide. T .15081600000000 CI 1962 1962 N -50% +50% 

U-238 sot id. Carbide. T .15385800000000 C! 1962 1962 N -50% +50% 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the ne~t column
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Per RWHIS. Not att curie contents listed in shippjng records. Assumed activity to be equally divided among the constituents. 

• 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-UBM-1H HOT - 67 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

"[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[X] other 
Shipping record. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Activity of each isotope. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Report PR-W-80-027, sect 2.2.2 
Shipping Records USBM-61-1, 62-1, 62-2, 63-1 & 63-1a. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
Volume per RWMIS is 22.98 m3. Volume per shipping records 
is 19.19 m3. RWMIS shows 6.04E+06 gms, shipping records 
show 1.65E+06 qms. (Many entries had no weight shown and 
some with no volume shown.) 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Activity distributed evenly throughout. No G-M correction 
is needed to the best estimate. The waste stream curie 
content was determined by the generator's analytical methods 
prior to sh!pping. The list of radionuclides that 
contribute to the total curie content, based on the process, 
was provided on the shipping records. _Upper and lower 
bounds are estimated based on waste expert's iudgment. 



Page: OFF-171 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 17 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator:~O~F~F------------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
lH 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
( ] TRU or suspect TRU 
(X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1963 Ending year 1963 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/10/93 

4. Particular facility: UEA 
( building number - use -=c;-;o:-=di:e:--f:c::r::o::m:-::a:-.t:-.t~a=-c=h=e~d,--;l;-:i;-:s::t;:-;-) -----

6. Waste stream: 
Pa~ disposable syringes, glass, plastic 
containers, and animal carcasses. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 0.8300 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: ( ] annual or (X] total over all years 
Check box: (X] container volume or ( ] waste volume 

4. UEA - U.S. Army Edgewood Arsenal, Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland. 
9. Six hundred pounds (272.4 kg) total weight per RWMIS. Only four drums were received·per 
shipping records. Volumes agree. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-UEA-lH HDT - 17 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Combustibles (paper, cloth, wood, etc.). 
[X] other (specify) 

"24, 42, 44. 

3. Chemical form: 
Solid. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
All waste is solid and contained in plastic bags in 
55-gallon steel drums. (Four drums total.) 

4. Inner packaging: [X] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-UEA-1H HOT 17 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/ (T )otal Unit Begin End Sa!ll> Minilllllll Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

*If sample data are available, mark y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next colLnn and standard deviation in the next cotum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

' 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-UEA-1H HOT - 17 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' HiniiJlllll Haximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safl1) Value/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Solid. Unknown. T .02857000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% 

C·14 Solid. Unknown. T .02857000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% 

P-32 Solid. Unknown. T .02857000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% 

Co-60 Solid. Unknown. T .02857000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% 

Sr-85 Solid. Unknown. T .02857000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% 

Sr-90 Solid. Unknown. T .02858000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% 

1·131 Unknown. Solid. T .02857000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% 

-- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark ·N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Highest radiation level at outside of drums is 1 ~/hr. Shipping records list a total of 0.20 curies for H-3, C-14, P-32, Co-60, Sr·§~~_Sr-90, and 1-131. Curies 
averaged over all isotopes listed. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-UEA-1H HOT - 17 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

(X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
( ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records ( ] interview 
( ] expert judgment ( ] reports 
(X] other 
Shipping papers USA-EA-63-1. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
( ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
(X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Concentrations of individual isotopes. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
Shipping records show 20 millicuries. RWMIS shows 20 
curies. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Uniform activity levels of all drums and contents and 
averaging of curies reported over several isotopes. No G-M 
correction is needed to the best estimate. The waste stream 
curie content was determined by the generator's analytical 
methods prior to shipping. The list of radionuclides that 
contribute to the total curie content, based on the process, 
was provided on the shipping records. Upper and lower 
bounds are estimated based on waste expert's judqment. 



Page: OFF-176 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 18 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator:~O~F~F~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1963 Ending year 1963 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/10/93 

4. Particular facility:~U~N~R~~--~~--~~~~~----
(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Waste stream: 
Laboratory waste (paper wood, glassware, empty 
bottles, etc.), co-60 sources, sr-90 sources, and 
H-3. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 8.0400 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. UNR -U.S. Navel Radiological Defense, San F~ancisco, CA. 
6. Waste is in cardboard boxes in plastic bags inside the concrete block with a concrete cap. May 
include animal carcasses (rats and mice), blood and feces, scintillation vials, small quantities (1 
liter containers) of fuming nitric acid, and titanium H-3 accelerator targets. Nitric acid 
containers are inside another container with absorbent material (calcium silic~te). 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-UNR-1H HDT - 18 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Combustibles (paper, cloth, wood, etc.). 

• [X] other (specify) 
7, 13, 15, 24, 31, 44. 

3. Chemical form: 
Liquid fuming nitric acid in bottle in 
another container with absorbent. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Other. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Loose items in BXCs in plastic bags, or in bottles sealed 
with plaster of paris, inside other container with 
absorbent. 

4. Inner packaging: [X] plastic bag 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [X] other 
Poly bottles with absorbent. 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

[ ] plastic liner 
(specify) 

Co-60 sources in lead. Sr-90 sources in plaster of paris. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. "Other" equals concrete block. 



PART C - NONRADtOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-UNR-1H HOT - 18 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa111> Minirrun HaximLm Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll) Value/STO Uncertainty 

7697-37-2 Fuming/liquid in Unknown. Unknown. GM 1963 1963 N 
Nitric Acid absorbent. 

- ---- ----L__ ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Fuming nitric acid is not confirmed to be in this shipment. No indication of how much lead shielding around ~ources may ~_jn shipment. 

----



PART 0 · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-UNR-lH HOT - 18 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minirrun Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

co-60 Sources. Unknown. T 15.300000000000 CI 1963 1963 N -50% +50% 

Sr-90 Sources. Unknown. T 3.0200000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% 

H-3 Accelerator targets. Unknown. T 10.000000000000 CI 1963 1963 N -50% +50% 

• 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the coliJW'l titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide nwber of samples in the next coll.ITII1 and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-UNR-lH HDT - 18 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Volumes or concentrations of chemical 
hazards, and whether biological waste was 
included in waste stream. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EGG-PR-W-80-027. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
No G-M correction is needed to the best estimate. The waste 
stream curie content and specific radionuclides were 
determined by means of the generator's analytical methods 
prior to shippinq. Upper and lower bounds ~re estimated 
based on waste expert's judqment. 



Page: OFF-181 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 53 

"1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator: OFF 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t~o __ r _____ u __ s_e __ c_o_d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1960 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. UOU - University of Utah. 

2. Date prepared: 06/03/93 

4. Particular facility: UOU 
(building number - use _c;o~d~e~f~r--om---a~t~t-a-c~h~e~d~l~i~s~t~)-----

6. Waste stream: 
Biological waste. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 7 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 Units .::c7u"'b"'i"'c~f=-e=e-=tc::·--~,-----------Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

9. Two shipments received; the first in 12/60 of 338 cu ft._~nd the second in 9/62 of 372 cu ft. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-UOU-lH HOT - 53 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Bioloqical waste. 
[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Bioloqical waste. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel*. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Biological waste. Radioactive excreta and animal carcasses 
mixed in concrete. Waste in drums, paint cans, and card 
board boxes. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ) plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ) metal liner [X) none [ ) other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
None. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BXC. Total of 85 55-gallon drums, 10 5-gallon paint cans and 3 cardboard boxes (cardboard boxes 
contain dry paper waste) . 



PART C NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS OFF-UOU-1H HDT - 53 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" MiniiTUTI Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

50-00-0 Animal carcasses and Unknown. T 83.200000000000 LB 1960 1962 N 45.4 121 See cooment below. 
Formaldehyde feces. 

-

---- ·- --- ·-- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Best estimate of formaldehyde mass contained in embalmed animals for 55-salton containers only. Best estimate of 3·8% of total mass. Toluene and nitric acid represents 
<1% of mass based on reports and understanding of process. Based on this low mass, estimates of these masses will not be determined. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS OFF-UOU-1H HOT · 53 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- MiniiJUll Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Safl"4> Value/STO Uncertainty 

Sr-90 , Animal carcasses and Unknown. T .00200000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N -50% +50% 
feces. 

Sr-90 Animal carcasses and Unknown. T .01000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N -50% +50% 
feces. 

I 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Sarrples?" and provide nllllber of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next colt.ml. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-UOU-1H HDT - 53 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Mqjor unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
No information on volumes of hazardous 
materials. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EGG-PR-W-80-027, "Buried Waste Characterization: 
Nonradiological Hazards study- Offsite Waste Generators". 
Direct shipping records. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
RWMIS reports total of 0.022 Ci, shipping records specify 
total of 0.012 Ci. Volume reported in RWMIS does not match 
shipping records. Shipping records equal 2.011 m3, RWMIS 
equals 2.752 m3. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assume understanding of waste-generating process and actual 
disposal records are better estimate over RWMIS. No G-M 
correction is needed to the best estimate. The waste stream 
curie content and specific radionuclides were determined by 
means of the generator's ~nalytical m~thods prior to 
shipping. Upper and lower bounds are estimated based on 
waste expert's iudgment. 



Page: OFF-186 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 19 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator:~O~F~F------------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
lH 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1963 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/14/93 

4. Particular facility:~u~o~w~~--~~--~~70~~----(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Waste stream: 
Animals, animal tisstj~L_ isotopi~ solutions, 
evai>Qrated residues r p<J.per r syringes r clothing r 
laboratory glassware, planchets, benzene, carbon 
tetrachloride, methyl alcohol and other biomedical 
waste. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 12.9700 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [ ] container volume or [X] waste volume 

4. UOW -University of Washington, Radiological Saf'E:OtY Division, Seattle, WA. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-UOW-lH HDT - 19 
Page: OFF-187 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Biological waste. 

2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Animal carcasses were wrapped in plastic or butcher paper 

(X] other (specify) 
21. 

and placed in drums. Other items were placed in drums. 

3. Chemical form: 
Minute amounts of isotopic solutions. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag 
[ ] metal liner ( ] none (X] other 
See 7 below. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. 

[ ] plastic liner 
(specify) 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
2. Tissue experiments conducted may have involved the use of 14C, Diphtheria, Poliovirus and New 
Castle virus. Although it is not known if this type~f waste was in the w~~te stream, it is 
believed the waste would have been deactivated prior to disposal. 
4. Carcasses were wrapped in plastic or butcher paper. Other items are unknown. 



PART C - ijQNRADIOLOG!CAl CONTAMINANTS - OFF-UOW·lH HOT · 19 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A}nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd Safll' MiniiTlliTI Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sallfl Value/STO Uncertainty 

56-49-5 Unknown. Unknown. Unknown. GM 1960 1963 N 
3-Methylcholanthrene \ 

55914 UnknoWn. Unknown. Unknown. GM 1960 1963 N 
Dlisopropylfluorophosphate 

71-43-2 Unknown. Unknown. Unknown. GM 1960 1963 N 
Benzene 

56-23-5 Unknown. Unknown. Unknown. GM 1960 1963 N 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

67-56-1 Unknown. Unknown. Unknown. GM 1960 1963 N 
Methyl Alcohol 

--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
All Quantities are unknown. 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · OFF·UOU-1H HOT - 19 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hinimun HaxiiiUTl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~J"f) Value/STO Uncertainty 

H-3 Unknown. Unknown. T .04800000000000 Cl 1960 1963 N ·50% +SO% 

C-14 Unknown. Unknown. T .04800000000000 Cl 1960 1963 N -50% +50% 

Cr-51 Unknown. Unknown. T .01200000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% 

Fe-55 Unknown. Unknown. T .01200000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% 

Fe-59 Unknown. Unknown. T .01200000000000 CI 1963 1963 N -50% +50% 

Co-60 Unknown. Unknown. T .55300000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% 

Zn-65 Unknown. Unknown. T .01200000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% 

Sr-90 Unknown. unknown. T .04800000000000 Cl 1960 1963 N -50% +50% 

I -131 Unknown. Unknown. T .01200000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% 

- --L__ ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
MAP equals Co-60 and MFP equals Cs-137 based on process information. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-UOU-1H HOT - 19 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form <A>nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Minirrun MaxiiiUTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saf"lll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Unknown. Unknown. T .53200000000000 Cl 1960 1963 N ·50% +50% 

Pm-147 Unknown. Unknown. T .01200000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% 

Hg·203 Unknown. Unknown. T .01200000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% 

---- ----

* If sa!l1lle data are avai table, mark Y in the colunn titled 11Samples? 11 and provide nunber of sa~TlJles in the next col liM and standard deviation in the next colu:m. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
MAP equals Co-60 and MFP equals Cs-137 based on process information. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-UOW-1H HDT - 19 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Amounts of chemical hazards are unknown, 
but minute. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EGG-PR-W-80-027. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Minute amounts are contained in biological tissue samples. 
MFP/MAP determination. No G-M correction is needed to the 
best estimate. The waste stream curie content was 
determined by the generator's analytical methods prior to 
shipping. The list of radionuclides that contribute to the 
total curie content, based on the process, was provided on 
the shipping records. Upper and lower bounds are estimated 
based on waste expert's judgment. 



Page: OFF-192 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 20 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator:-"o~F~F~----------~~ 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1963 Ending year 1963 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/14/93 

4. Particular facility: USC 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m--a-t~t~a~c~h~e-.d~l'i~s~t-.) ____ __ 

6. Waste stream: 
Resin filled demineralizers. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 0.1400 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. USC - USARAL Support Command and Fort Richardson, Seattle, WA. 
9. According~the shipping record§L_lhe volum§_Qf_both buried demineralizers was 0.1 m3 (0.05 
each). The shipping casks were not buried but were returned. The RWMIS shows 0.7362 m3. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-USC-1H HDT - 20 
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1. General physical 
Resin. 

form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Solid resin inside stainless steel demineralizers. Not 

,[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Other. 

immobilized but contained. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag ( ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner (X] none ( ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
The containers (2 each) are small stainless steel 
demineralizers. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 



PART C - NONRAOIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF·USC-1H HDT 20 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was)( kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two Lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Saflll HiniiTl..ITI Haximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number auantlty Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
No means to determine type of solidified resin that was disposed. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-USC-1H HOT - 20 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"'' MiniiTUII Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Solid. unknown. T .01670000000000 CI 1963 1963 N ·50% +SO% 

Sr-90 Solid. Unknown. T .01670000000000 CI 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% 

Cs-137 Solid. Unknown. T .01670000000000 CI 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
25 mCi per demineralizer per shipping records. Assumed chemical NOS to include UN-ID·B&G, which was divided 1/3 fQ~~o. 1/3 Sr-90 an9 1/3 Cs-137. 

I 

! 

I 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-USC-1H HOT - 20 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

(X] RWMIS ( ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records ( ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
(X] other 
Shipping records. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
What specific chemicals are involved. 
Shipping records just say "chemical NOS". 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
Volumes conflict (see A.lO). 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Determination of isotopes based on assumptions of typical 
isotopes found with this type of waste stream. No G-M 
correction is needed to the best estimate. The waste stream 
curie content was determined by the generator's analytical 
methods prior to shipping. The list of radionuclides that 
contribute to the total curie content, based on the process, 
was provided on the shippinq records. Upper and lower 
bounds are estimated based on waste expert's_judgment. 



Page: OFF-197 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 21 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 2. Date prepared: 06/14/93 

3. Generator: OFF 4. Particular facility: USN 
(area or contractor use code from attached list) (building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m--a~t~t~a~c~h~e-,d~l~i's-t~)-----

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
lH 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
( ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1963 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. Waste stream: 
Animal carcasses, waste paper towels, glassware, 
tools and similar laboratory items. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 227.5000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: ( ] annual or (X] total over all years 
Check box: (X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

9. RliMIS shows 227.5, but shipping records show 154.63. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-USN-1H HDT - 21 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Combustibles (paper, cloth, wood, etc.). 

, [X] other (specify) 
15. 

3. Chemical form: 
Animal carcasses in formaldehyde. Other 
waste is dry solid. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
The animal carcasses are pickled in formaldehyde inside 
plastic bags in 55-gallon drums. The lab waste is in double 
plastic bags in boxes or drums. 

4. Inner packaging: [X] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Cardboard box*. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BLM (18 each) and BXC (1488 each). 



PART C - NONRAOJOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - OFF-USN-1H HOT - 21 
Page: OFF -199 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sanv MinilllliTl Maxirrun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

50-00-0 liquid. Unknown. T 225.00000000000 LB 1963 1963 N 207 243 Three to 8 % of 495. 
Formaldehyde 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Assumed 5.5 % of volume of carcasses in 9 each 55-gallon drums was formaldehyde. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - Off-USN-1H HDT - 21 
Page: Off- 200 

for each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

" Radionuclide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Minirrun Max illUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Vatue/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Unknown. Unknown. T 73.240000000000 Cl 1961 1963 N -50% +50% See comment below. 

Co-60 Unknown. Unknown. T 73.240000000000 Cl 1961 1963 N -50% +50% See comment ~low. 

Sr-90 Unknown. Unknown. T 44.590000000000 Cl 1960 1962 N -50% +50% See comment below. 

Po-210 Unknown. Unknown. T 51.680000000000 Cl 1961 1962 N -50% +50% See corrment below. 

Ra-226 Unknown. Unknown. T 43.340000000000 Cl 1961 1962 N ·50% +50% See comment below. 

!r-192 !Unknown. Unknown. T 3.3600000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See comment below. 

Sa-137m Unknown. Unknown. I 3.3600000000000 Cl 1961 1961 ·50% +50% See comment below. 

Sb-124 Unknown. Unknown. T 3.3600000000000 CI 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See comment below. 

Tm-170 Unknown. Unknown. I 3.3600000000000 CI 1961 1961 N -50% +SO% See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?'' and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Note: Most values were stated as "less than". This sl.IIIDary removes the "less than" and uses the maximun value. The total shipped is assumed to be half of the maximun 
value. The C-14 is contained in 9 drums of animal carcasses. 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · 0Ff-USN-1H HOT - 21 
Page: OFF-201 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"' Minirrun MaxiiJUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Y-90 Unknown. Unknown. T 1.2500000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N ·50% +50% See comment below. 

C·14 Unknown. Unknown. T .00300000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% See c00111ent below • 

. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?11 and provide number of samples in the next colurm and standard deviation in the next coltJm. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional informatiQn or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Note: Most values were stated as "less than". This surrrnary removes the 11 less than" and uses the maximum value. The total ~hipped is assumed to be half of the maxinun 
value. The C-14 is contained in 9 drums of animal carcasses. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-USN-lH HDT - 21 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ) other database 
[ ) sample analysis data 
[ ) operating records [ ) interview 
[ ) expert judgment [ ) reports 
[X) other 
Shipping record. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[ ) best estimate 
[X) worst case 
[ ) other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ) no 
[X) yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
curie content of the various isotopes. 
Formaldehyde concentration was unknown. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 
Used worse case curie values off shipping records. 

6. If yes, explain why: 
RWMIS shows 772 curies, 227.5 m3 for volume and 4.832E+07 
grams. Shipping records show 6~1.5 curies, 154.6 m3 and 
1.8E+07 grams. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assumed worst case for radionuclide inventory but still 
don't know curie content for each isotope. Assumed 3-8% of 
contents of drum was due to formaldehyde. No G-M correction 
is needed to the best estimate. The waste stream curie 
content and specific radionuclides were determined by means 
of the generator's analytical m§thods prior tg shipging. 
Upper and lower bounds are estimated based on waste expert's 
iudgment. 



Page: OFF-203 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 22 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator: OFF 
(area or cont-r-'a'"'c"t:--o-r ___ u_s_e_c_o~d-e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ) TRU or suspect TRU 
[X) LLW 
[ ) non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1961 

10. Comments {specify number of pertinent question): 
4. WCC- Wan Chang Corp., Albany, OR. 

2. Date prepared: 06/14/93 

4. Particular facility: wee 
(building number - use -c~o-'d~e~f~r-o-m--a~t~t-a-c~h~e~d~1~i-s~t~)~---

6. Waste stream: 
Paper raqs, furnace coke, carbon baffles, wax brick 
refractory and small hand tools. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 4.5300 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: ( ] annual or [X) total over all years 
Check box: (X] container volume or ( ) waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-WCC-111 HDT - 22 
Page: OFF-204 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Concrete, brick, and asphalt. Loose items packed in 114L drums. 

"[X) other (specify) 
16, 44, brick, refractory, wax and furnace 
coke. 

3. Chemical form: 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ) plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ) metal liner [X) none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
All materials contaminated with thorium. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. Forty each 114 liter BLMs. 



PART C NONRAOIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS OfF-YCC-lH HOT - 22 
Page: OFF-205 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form {A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hinilllllll Ma>l ii1Ull Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number auant i ty Year Year les? Value/#Samp Va lue/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

-- ~---- --- - ---

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the collllYI titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next collllll1. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

-



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS 0Ff-UCC·1H HOT - 22 
Page: OFF-206 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s.,.., Mini nun Maxi!TUTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Th-232 Solid. Th02. Unknown. Cl 1961 1961 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Yin the column titled 11 Samptes? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
RUMIS lists MFP but the only radionuclide discus~~ is thori~~-<RWMIS is jo ~rror.) Zero curies listed in RYHJS. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-WCC-lH HDT - 22 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
( ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
(X] other 
Shipping record. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
If there are truly no curies in this waste 
stream. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EGG-W-80-027. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
RWMIS lists MFP, but records show no MFPs. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 



Page: OFF-208 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 68 

1. Preparer: Jorgensen, Doug 

3. Generator:~O~F~F~------------~ 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box) 
[ ) TRU or suspect TRU 
[X) LLW 
[ ) non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1962 Ending year 1962 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/14/93 

4. Particular facility: WSU 
(building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r-o-m---a~t~t-a-c~h~e~d~1~i-s~t~)~----

6. Waste stream: 
Bird, animal and crayfish carcasses. Kim wipes, 
paper towels, gloves, aluminum and stainless steel 
plackets. 

9. \'laste stream volume: 
Amount 2.1500 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ) annual or [X) total over all years 
Check box: [X) container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. WSU- Washington State University, Pullman, WA. 
6. Hazardous materials included small amounts of petroleum ether and ethanol/methanol mixtures, ATP 
( adenos inetr iphospate) , dimethyl POPOf>_( 1, 4 ,_lois .. :2.._2__phen_yloxa~l benzene) , ethanol/toluene and 
magnesium. Uranium compounds (elemental, oxide and chloride forms) and magnesium oxide were also 
present. 
9. 1.67 per RWMIS, 2.15 calculated from shipping records. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS OFF-WSU-1H HDT - 68 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Biological waste. 
[X) other (specify) 
13, 14, 21, 42, 44. 

3. Chemical form: 
Trace amounts of contaminants in the 
carcasses and lab waste. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Bird and animal carcasses, with a variety of tracers (C-14, 
Na-22, Cl-36, Ca-45, H-3, P-3~, and I-131). Lab waste 
(paper, kim wipes, gloves, beakers, etc.) UCL4Mg from a 
metallurgical experiment. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ) plastic bag [ ) plastic liner 
[ ) metal liner [ ) none [X) other (specify) 
Boxes and plastic bags. See 7 below. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. 

7. Comments (specify number of 
4. Boxes and plastic bags. 
5. Eight each BLMs. 

pertinent question): 
Boxes inside a 0.004 inch poly wrap. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOG!CAL CONTAMINANTS OFF·WSU-1H HDT - 68 
Page: OFF-210 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End SafiiJ Minimun Maximum Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STO uncertainty 

64175 Animal/bird/fish Unknown. Unknown. GM 1962 1962 N See comment below. 
Ethyl Alcohol carcasses. 

~ ~-- -
67-56-1 Animal/bird/fish Unknown. Unknown. GM 1962 1962 N 
Methyl Alcohol carcasses. 

1806·34-4 Animal/bird/fish Unknown. Unknown. GM 1962 1962 N 
1,4-Bis(S Phenyloxazol-2-YL)Be carcasses. 

----
108·88-3 Animal/bird/fish Unknown. Unknown. GM 1962 1962 N 
Toluene carcasses. 

---

~ 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
CAS#: 1806·34-4: 1.4 bis 2.5 phenyloxazolyl benzene (Dimethyl POPOP). Total quantity disposed is unknown, but small amounts. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS- OFF-USU-1H HDT 68 
Page: OFF -211 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimum Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

-
H-3 Animal carcasses and lab Unknown. T .00066670000000 CI 1962 1962 • -50% +50% 

waste. 

C-14 Animal carcasses and lab Unknown. T .00066670000000 CI 1962 1962 • -50% +50% 
waste. 

------
P-32 Animal carcasses and lab Unknown. T .00066670000000 CI 1962 1962 • -50% +50% 

waste. 

5·35 Animal carcasses and lab Unknown. T .00066670000000 CI 1962 1962 • ·50% +50% 
waste. 

-
Ca-45 Animal carcasses and lab Unknown. T .00066670000000 CI 1962 1962 • -50% +50% 

waste. 

·------- --- ---- -
Co-60 Animal carcasses and lab Unknown. T .00066670000000 CI 1962 1962 • -50% +50% 

waste. 

-. -----·-· 

Zn-65 Animal carcasses and lab Unknown. T .00066670000000 CI 1962 1962 • -50% +50% 
waste. 

·-

Sr-85 Animal carcasses and lab Unknown. T .00066670000000 CI 1962 1962 • -50% +50% 
waste. 

Rb-86 Animal carcasses and lab Unknown. T .00066670000000 CI 1962 1962 • -50% +50% 
waste. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next collllln. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Distribution of contaminants is unknown. Assumed uniform distribution. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAl CONTAMINANTS OfF·IJSU-1H HOT 68 
Page: QFF~212 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Samp Minirrum Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll) Value/STD Uncertainty 

1-131 Animal carcasses and lab Unknown. T .00066670000000 Cl 1962 1962 N ·50% +50% 
waste. 

Cs-137 !Animal caccasses and lab Unknown. T .00066670000000 Cl 1962 1962 N -50% +50% 
waste. . .. I ,,., Ce-144 Animal carcasses and lab Unknown. T .00066670000000 Cl N -50% +50% 
waste. 

Pm-147 Animal carcasses and lab Unknown. T .00066670000000 Cl 1962 1962 N -50% +50% 
waste. 

Tl-204 Animal carcasses and lab Unknown. T .00066670000000 Cl 1962 1962 N -50% +50% 
waste. 

-
U-238 Animal carcasses and lab Unknown. T .00066670000000 Cl 1962 1962 N -50% +SO% 

waste . . 
--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colUITYl titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colui!V1. 
If not, mark N and give the miniiT\lJll value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Distribution of contaminants is unknown. Assumed uniform distribution. 

-



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - OFF-WSU-lH HOT - 68 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box} 

[X) RWMIS [ ) other database 
[ ) sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ) interview 
[ ) expert judgment [X) reports 
[X) other 
Shipping record. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part c and 0 represent: 
[X) best estimate 
[ ) worst case 
[ ) other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X) no 
[ ) yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Curies of individual isotopes. Volume of 
hazardous chemical constituents. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EGG-PR-W-80-027. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assumed uniform distribution. No G-M correction is needed 
to the best estimate. The waste stream curie content was 
determined by the generator's analytical methods prior to 
shipping. The list of radionuclides that contribute to the 
total curie content, based on the process, was provided on 
the shipping records. Upper and lower bounds are estimated 
based on waste expert's judgment. 



Waste Disposed of on Pad A 



Page: PDA-1 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 345 

1. Preparer: Rhodes, Donald w. 

3. Generator:~P~D~A~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1A 

7. Type'of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
starting year 1972 Ending year 1978 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 11/10/94 

4. Particular facility: INEL 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t~t~a~c~hLe~d~'l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Fuel production scrap and miscellaneous wastes from 
laboratory and plant operations. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 472.6000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

7. Waste contains uranium and concentrations of plutonium at <10 nCi/g except for one shipment that 
reportedly contained plutonium at >100 nCi/g. Includes Pad A waste from INEL generators: ANL, ARA, 
ICPP, NRF, SPERT, TAN, and TRA. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS PDA-INEL-1A HDT - 345 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Unirradiated fuel from experiments. 
[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Generally oxides. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Generally counting sources, depleted uranium oxide: plates, 
scrap fuel pieces, lab waste, wood, paper, plastic, metal, 
crucibles, and fission countinq foils. 

4. Inner packaging: [X] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
1. Also 21 (combustibles: paper, cloth, wood, etc.) and 31 (radiation sources). 
5. Also BXW, "Other", and BXC. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · PDA-INEL·lA HOT - 345 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp MiniiiJ..Ill Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

---

--- - --- L_ -- -- - L_ -- - - -- ----L_ ---- -- ------

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colUIIVl. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · POA·INEL-1A HOT · 345 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two Lines to handle 
this sifuation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun Haximt..m Bas is for 
Quantity Year Year les? V a l ue I #Safll> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Occluded in waste. Probably oxide. T .00029600000000 Cl 1972 1978 N ·50% +50% Assumed by data gatherer. 
See comment (a) below. 

Pu-239 Occluded in waste. Probably oxide. T .05600000000000 Cl 1972 1978 N ·50% +50% Assumed by data gatherer. 
see conment (a) below. 

Pu- 240 Occluded in waste. Probably oxide. T .06200000000000 Cl 1972 1978 N ·50% +50% Assumed by data gatherer. 
See conment (a) below. 

Pu-241 Occluded in waste. Probably oxide. T .07600000000000 Cl 1972 1978 N ·50% +50% Assumed by data gatherer. 
See comment (a) below. 

Pu-242 Occluded in waste. Probably oxide. T .00000013900000 Cl 1972 1978 N ·50% +50% Assumed by data gatherer. 
See comment (a) below. 

Th-232 Occluded in waste. Probably oxide. T .00002790000000 Cl 1972 1978 N ·50% +50% Assumed by data gatherer. 
See comment (a) below. 

U-234 Occluded in waste. Probably oxide. T .08000000000000 Cl 1972 1978 N ·50% +50% See comment (b) below. 

U-235 Occluded in waste. Probably oxide. T .00590000000000 Cl 1972 1978 N ·50% +50% Assumed by data gatherer. 
See comment (b) below. 

U-238 Occluded in waste. Probably oxide. T .07850000000000 Cl 1972 1978 N ·50% +50% Assumed by data gatherer. 
See comment (b) below. 

---- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and glve the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant> 

Includes waste from ANL ARA ICPP NRF SPERT TAN and TRA. Values for the radionuclides were obtained from R~IS. 
Includes waste from ANL ARA ICPP NRF SPERT, TAN and TRA, These val~e~ were reported a~ MFP, unidentified Beta, G~~a and MA~ in RWMIS. The unid~Qtified B~ta, 

uamma ana M~~ were assumea to oe ~s-•~r. 1ne MAP was assumed to be Co-60. The U-234 activity includes that associated with the indicated activities of u-; 
for depleted uranium, as well as 0.0000112 Ci indicated in RWMIS. 



PART 0 -RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS- PDA-JNEL·1A HOT - 345 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa...., Hinirwn Maxilll.ln Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Occluded in waste. Probably oxide. T .21400000000000 Cl 1972 1978 N -50% +SO% Assumed by data gatherer. 
See comment (b).below. 

Co-60 Occluded in waste. Probably oxide. T 1.8000000000000 Cl 1972 1978 N -50% +SO% Assumed by data gatherer. 
See conment (b) below. 

~ 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. Includes waste from ANL ARA ICPP NRF SPERl TAN and TRA. Values for the radionuclides were obtained from RWMIS. 
b. Includes waste from ANl, ARA. JCPP, NRF. SPERl, TAN and TRA. These values were reported as HFP. unidentified Beta. Gamma and HAP in RYMIS. The unidentified Beta, 
Gamma and MFP were assumed to be Cs-137. The MAP was assumed to be Co 60. The U-234 activity includes that associated wlth the indicated activities of U·235 and U-238 
for depleted uranium, as well as 0.0000112 Ci indicated in RYMIS. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - PDA-INEL-1A HDT - 345 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Measurements of the concentrations of 
uranium and plutonium that were made in 
that time period were probably not highly 
reliable. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
RWMIS and a report, "RI/FS for Pad A, Operable Unit 7-12, 
WAG 7", RWMC, J:NEL, EGG-\Vlo!-99f5'L_Rev. _:!,_, Vol. _1, V.E. 
Halford, et al., July 1993. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assumed that the reported concentration values are adequate. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 344 

1. Preparer: Rhodes, Donald w. 

3. Generator:-=P~D~A~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1A 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
starting year 1972 Ending year 1978 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 11/09/94 

4. Particular facility: RFO 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t~~~a~c~h~e~d-.l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Inorganic salts (nitrates, sulfates, chlorides and 
phosphates), depleted uranium, and some sewage 
sludge. 

9. waste stream volume: 
Amount 9772.0000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: ( ] annual or (X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

7. The radionuclides are actinide elements, normally in concentrations <10 nCi/g. A few shipments 
(approximately 14) had concentrations between 10 and 100 nCi/q, and one shipment slightly exceeded 
100 nCi/g. All of this waste was produced at the Rocky Flats Operation and shipped to the INEL for 
disposal. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS PDA-RF0-1A HDT - 344 

1. General physical 
Sludqe. 
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form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Salt cakes in drums and boxes with cement added to sorb 

[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Sodium and potassium nitrates, sulfates and 
phosphates. Uranium oxide. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel. 

liquid when it was present. 

4. Inner packaging: (X] plastic bag 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [X] other 
Plastic liner. 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

[ ] plastic liner 
(specify) 

The dried salts were packaged in the containers as tightly 
as possible by hand tpmping. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
1. Also 14 (evaporated salts). 
2. Miscellaneous waste solids such as HEPA filters, paper wipes, graphite molds and crucibles and 
small tools and casting residues, sometimes contaminated with beryllium and beryllium oxide, were 
placed in plastic bags and sometimes added_ to the= boxes or drums containing the salt waste. 
5. Also BXW. Prior to September, 1975, the salts were packaged in 55-gallon drums. After this 
date, 4x4x7 ft. wooden boxes were used. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - PDA-RF0-1A HOT - 344 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End sa.., Hinillll.IJl Max imLill Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year tes? Valuej#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

7631-99-4 Salt cake. NaN03. T 273000000.00000 GM 1972 1978 N 546000000. See comment (a) below. 
Sodium Nitrate 

7757-79-1 Salt cake. KN03. T 1370000000.0000 GM 1972 1978 N 2740000000 See comment (a) below. 
Potassium Nitrate . 

7647-14·5 Salt cake. NaCl. T 121000000.00000 GM 1972 1978 N 242000000. See comment (a) below. 
Sodium Chloride 

7447-40-7 Salt cake. KCI. T 60500000.000000 GM 1972 1978 N 121000000. See comment (a) below. 
Potassium Chloride 

7757-82-6 Salt cake. Na2S04. T 121000000.00000 GM 1972 1978 N 242000000. See comment (a) below. 
Sodium Sulfate 

7778-80·5 Salt cake. K2S04. T 60500000.000000 GM 1972 1978 N 121000000. See comment (a) below. 
Potassium Sulfate 

10101-89·0 Salt cake. NaP04. T 60500000.000000 GM 1972 1978 N 121000000. See comment (a) below. 
Sodium Phosphate 

7778-77-0 Salt cake. K3P04. T 30500000.000000 GM 1972 1978 N 61000000.0 See comment (a) below. 
Potassium Phosphate 

10588·01-9 Salt cake. NaCr207. T 3070000.0000000 GM 1972 1978 N 6140000.00 See comment (b) below. 
Sodium Dichromate 

-- - - - -- --

*If sample data are available, mark Yin the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colt.mn. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. This data assumes that the salts contain 60% sodium nitrate, 30% potassium nitrate, and 10% miscellaneous compounds. An analysis of one drum of salts from Pad A 
showed small amounts of chlorides. sulfates, phosphates, fluorides. and nitrites. Since th1s data are only from one sample, from one drum. it is not representative. The 
10% miscellaneous was assumed to consist of 4% chloride, 4% sulfates, and 2% phosphates. It is assumed that the total amount of these salts on Pad A is 4.55E+09 srams. 
b. The one sample of the salt on Pad A showed chromium at 400 mg Cr/kg. It is assumed that this would exist as sod)ym and potassium dichromate. The amounts calculated 
would give 400 mg Cr{kg of salt in 45SE+09 grams of salt. 
c. A letter from T.l. Clements to R.M. Brown {1985) indicates that some of the beryllium was probably disposed of on Pad A between 1972 and 1978. The specific quantity 
of Be or BeO in the waste on Pad A is unknown. 



PART C · NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - PDA-RFO-lA HOT - 344 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. Jf any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mini nun Maximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Va lue/#Sanp Value{STD Uncertainty 

7778-50-9 Salt cake. K2Cr207. T 1700000.0000000 GH 1972 1978 N 3400000.00 See cooment (b) below. 
Potassium Dichromate 

7440-41-7 Solid. Metal or oxides. Unknown. GH 1972 1978 N 2000000.00 See COI11llent (c) below. 
BerylLium 

--- ---- -

* If sample data are available, mark y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant} 
a. This data assumes that the salts contain 60% sodium nitrate, 30% potassium nitrate, and 10% miscellaneous compounds. An_analysis of one drum of salts from Pad A 
showed small amounts of chlorides, sulfates, phosphates, fluorides, and nitrite~. Since thi!) _Qjlta are 9n!y___f_c_om one S~lllflL~L__ _ _from_ Clll~ drun. it is nQL~resentative. The 
10% miscellaneous was assumed to conSist of 4% chtOfide, 4% sulfates, and 2% phosphates. It is assumed that the total amount of these salts on Pad A is 4.55E+09 grams. 
b. The one sample of the salt on Pad A showed chromium at 400 mg Cr/kg. It is assumed that this would e~i~L~s sodium an9 QOtassium dichromate. The amounts calculated 
would give 400 mg Cr/kg of salt in 455E+09 grams of salt. 
c. A letter from T .L. Clements to R.M. Brown (19BSY indicates that some of the bef-yll ium was probably disposed of on Pad A between 1972 and 1978. The specific quantity 
of Be or BeD in the waste on Pad A is unknown. 

I 

i 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl.ide Physical Form Chemical Form <A>nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' Minilllllll MaxilfUJI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

U-235 Solid. Oxide. T .32460000000000 CI 1972 1978 N ·50% +SO% Assumed by data gatherer. 

U-238 Sot id. oxide. T 24.890000000000 Cl 1972 1978 N ·50% +50% Assumed by data gatherer. 

Pu-238 Occluded in salt cake. Oxide. T .02010000000000 CI 1972 1978 N -50% +50% Assumed by data gatherer. 
See comment (a) below. 

Pu-239 Occluded in salt cake. Oxide. T .62850000000000 CI 1972 1978 N -50% +50% Assumed by data gatherer. 
See comment (a) below. 

Pu·240 Occluded in salt cake. Oxide. T .15410000000000 CI 1972 1978 N -50% +50% Assumed by data gatherer. 
See comment (a) below. 

Pu-241 Occluded in salt cake. Oxide. T 5.3910000000000 CI 1972 1978 N -50% +50% Assumed by data gatherer. 
See comment (a) below. 

Pu-242 Occluded in salt cake. OK ide. T .00001245000000 CI 1972 1978 N -50% +50% Assumed by data gatherer. 
See comment (a) below. 

U-234 Solid. OK ide. T 4.6400000000000 CI 1971 1978 N -50% +50% See comment (b) below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the neKt colunn and standard deviation in the next colllflll. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. The concentrations of plutonium were predominately <10 nCi/g. There were a few exceptions as described in part A, item 10. 
b. The U-234 data is assumed by the data gatherer, based on Rocky Flats material U-12 composition (depleted uranium). 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - PDA-RFO-lA HDT - 344 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records ( ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Measurements of the concentrations of 
plutonium and uranium that were made in 
that time period were probably not highly 
reliable. Beryllium was not an accountable 
material. Therefore, there are no known 
records concerninq the quantites of 
disposed beryllium. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
RWMIS and Report, "RI/FS for Pad A, Operable Unit 7-12, WAG 
7", RWMC. INEL, EGG-WM-9967, Rev. 1, Vol. 1, V.E. Halford, 
et al., July 1993. Passmore letter to Schletter, "Pad-A 
(TDA) Shipments Exceedinq 10 nCi/qm", June 16, 1980. 
Clements letter to R.M. Brown, "Beryllium on Pad A", 
TLC-46-85, June 3, 1985. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assumed that the concentration values from one salt sample 
are adequate. Assumed that chromium is present as sodium or 
potassium dichromate. 



Power Excursion Reactor 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 54 

" 1 . Prepa rer : ___,G"e'-'r'-'b"'e"-"r-'--"G'-'.'---------------

3. Generator: PER 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t~o_r ___ u_s_e_c_o~d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
lH 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/28/93 

4. Particular facility: 601 
(building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r-o_m __ a~t~t~a-c~h~e~d~l~i-s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Combustibles tpaper, cloth, wood, etc.). 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 278.0000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: (X] container volume or ( ] waste volume 

Please note that in this time period, waste from SPERT I, II, III and IV was collected at PBF-601. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS PER-601-1H HDT - 54 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Combustibles (paper, cloth, wood, etc.). 

,[X] other (specify) 
3, 7! 10, 44, 23, 5, 2, 31. 

3. Chemical form: 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Cardboard box*. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Most items were probably bagged and then put in cardboard 
boxes, "other" types were probably plastic covered. 

4. Inner packaging: [X] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BXW and "Other". PBF-601 contained the Fuel Storaqe Vault. It was also disassembly and 
assembl~rea for tests at_§PERT I, II, III a~d IV. Waste consists of mostly combustibles and 
compactibles. 



PART C · NONRAOIOLOGlCAL CONTAMINANTS - PER-601-lH HOT - 54 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salfl' Minirrun MaxilfUll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

7439-92-1 Solid, brick, shot and Unknown. T 200.00000000000 LB 1960 1970 N 
Lead sheet. 

7440-43-9 Solid and sheet. Unknown. T 10.000000000000 lB 1960 1970 N 
Cadmiun 

67-64-1 Liquid absorbed in rags. Unknown. T 39.000000000000 lB 1960 1970 N 
Acetone 

78-93-3 Liquid absorbed in rags. Unknown. T 39.000000000000 lB 1960 1970 N 
2-Butanone 

79-01-6 Liquid absorbed in rags. Unknown. T 390.00000000000 l8 1960 1970 N 
Trichloroethylene 

7440-22-4 Solid solder. Alloy. T 1.0000000000000 lB 1960 1970 N 
Silver 

71-55-6 Liquid absorbed in rags. Unknown. T 78.000000000000 lB 1960 1970 N 
1, 1, 1-Trichtoroethane 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Hazardous chemicals are estimates from interviews with persons mentioned ln part E. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - PER~601~1H HOT - 54 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Minirrun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Solid. Oxides. T 2.3800000000000 Cl 1960 1970 N ·50% +50% 

U·235 Pellet, powder, solid and Unknown. T .00200000000000 CI 1960 1970 N ·50% +50% 
rods. 

U·238 Pellet, powder, solid and Unknown. T .00433000000000 CI 1960 1970 N ~so% +50% 
rods. 

Cs-137 Solid. Oxides. T 17.240000000000 CI 1960 1970 N ·50% +50% 

---- ---- -- ------

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next colt.mn and standard deviation in the next collm"'. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
UN-ID-B&G _Qr_obably Cs-n!__due to patH_E_nalysis on_ ~PERT II _and SPERl I!! Leach P9~ __ (see loJM-F1·83-009 and YM-Fl-83-010). These fuel rods were fabricated and analyzed at 
PBF-601. Some disposal also tQQ~~ <?f 11-235 and U-_238. MFp_js most pr<?l;le:Q.!_y__g:;-1~7- {§~~-~bove mentioned report~) and MAP is most prqbabty Co-60 (see above mentioned 
reports). MFP UN·ID-B&G wer~- lumped tog~!_!l_er and r_~named Cs~137. MAP an_g_fo-60 '"ef~_l~ogether !=~§: ~o-60. Al~o curie C9D~ent is fj~~d estimate onty based upon 
radiation readings. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - PER-601-1H HDT - 54 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [X] interview 
[X] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Acetone, MEK, may have already evaporated 
away. Radionuclides are per best 
recollection of personnel involved. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Report WM-F1-82-018, SM-F1-83-009, WM-F1-83-010. 
Interview: Ron Drake (6-~~48), Ro~_~oley (6-4253), R.L. 
Pierce (6-4566), Lavar Palmer (6-6644), Larry o. Miller 
(6-2710), Delay Beasley (483-3611), Clyde Toole (6-6316), & 
Guy J. Wilson (233-3189). 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
Radionuclides better identified, hazardous materials 
identified. Also, PER-601 collected waste from SPERT I, II, 
III, and IV during this time period. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Interviews are the best recollections of personnel involved 
with these operations. Some of hazardous chemical volumes 
disposed. No G-M correction is needed to the best estimate. 
The waste stream curie content and specific radionuclides 
were determined-by means of the generator's anC~!Ytical 
methods prior to shipping. Upper and lower bounds are 
estimated based on waste expert's judgment. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 55 

1. Preparer: Gerber G. 2. Date prepared: 06/28/93 

3. Generator: PER 4. Particular facility: 612 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r-o~m~-a~t~t~a~c~h~e~d~l'i-s~t~)~----

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
( ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1973 Ending year 1973 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
This is the SPERT II Facility. 

6. Waste stream: 
Glove box, vacuum pump, air conditioner, capsule and 
radioactive source. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 9.9600 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: (X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS PER-612-1H HDT - 55 

1. General physical 
Other scrap metals. 

"[X) other (specify) 
5. 

3. Chemical form: 
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form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Glove box, vacuum pump, air conditioner, and one radioactive 
source (Ra-226). Possible Capsule Driver Core (CDC) capsule 
(te=?t devic:E!l. This __ 'Waste is primar:ilY_ metal components. 

4. Inner packaging: [X) plastic bag [ ) plastic liner 
[ ) metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Other*. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BXC. 
5. "Other" is a capsule for testing of fuel, cabinet, milling machine pump, air conditioner, and 
glove box. 



PART C · NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · PER·612·1H HOT · 55 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' HiniiiUlt Haximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sall"p Value/STD Uncertainty 

7439-92-1 Solid, brick, shote and Unknown. A 200.00000000000 LB 1973 1973 N 
lead sheet. 

79-01-6 Liquid absorbed in rags. Unknown. A 39.000000000000 LB 1973 1973 N 
Trichloroethylene 

78-93-3 Liquid absorbed in rags. Unknown. A 7.8000000000000 LB 1973 1973 N 
2-Butanone 

7440-22-4 Solder. Alloy. A .10000000000000 LB 1973 1973 N 
Silver 

71·55-6 liquid absorbed in rags. Unknown. A 7.8000000000000 LB 1973 1973 N 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

67-64-1 liquid absorbed in rags. Unknown. A 7.8000000000000 LB 1973 1973 N 
Acetone 

7440-43-9 Solid sheet. Unknown. A 20.000000000000 lB 1973 1973 N 
Cadmium 

··--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Solvents used to clean up. Lead and cadmium were used for shielding. Quantities given are the best recollection of personnel involved with this facility. 

·- -



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · PER·612-1H HOT - 55 
Page: PER-9 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. A .00000000500000 CJ 1973 1973 N ·50% +50% 

Cs·137 Solid. Oxides. A .70900000000000 CJ 1973 1973 N ·50% +50% 

Ra-226 Sol fd. Source. A .22900000000000 CJ 1973 1973 N ·50% +50% 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. A .00000000500000 Cl 1973 1973 N ·50% +50% 

-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Radionuclides curies are just estimates from radioactive readings. See document YM-Fl-83-010, D+D of SPERl II leach Pond for reference. Cs-137 is probably the 
UN-10-B&G, ~ng_r~~23B, 239 is probably the UN-ID-alpha. Curies reported are estimated from radiation readings. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - PER-612-1H HDT - 55 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [X] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Curies are just a rough estimate, but 
usually on the high side. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Ron Drake (6-8248), Lavar Palmer (6-6644), R.L. Pierce 
(6-4566), Larry 0. Miller (6-2710), Delay Beasely 
(483-3661), Ron Ooley (6-4253), Guy J. Wilson (233-3189) & 
Clyde Toole (6-6313). 
Report document WM-F1-83-010. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
Hazardous materials are not listed and the nuclides are not 
fully identified. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Some of hazardous chemical volumes disposed. No G-M 
correction is needed to the best estimate. The waste stream 
curie content and specific radionuclides were determined by 
means of the generator's analytical methods prior to 
shipping. Upper and lower bounds are estimated based on 
waste expert's iudgment. 



Page: PER-11 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 56 

1 . Prepa rer: ---"G,_,e,_,r,_,b:oce:::..:_r_,__oG,_,.c._ _________ _ 

3. Generator:~P~E~R~-----~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1971 Ending year 1980 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
3. Generator is listed as PER and PBF. 

2. Date prepared: 06/30/93 

4. Particular facility: 613 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f£r==o~m~a~t~t~a~c=h~e3d~l~i~s=t~)----

6. Waste stream: 
Core structure components, reactor vessel and loop 
components. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 186.7000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: ( ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

3. and 4. In RWMIS, PER and PBF-613 are listed as separate facilities, they are in fact the same 
facility. Data is combined for both facilities. This is the SPERT IV Facility. 
9. This is the total for years 197;L_1973, 1976L__:L979, and 1980. Prior to D+D there is no 
documentation found for Reactor Fuel. Also included is PER with no buildinq number. Review of 
original shippinq records reveals that_this waste came from the SPERT IV_jPER-613). 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS PER-613-1H HDT - 56 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Other core,reactor vessel,loop component 
[X] other (specify) 

-13, 10, 44, 21, 7. 

3. Chemical form: 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Other*. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Waste prim<1:r:ily is meta:t. _components (Q~) • 

4. Inner packaging: [X] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none . [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Silver leftovers and slag from Recovery Process constitutes 
hazardous waste qenerated in 1979 to 1982 time frame. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
1. Lead exists in small quantities, used and disposed of in radioactive waste less than 100 lbs. A 
U02 and vermiculite mixture was disposed of in probably 1971. Also, one radioactive shipping cask 
was sent to the RWMC and it probably contains lead (unknown quantity). One shipment in 1973 and one 
in 1974 went to PAD A. 
5. BXW, BLX and BXC. "Other" equals containers, mostly odd shaped or large metal core components. 



PART C - NOHRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - PER-613-1H HOT - 56 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, flll out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MinimLIIl Maxi nun Bas is for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/SlD Uncertainty 

67-64-1 Liquid absorbed in rags. Unknown. T 78.000000000000 LB 1971 1982 N 
Acetone 

79·01-6 Liquid absorbed in rags. Unknown. T 78.000000000000 LB 1971 1982 N 
Trichloroethylene 

7439-92-1 Solid, brick, shot, and Unknown. T 1000_0000000000 LB 1971 1982 N 
lead sheet. 

7440-22-4 Solid (glassi tied}. Alloy. T 2.0000000000000 LB 1979 1982 N 
Silver 

78-93·3 liquid absorbed in rags. Unknown. T 23.400000000000 LB 1971 1982 N 
2-Butanone 

7440-43·9 Solid and sheet. unknown. T 4.0000000000000 LB 1971 1982 N 
Cadmium 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Acetone has probably volatized off. Uaste was generated in 6 years only (1971, 1973, 1976. 1979, 1980, and 1982). Total column represents best estimate of total for all 
those years. Cadmium and lead were used for shielding. Liquids used in small quantities for cleanup. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - PER·613-1H HOT - 56 
Page: PER-14 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa.., Hinimun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Solid. Oxides and particulate. T 4.9340000000000 CI 1971 1982 N ·50% +SO% 

U·23S Absorbed liquid slurry. Unknown. T .00002996000000 CI 1971 1971 N -SO% +50% 

U-238 Absorbed liquid slurry. Unknown. T .00004329000000 CI 1971 1971 N -SO% +50% 

Cs-137 Solid. Oxides and particulate. T .29800000000000 Cl 1971 1982 N -SO% +50% 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide nunber of samples in the next colUITYl and standard deviation in the next coll.ml'l. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maxirm..m value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies reported are from Field Radiation Measurements and then converted. Total column is total for 6 years (1971, 1973, 1976, 1979, 1980. & 1981). UN-10-B&G and MFP for 
all y~~rs was conv~rted to Cs-137, which is typical for PBF/SPERT. 90-95% of MFP is Cs-137. Co-60 and MAP were combined totals. Most MAP is Co-60 in PBF/SPERT area. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - PER-613-1H HOT - 56 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records [X] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Curies reported are typically a field 
estimate and not an actual gamma 
spectrometer. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Lavar Palmer (6-6644), R.L. Pierce (6-4566), Guy J. Wilson 
(233-3189), ~arry o. Miller (6-2710), Georqe Reimos 
(6-0349), Clyde Toole (6-6316), Delay Bea~!~(483-3611), 
Ron Ooley (6-4253) 
Report TREE-1373, paqe 23. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
PER (no building number) needs to be added to PER/PBF-613 
totals. PER (no building number) is really PER-613. 
PER-613 and PBF-613 are the same building but listed 
separat<e!y_in RWMI~, th;h,;_ may n_E!ed te>~e char1ged. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
MFP was usually 90-95% cs-137. UN-ID-B&G was usually 
Cs-137. MAP was usually Co-60. Looked at sampling report 
for SPERT IV (Report TREE-1373, page 23). Some of hazardous 
chemical volumes disposed of. No G-M correction is needed 
to the best estimate. The waste stream curie content and 
specific radionuclides were determined by means of the 
generator's analytical methods prior to shipping. Upper and 
lower bounds are estimated based on waste expert's judgment. 



Page: PER-16 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 57 

1 . Preparer: _,G,_,eo:;r,_,b~e"-r=.J.._,G~.'--------------

3. Generator:_;P~E~R~-----~~ 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
(X] LLW 
( ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1972 Ending year 1977 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 07/02/93 

4. Particular facility: 617 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m-a~t~t~a~c~h~e~d~l'i~s~t~)---

6. Waste stream: 
Irradiated and unirradiated fuel. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 0.7070 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: ( ] annual or (X] total over all years 
Check box: (X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

Unused, and also irradiated fuel discarded to RWMC after shutdown of SPERT I, ~I, III, and IV 
reactors. PER-617 and PBF-617 are the same building. Also includes fuel that was sent to Pad A. 
Irradiated fuel has a low megawatt irradiation time. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS PER-617-lH HDT - 57 

1. General physical form (see attached 
Irradiated fuel from experiments. 

• [X] other (specify) 
3, pellet, powder and rods. 

3. Chemical form: 
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list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Pellets, powder and rods . 

4. Inner packaging: [X] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [X] other (specify) 
Fuel wrapped in plastic. See 7 below. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Cardboard box*. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Fuel probably wrapped plastic and put in BXC or metal shippinq can (1 cu ft.). 
5. "Other" is a 1 cubic ft. metal shipping can. This was just a storage building, no cleaning or 
solvent use was done. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - PER·617-1H HDT - 57 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salfl' Mininun Haximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

! 

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Talked with Guy_J. Wilson (he was in charge of this vault) and he said that no hazardous materials were used here. 



. 

PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - PER-617-1H llDT - 57 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table_ If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
th 1 s s 1 tuat ion . 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sanp Mini nun MaXillUil Basis for 
Quantity vear Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-235 Solid, pellet, powder and Unknown. T .00020560000000 Cl 1972 1977 N -50% +50% 
rods. 

U-238 Solid, pellet, powder and Unknown. T .00469600000000 CI 1972 1977 N -50% +50% 
rods. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next cotLJM. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. · 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Believe this to be very accurate as fuel accountability was in grams and was de~lt with in very known quantities. lrra9i~ted f~~~ is low-yietd burn-up. 



PARTE - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - PER-617-1H. HDT - 57 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [X] interview 
[X] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Guy J. Wilson. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
PER-617 and PBF-617 are the same building, also, PER-617 
waste to PAD is included in totals. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
No G-M correction is needed to the best estimate. The waste 
stream curie content and specific radionuclides were 
determined by means of the generator'f3analytical methods 
prior to snipping. Upper and lower bounds are estimated 
based on waste expert's iudgment. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 139 

" 1. Preparer: ~G~e::_r=-"b'-'e'-'r'-'-----'=G-'.------------

3. Generator: PER 
(area or cont-r-'a'"'c"'t:'-o-r---u-s_e_c_o--;dc-e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
lH 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU · 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1970 Ending year 1983 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 07/06/93 

4. Particular facility: 620 
(building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r-o-m-a~t~t~a-c~h~e-d~7l~i-s7t7) ____ __ 

6. Waste stream: 
Paper, cloth, wood, resin, insulation, batteries, 
concrete, asphalt and radioactive sources. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 511.8900 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

PER-620 and PBF-620 are the same building and totals are combined on this data sheet. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS PER-620-1H HDT - 139 

1. General physical form {see attached list} 
Combustibles {paper, cloth, wood, etc.). 

"[X] other (specify} 
1, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 22, 31, 47, 43. 

3. Chemical form: 

5. Waste container type {see attached list} 
Wooden box*. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Plastic bags were used to make up a BLX. Plastic bags were 
used to contain waste thrown away in BXW. 

4. Inner packaging: (X] plastic bag 
( ] metal liner [ ] none (X] other 
PL and 0. See 7 below. 

6. other characteristics of interest: 

( ] plastic liner 
{specify} 

Hazardous substances were used in very small quantities. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question}: 
2. Asbestos in some BXW boxes. Zirconium was less than 1 oz. {in chip form) from a modification to 
a flow tube. Resin is from clean-up operations of lead and reactor systems. Vermiculite and other 
sorbents are in BXW (required}. Also, QDe box~2x1~contains sludge absorbed in kitty litter 
(approximately 1980}. Small non-registf!;r-ed SOl1rce,;_junknm<_n_isQtopes and quantities) were also 
disposed of. Carbon zinc and alkaline batteries were disposed of {approximately 200 lbs.}. BLM may 
be disposed of in BXW and reported. Congrete ~nd a,;~alt in_sm~ll_gu~ntittes {5,200 lbs. total) 
from modifications and clean-up. Soil is from clean-up in small quantities {550 lbs.). 
5. BLM, BXC and "Other". Some 24 BXW {128 ft3} are lead lined to reduce radiation levels. Most 
BXW boxes were plastic liner lined. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - PER-620-1H HOT - 139 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sanv Minimun Maximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarlf' Value/STO Uncertainty 

7439-92-1 Solid, brick, shot and MetaL T 2000.0000000000 LB 1970 1983 ~ 
Lead sheets. 

67-64-1 Liquid absorbed in rags. T 39.000000000000 LB 1981 1983 N 
Acetone 

7440-22-4 Solid zeolite and solder. Alloy. T 10.000000000000 LB 1970 1983 ~ 

SiLver 

7440-47-3 Solid and particles. T 1.0000000000000 LB 1970 1983 ~ 

Chromium 

71-55-6 liquid absorbed in rags. T 15.600000000000 LB 1970 1983 N 
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 

1332-21-4 Solid. Friable. T 20.000000000000 LB 1970 1983 " Asbestos 

302012 Liquid absorbed in rags. T 3.9000000000000 LB 1970 1983 ~ 
Hydrazine 

108-88-3 Liquid absorbed in rags. T 23.400000000000 LB 1978 1983 " Toluene 

-

--- ----------- - ~ . --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next collllm and standard deviation in the next colLXm. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

---

Silver is in the form of zeolite and silver solder. Chromium is Left over residue absorbed in rags. Trichloroethane i§ ~·~Magic" mixture. Asbestos is friable and 
typically in small quantities. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - PER-620-1H HOT · 139 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- MfniiTUll MaxlllUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Solid. Oxides. T 6.5690000000000 CI 1970 1983 N ·50% +50% 

Co-60 Solid. Oxides. T .99790000000000 CI 1970 1983 N ·50% +50% 

' I 
U·235 Solid, pellets and Oxides and solid. T .00063600000000 CI 1970 1983 N ·50% +50% 

powder. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
UN-ID-B&G converted to Cs-137, MFP converted to Cs-137, MAP converted to Co-60. Conversions were based upon past samples but not on these wastes. The number of curies is 
based upon radiation reading and a conversion formula. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - PER-620-lH HDT - 139 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[X] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [X] interview 
[X] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Quantities given are to the best 
recollection of personnel involved. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
G. Gerber 6-8230, D. Munson 6-8230, Gus Wilson 233-3189, Vic 
Kelsey 6-6360, Lavar Palmer 6-6644. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
Doesn't include hazardous materials, MFP and MAP converted 
to known isotopes. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
No G-M correction is needed to the best estimate. The waste 
stream curie content and specific radionuclides were 
determined by means of the generator's analytical methods 
prior to shipping. Upper and lower bounds are estimated 
based on waste expert's judgment. 



Page: PER-26 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 58 

"1. Preparer: -"G"e"'r"-b=e:.or'-'--c_G"'-'-.------------

3. Generator: PER 
(area or cont~r~a~c~t~o-r-----u-s~e~c-0-d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
starting year 1971 Ending year 1971 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/24/93 

4. Particular facility: 623 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t~t~a~c~h"e~d~l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Irradiated fuel powder and pellets. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 0.2830 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

One time fuel shipment from PER-623 (SPERT III area) . May wish to change the building number as 
this building was a small support building to PER-609. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS PER-623-1H HOT - 58 

1. General physical form (see attached 
Irradiated fuel from experiments. 

" [ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
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list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Irradiated fuel powde!:_and PE!:llets _!r!__l_ cuft._ shipping 
cans. 

4. Inner packaging: [X) plastic bag [ ) plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ) other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Other. ~N~o~n~e~·~-------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
One time fuel shipment of excess fuel (irradiated) from SPERT III shipment was probably in small 1 
cu ft. metal shipping cans. 



PART C · NONRADIOLOGJCAL CONTAMINANTS - PER-623-1H HOT - 58 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x Kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd Sa"' Hinirrun Haxinun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · PER·623·1H HOT · 58 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd Salll' Mi nilllllll Max imtJll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Salfl) Vatue/STO Uncertainty 

U-235 Solid, powder and pellet. Unknown. T .00082390000000 Cl 1971 1971 • ·50% +50% 

U-238 Solid, powder and pellet. Unknown. T .00299700000000 Cl 1971 1971 • ·50% +50% 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The number of curies given is probably very accurate due to the accountability of Special Nuclear Materials (usually weigheg in grams). Fuel had low irradiation time 
thus low radiation Levels. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - PER-623-lH HDT - 58 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[X] operating records [X] interview 
[X] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
None. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Vic Kelsey (6-6360). 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

B. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
No G-M correction is needed to the best estimate. The waste 
stream curie content and specific radionuclides were 
determined by means of the generator's analytical methods 
prior to shipping. Upper and lower bounds are estimated 
based on waste expert's iudgment. None. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 140 

. 1 . Preparer: -=G'-'e'-'r'-'b=e~r'-'-_G=-=-. ___________ _ 

3. Generator:~P~E~R~-----~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
lH 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1966 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/30/93 

4. Particular facility: ORM 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t"-t"a~c=h"e~d-,l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Paper, cloth, wood, barrels of Santo-R wax and empty 
barrels. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 914.6000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. Waste is from OMRE reactor. Waste from this facility is reported as PER Ail on RWMIS. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS PER-ORM-1H HDT - 140 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Combustibles (paper, cloth, wood, etc.). 

"[X] other (specify) 
10. 

3. Chemical form: 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Cardboard box*. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Barrels disposed of were sometimes empty and sometimes full 
of Santo-R wax (especially 1963). Waste is approximately 
75% BXC and 65% BLM. 

4. Inner packaging: [X] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Xylene, methachlor, trichloroethylene, and acetone were used 
to clean up. Asbestos is probably with pipinq components. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
2. Asbestos is in some boxes of waste. Santo-R wax is not hazardous per Ken Gilbert (6-8039). 
5. BXW, BLM and "Other". 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - PER·ORM-1H HOT · 140 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one Line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minil1lllll Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

1330-20-7 Liquid absorbed in rags. T 780.00000000000 LB 1960 1966 N 
Xylene 

79-01-6 Liquid absorbed in rags. T 390.00000000000 LB 1960 1966 N 
Trichloroethylene 

67-64-1 liquid absorbed in rags. T 39.000000000000 LB 1960 1966 N 
Acetone 

71-55-6 liquid absorbed in rags. T 390.00000000000 LB 1960 1966 N 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

1332-21-4 Solid. Friable. T 5.0000000000000 LB 1960 1966 N 
Asbestos 

7439-92-1 Solid cask, brick and T 1200.0000000000 lB 1960 1966 N 
lead shot. 

108-88-3 liquid absorbed in rags. T 390.00000000000 lB 1960 1966 N 
Toluene 

7440-36-0 Solid. Encapsulated in source. T 1.0000000000000 LB 1963 1963 N 
Antimony 

- --- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Xylene and methachlor usage per conversation with R. Tomblinson (6-5552). Xylene has/was probably volatized off then and by now. Santo-Yax R consisted of terphenyl and 
diphenyl and is not hazardous. Smail quantities of xylene methachlor and trichloroethylene were used for clean up. One lead cask was sent (included in total). Also one 
55-gallon barrel of xylene was disposed of at RWMC. Antimony is in neutron source on next page. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - PER-ORM-1H HOT - 140 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucllde Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salll' Hinimun Haxiiilllfl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Be-10 Solid. Solid. T 37.500000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -10% +10% 

Co-60 Solid. Oxides and flakes. T 25.070000000000 Cl 1960 1966 N 

Cs-137 Solid. Oxides. T 143.80000000000 Cl 1960 1966 N 

Sr-90 Solid. Oxides. T 45.400000000000 Cl 1960 1966 N 

Sb·124 Solid. Solid. T 37.500000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -10% +10% 

U-235 Solid. Oxides. T .00000736100000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·20% +20% 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples ln the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
MFP was converted to 76% Cs-137 and 24% Sr-90. MAP was converted to Co-60. Based upon report PR-Y-79-029. The number of curies is based upon radiation reading and a 
conversion formula (except below). Per conversation with J. Klossner and others, during facility shutdown in 1963, a 75 curie Sb-124/Be·10_neutron source was disposed 
of. The U-235 was from 2 fission chambers that were disposed of. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - PER-ORM-1H HDT - 140 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

(X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
( ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records (X] interview 
( J expert judgment (X] reports 
( ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
(X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Quantities given are this best recollection 
of personnel involved. Many barrels of 
contaminated (but not hazardous) Santo-R 
wax was disposed of at RWMC. Some were 
empty. Most were approximately 75% full. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
William L. Scott 6-8189, Grant McCellan 6-7257, Norm Swanson 
(602)574-4441, John Klossner 6-2524, Rick Tomblison 6-5522. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
Sb-124/Be-10 was not identified as a neutron source. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
No G-M correction is needed to the best estimate for the 
U-235, Be-10, and Sb-124 entr:ies. Th§ __ U-235 entry is 
assumed to have been identified by analytical methods or 
weiqht. The Be-10 and Sb-124 were in ~ neutron source, 
whose activity is assumed to have been known by analytical 
means. The G-M correction is needed to the best estimate 
for the other radionuclides, because they were estimated by 
that method. Upper and lower bounds estimated based on 
waste expert's 4udgment. 



Rocky Flats Plant 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR R\<IMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 213 

~- Preparer: Kudera, Don 

3. Generator:~R~F~O~------------~ 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[X] TRU or suspect TRU 
[]~ 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1954 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Buildings 771 and 776. 

2. Date prepared: 06/16/93 

4. Particular facility:~D~O~W~~----~--~~~--~~---
(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. >vaste stream: 
Benelex and plexiglass. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 157.1000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [X] annual or [ ] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

6. Prior to 1971, this content code consisted mainly of plexiglass. This buried waste stream is 
similar to stored waste content code 464. 
9. The data used to determine 1954-1970 waste is for 1971 to 1973 only (16 drums per year). 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-lH HDT - 213 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Plastics. 
[X] other (specify) 
21. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Waste consists of Benelex (wood particle hardboard), 
plexiglass glove box windows, lead sheeting (1/8 to 1/4 inch 
thick,), leaded-glass may be present, fire retardant paint 
on the Benelex, and metal. 

3. Chemical form: 4. Inner packaging: [X] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
Pu oxides. [ ] metal liner [ ] none [X] other (specify) 

Plastic liner. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. content code 302 replaced content code 464 during 1973. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Some waste may have been individually wrapped before being placed inside the drum and drum bags. 



PART C - NONRADJOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RF0·0~·1H HDT · 213 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation . 

. 
Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa"" HinillUH Haxilllllll Basis for 

& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 0.00000000 

. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Leaded glass in small amounts is found in this waste stream. Some drums may contain 1 to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil-Dri). No hazardous m~~~rial idg~tifled exC~Rt as 
above. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO·DOW·1H HOT - 213 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional Lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sanp HinillUll Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .00342000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .01710000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .03440000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .04970000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .11500000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .12700000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .15000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .13700000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .17900000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

-



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU-1H HOT - 213 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form {A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" MiniiTUJl HaxiiTUJl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .21700000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .18600000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .26800000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .32700000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .12600000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .05440000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .15800000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .20100000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T . 11600000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

~ -- ~ ~--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples?" and provide nunber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO·DOW-1H HOT - 213 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' Minirrun Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T .58300000000000 CI 1955 1955 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 1.1700000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-239 Solid. oxides. T 1.7000000000000 CI 1957 1957 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 3.9400000000000 CI 1958 1958 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 4.3300000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 5.1200000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 4.6800000000000 CI 1961 1961 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 6.1000000000000 CI 1962 1962 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 7.4200000000000 CI 1963 1963 

* If sample data are avai table, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide m.mber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next coltnn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RfO-OOY-1H HOT - 213 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' MinillUil Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#Safll) Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 6.3600000000000 CI 1964 1964 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 9.1400000000000 CI 1965 1965 

Pu-239 Sot ld. Oxides. T 11.200000000000 CI 1966 1966 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 4.2900000000000 CI 1967 1967 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 1.8600000000000 CI 1968 1968 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 5.3900000000000 CI 1969 1969 

--
Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 6.8600000000000 CI 1970 1970 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .02610000000000 CI 1954 1954 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .13000000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

* If sarrple data are available, mark Y in the colunn titled "Samples?11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations <indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Saff!J MiniiiUll MaXiiJUil Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll> Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .26300000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu· 240 Solid. oxides. T .38000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .88300000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .96900000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 1.1500000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 1.0500000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 1.3600000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 1.6600000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 1.4200000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

·-

* Jf sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations <indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU·1H HOT - 213 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. lf any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End 
··~ 

Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 2.0500000000000 CI 1965 1965 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 2.5000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

• 
Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .96100000000000 CI 1967 1967 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .41600000000000 CI 1968 1968 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 1.2100000000000 CI 1969 1969 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 1.5400000000000 CI 1970 1970 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T .69800000000000 CI 1954 1954 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 3.4900000000000 CI 1955 1955 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 7.0200000000000 CI 1956 1956 

L__ ---- -- - L_ ----·-- I -- ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant. complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MiniiTUJI MaxiRUTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~Jl:l Value/STD • Uncertainty 

Pu- 241 Solid. Oxides. T 10.200000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu·241 solid. Oxides. T 23.600000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 25.900000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 30.700000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu- 241 Solid. Oxides. T 28.000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 36.500000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 44.400000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 38.100000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 54.800000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

·--- -·---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colum1 titled 11 Samples?" and provide nunber of sa~les in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colUflll. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximun value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO·DOU-1H HOT · 213 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 

-

to cover the varying entries for different years. For e~ample, if the annual quantity disposed was~ kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa,.:> Hinimun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~Jl=l Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu· 241 Solid. Oxides. T 66.800000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-241 Solid. oxides. T 25.700000000000 CI 1967 1967 

Pu- 241 Solid. Oxides. T 11.100000000000 CI 1968 1968 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 32.300000000000 CI 1969 1969 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 41.100000000000 CI 1970 1970 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00000157000000 CI 1954 1954 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00000784000000 CI 1955 1955 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00001580000000 CI 1956 1956 

--
Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00002280000000 CI 1957 1957 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colum titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next collllln. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table_ If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years_ For ex~le, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation_ 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otat Unit Begin End Sa~ M iniii'Ull Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00005300000000 CI 1958 1958 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00005820000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-242 Solid_ Oxides. T .00006890000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00006300000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00008200000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00009970000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00008550000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00012300000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00015000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

~-- --- - - ·-- --- ~~ -- ~- - -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

-
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mininun MaxiRJ.m Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Salll) Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00005770000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00002500000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00007250000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00009230000000 Cl 1970 1970 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide nunber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next col1.11n. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

i 

i 

i 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-1H HDT - 213 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 

Page: RF0-14 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
WM-Fl-82-021, October 1982, "Content Code Assessment for 
INEL Contact-Handled Stored Transuranic Waste", Thomas L. 
Clements Jr. 
EDF-RWMC-369. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
The stored waste data was extrapolated to estimate the 
buried waste amounts. 



Page: RF0-15 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 214 

,1. Preparer:~K~u~d~e~r~a~~D~o~n~--------------------

3. Generator: RFO 
(area or cont-r-'-a"c'-'te'-o-c:cr-----u--s_e __ c~o-c;d-e from attached 1 is t) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
2H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[X) TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ) LLW 
[ ) non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1954 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Building 771. 

2. Date prepared: 01/10/94 

4. Particular facility: DOW 
(building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r-o-m---a7t7t_a_c~h-e-d~~l~i-s~t~)~----

6. Waste stream: 
Cemented sludqes. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount Units Unknown. 
Check box: [X) annual or [ ) total over all years 
Check box: [X) container volume or [ ) waste volume 

6. This buried waste stream is similar to stored waste content code #4. 
9. 124 55-gallon drums per year. 



PART.B- WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-2H HOT - 214 
Page: RF0-16 

1. General physical form 
Other liquid setups. 

(see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Liquids mixed with cement to form a solid monolith. 

~ [ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Liquid solution made basic and containinq 
Pu, Am, and comQ!exing agents such as 
organic acids and EDTA. This solution is 
made into a cemented monolith with Portland 
cement and pipe insulation cement. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel. 

4. Inner packaging: (X] plastic bag ( ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none ( ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO·DOW-2H HDT - 214 
Page: RF0-17 

For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MiniiTUll Maximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

None-VER. Liquid. Unknown. GM 1954 1970 0.00000000 
Versenes 

None-ORG. Liquid. Unknown. GM 1954 1970 0.00000000 
Organic Acids 

None-ALC. Liquid. Unknown. GM 1954 1970 0.00000000 
Alcohols 

*If sample data are available, mark Yin the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU-2H HOT - 214 
.Page: RF0-18 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84. use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hinimun Max imLill Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Sa~Jll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 T .01470000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-238 T .07350000000000 CI 1955 1955 

Pu-238 T .14800000000000 CI 1956 1956 

Pu-238 T .21400000000000 CI 1957 1957 

Pu-238 T .49700000000000 CI 1958 1958 

Pu-238 T .54600000000000 CI 1959 1959 

Pu-238 T .. 64600000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-238 T .59100000000000 CI 1961 1961 

Pu-238 T .76900000000000 CI 1962 1962 

-

* If sample data are available,· mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colurn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

--



PART D - RADIOlOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RF0-00Y-2H HOT - 214 
Page: RF0-19 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T}otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimun Maxi nun • Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 T .93600000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-238 T .80200000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-238 T 1.1500000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-238 T 1.4100000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-238 T .54100000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

-
Pu-238 T .23400000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-238 T .68000000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-238 T .86600000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-239 T .50200000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

-- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

! 

I 

' 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOW-2H HOT - 214 • 
Page: RF0-20 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 T 2.5100000000000 CI 1955 1955 

Pu-239 T 5.0500000000000 CI 1956 1956 

Pu-239 T 7.3100000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-239 T 17.000000000000 CI 1958 1958 

Pu-239 T 18.600000000000 CI 1959 1959 

Pu-239 T 22.000000000000 CI 1960 1960 

Pu-239 T 20.200000000000 CI 1961 1961 

Pu-239 T 26.200000000000 CI 1962 1962 

Pu-239 T 31.900000000000 CI 1963 1963 

* If sample data are available, mark V in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations <indicate pertinent contaminant) 

----



PART D ~ RADIOlOGICAL CONTAMINANTS ~ RFO-OOU~2H HOT ~ 214 
Page: Rf0~21 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ HiniiiUII Maxi !lUll Bas is for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu~239 T 27.400000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-239 T 39.400000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-139 T 48.100000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-239 T 18.500000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-239 T 8.0000000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

-
Pu-239 T 23.200000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-239 T 29.600000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-240 T . 11200000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-240 T .56200000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RF0-DOY-2H HOT · 214 
Page: RF0-22 

For each contaminant. complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Saflll MiniiiUTl MaxillUJI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 T 1.1300000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-240 T 1.6400000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-240 T 3.8000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-240 T 4.1700000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-240 T 4.9400000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-240 T 4.5200000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-240 T 5.8800000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-240 T 7.1500000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-240 T 6.1300000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

~--- -- L_ ----- - ---- - -- - --- -·-- -- ----

* If sample data are available, mark Yin the colLml titled "Sampies? 11 and provide nunber of samples in the next coiurm and standard deviation in the next collllTI. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOY-2H HOT - 214 
Page: RF0-23 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situatiOn. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hi niiOllll Max ii1Ull Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 T 8.8200000000000 CI 1965 1965 

Pu-240 T 10.800000000000 CI 1966 1966 

Pu-240 T 4.1400000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-240 T 1.7900000000000 CI 1968 1968 

Pu-240 T 5.2000000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-240 T 6.6200000000000 CI 1970 1970 

Pu-241 T 3.0000000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-241 T 15.000000000000 CI 1955 1955 

Pu-241 T 30.200000000000 CI 1956 1956 

--·--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOW-2H HOT - 214 
Page: RF0-24 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun MaxiiiUil Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD uncertainty 

Pu-241 T 43.800000000000 CJ 1957 1957 

Pu-241 T 102.00000000000 CJ 1958 1958 

Pu-241 T 112.00000000000 CJ 1959 1959 

Pu-241 T 132.00000000000 CJ 1960 1960 

Pu-241 T 121.00000000000 CJ 1961 1961 

Pu-241 T 157.00000000000 CJ 1962 1962 

Pu-241 T 191.00000000000 CJ 1963 1963 

Pu-241 I 164.00000000000 CJ 1964 1964 

Pu-241 I 236.00000000000 CJ 1965 1965 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOW-2H HOT - 214-
Page: RF0-25 

For each contaminant, complete at Least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year. fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84. use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MiniiiUII HaXillUTI Basis for 
auantity Year Year les? Vatue/#San., Vatue/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 T 288.00000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-241 T 111.00000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-241 T 47.900000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-241 T 139.00000000000 Cl )969 1969 

. 

Pu-241 T 177.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

. 

Pu-24-2 T .00000675000000 Cl 1954 1954 

. 

Pu-242 T .00003370000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-242 T .00006790000000 Cl 1956 1956 

.. 

Pu-242 T .00009830000000 Cl 1957 1957 

-- - --- ---- - _L__ ··----

* If sample data are available. mark Y in the colunn titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next cotu:nn and standard deviation in the next colt.Jm. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RF0·0~·2H HOT - 214 
Page: RF0-26 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fitt out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
thfs situatfon. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa'l' Minimun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 T .00022800000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-242 T .00025000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu· 242 T .00029600000000 Cl 1960 1960 • 

Pu-242 T .00027100000000 Cl 1961 1961 

.. 

Pu-242 T .00035300000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-242 T .00042900000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-242 T .00036800000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu- 242 T .00052900000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu- 242 T .00064600000000 Cl 1966 1966 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO~oou~2H HOT - 214 
Page: RF0~27 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sanp Mini nun HaxiiPLIIl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu~242 T .00024800000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu~242 T .00010800000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu~242 T .00031200000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu~242 T .00039700000000 Cl 1970 1970 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next coli.JilV"l and standard deviation in the next colwn. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations {indicate pertinent contaminant) 

' 

' 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-2H HDT - 214 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 
] no 
] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 

Page: RF0-28 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
WM-F1-B2-021. EDF-369. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

B. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
The stored waste data was extrapolated to estimate the 
buried waste amounts. 



Page: RF0-29 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 215 

1. Preparer: Kudera, Don 

3. Generator:~R~F~O~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
3H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[X] TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
starting year 1954 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Building 774. 

2. Date prepared: 01/10/94 

4. Particular facility: DOW 
(building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r~o=m~a~t~t~a~ch~e~d-.l"i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Uncemented sludges. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount Units Unknown. 
Check box: [X] annual or [ ] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

6. This buried waste stream is similar to stored waste content codes 1, 2, and 290. 
9. 769 55-gallon drums/year. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-3H HDT - 215 
Page: RF0-30 

1. General physical 
Sludge. 

form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Sludge - cement added, oil-dri added. 

[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Hydrated oxides of Pu and AM (Pu02+2H20) in 
sludge. After drying, it would be Pu02. 

4. Inner packaging: [X) plastic bag ( ) plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ) other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Two plastic bags were used in packaging. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU-3H HOT - 215 
Page: RF0-31 

For each contaminant, complete at least one Line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two Lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mini !lUll MaxiiTUll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa"" Value/STD Uncertainty 

1309-48-4 Solid. Oxide. Unknown. GM 1954 1970 N 0.00000000 
Magnesium Oxide 

1330-20-7 Liquid- T 964.00000000000 GM 1954 1954 964.000000 
Xylene 

1330-20-7 liquid. T 4820.0000000000 GM 1955 1955 4820.00000 
Xylene 

1330-20-7 liquid. T 9700.0000000000 GM 1956 1956 9700.00000 
Xylene 

. 

1330-20-7 liquid. T 14000.000000000 GM 1957 1957 14000.0000 
Xylene 

1330-20-7 liquid. T 32600.000000000 GM 1958 1958 32600.0000 
Xylene 

-
1330-20-7 liquid. T 35800.000000000 GH 1959 1959 35800.0000 
Xylene 

1330-20-7 liquid. T 42300.000000000 GM 1960 1960 42300.0000 
Xylene 

1330-20-7 liquid. T 38700.000000000 GM 1961 1961 38700.0000 
Xylene 

* If sample data are avai table, mark Y in the colunn titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of sarrples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colliTlll. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantiti~§_ Qf calcium oxide and flocculating agents. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RF0·0~-3H HOT - 215 
Page; RF0-32 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun Haximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sal!l> Value/STD Uncertainty 

1330·20-7 liquid. T 50400.000000000 GM 1962 1962 50400.0000 
Xylene 

1330-20-7 Liquid. T 61300.000000000 GM 1963 1963 61300.0000 
Xylene 

1330-20-7 Liquid. T 52600.000000000 GM 1964 1964 52600.0000 
Xylene 

1330-20-7 Liquid. T 75600.000000000 GM 1965 1965 75600.0000 
Xylene 

1330-20-7 Liquid. T 92300.000000000 GM 1966 1966 92300.0000 
Xylene 

1330-20-7 Liquid. T 35500.000000000 GM 1967 1967 35500.0000 
Xylene 

1330-20-7 Liquid. T 15400.000000000 GM 1968 1968 15400.0000 
Xylene 

1330·20-7 Liquid. T 44600.000000000 GM 1969 1969 44600.0000 
Xylene 

1330-20-7 Liquid. T 56700.000000000 GM 1970 1970 56700.0000 
Xylene 

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantities of calcium oxide and flocculating agents. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOW-3H HDT - 215 
Page: RF0-33 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Phys leal Form Chemical Form CA)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salll' MinillUll Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Val ue/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

56-23-5 liquid. T 434.00000000000 GM 1954 1954 434.000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23·5 Liquid. T 2170.0000000000 GM 1955 1955 2170.00000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Liquid. T 4370.0000000000 GM 1956 1956 4370.00000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 liquid. T 6320.0000000000 GM 1957 1957 6320.00000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Liquid. T 14700.000000000 GM 1958 1958 14700.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 liquid. T 16100.000000000 GM 1959 1959 16100.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 liquid. T 19100.000000000 GM 1960 1960 19100.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23-5 Liquid. T 17400.000000000 GM 1961 1961 17400.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Liquid. T 22700.000000000 GM 1962 1962 22700.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantities of calcium oxide and flocculating agents. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGJCAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU-3H HOT - 215 
Page: RF0-34 

For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun Max iflUTI Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

56-13-5 Liquid. T 27600_000000000 GM 1963 1963 27600.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-13-5 Liquid. T 23700.000000000 GM 1964 1964 23700.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-13-5 Liquid. T 34000.000000000 GM 1965 1965 34000.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-13-5 Liquid. T 41600.000000000 GM 1966 1966 41600.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-13-5 Liquid. T 16000.000000000 GM 1967 1967 16000.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-13-5 Liquid. T 6920.0000000000 GM 1968 1968 6920.00000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Liquid. T 20100.000000000 GM 1969 1969 20100.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

-
56-13-5 Liquid. T 25600.000000000 GM 1970 1970 25600.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

67-56-1 Liquid. T 434.00000000000 GM 1954 1954 434.000000 
Methyl Alcohol 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantities of calcium oxide and flocculating agents. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGlCAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU·3H HOT - 215 
Page: RF0-35 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For exau~le, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" MinilfUJl Maxirrun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Va l ue/ fiSalJ1) Value/STD Uncertainty 

67-56-1 Liquid. T 2170.0000000000 GM 1955 1955 2170.00000 
Methyl Alcohol 

67-56-1 Liquid. T 4370.0000000000 GM 1956 1956 4370.00000 
Methyl Alcohol 

67-56-1 Liquid. T 6320.0000000000 GM 1957 1957 6320.00000 
Methyl Alcohol 

67-56-1 Liquid. T 14700.000000000 GM 1958 1958 14700.0000 
Methyl Alcohol 

67-56-1 Liquid. T 16100.000000000 GM 1959 1959 16100.0000 
Methyl Alcohol 

67-56-1 Liquid. T 19100.000000000 GM 1960 1960 19100.0000 
Methyl Alcohol 

67-56-1 Liquid. T 17400.000000000 GM 1961 1961 17400.0000 
Methyl Alcohol 

67-56-1 liquid. T 22700.000000000 GM 1962 1962 22700.0000 
Methyl Alcohol 

67-56-1 Liquid. T 27600.000000000 GM 1963 1963 27600.0000 
Methyl Alcohol 

---- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantities of calcium oxide and flocculating agents. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Val ue/#Sa!ll> Value/STD Uncertainty 

67-56-1 liquid. T 23700.000000000 GM 1964 1964 23700.0000 
Methyl Alcohol 

67-56-1 liquid. T 34000.000000000 GM 1965 1965 34000.0000 
Methyl Alcohol 

67-56·1 Liquid. T 41600.000000000 GM 1966 1966 41600.0000 
Methyl Alcohol 

67-56-1 liquid. T 16000.000000000 GM 1967 1967 16000.0000 
Methyl Alcohol 

67-56-1 liquid. T 6920.0000000000 GM 1968 1968 6920.00000 
Methyl Alcohol 

67-56-1 Liquid. T 20100.000000000 GM 1969 1969 20100.0000 
Methyl Alcohol 

67-56-1 Liquid. T-25600.000000000 GM 1970 1970 25600.0000 
Methyl Alcohol 

71-55-6 liquid. T 1430.0000000000 GM 1954 1954 1430.00000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71·55·6 Liquid. T 7150.0000000000 GM 1955 1955 7150.00000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantities of calcium oxide and flocculating agents. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp HiniRUD MaXiiTUil Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

71-55-6 Liquid. T 14400.000000000 GH 1956 1956 14400.0000 
1, 1,1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Liquid. T 20800.000000000 GH 1957 1957 20800.0000 
1, 1,1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Liquid. T 48400.000000000 GH 1958 1958 48400.0000 
1,1,1·Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Liquid. T 53100.000000000 GH 1959 1959 53100.0000 
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 

71·55·6 Liquid. T 62800.000000000 GM 1960 1960 62800.0000 
1, 1,1-Trichloroethane 

71·55·6 liquid. T 57500.000000000 GM 1961 1961 57500.0000 
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 

71·55·6 Liquid. I 74800.000000000 GM 1962 1962 74800.0000 
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Liquid. I 91000.000000000 GH 1963 1963 91000.0000 
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Liquid. T 78000.000000000 GM 1964 1964 78000.0000 
1, 1,1-Trichloroethane 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantities of calcium oxide and flocculating a~n~t~s~·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s..,., Hinimun Maximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#SatJl) Yalue/STD Uncertainty 

71-55-6 Liquid. T 112000.00000000 GM 1965 1965 112000.000 
1,1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Liquid. T 137000.00000000 GH 1966 1966 137000.000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55·6 Liquid. T 51600.000000000 GM 1967 1967 52600.0000 
1,1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 liquid. T 12800.000000000 GM 1968 1968 22800.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 liquid. T 66200.000000000 GM 1969 1969 66200.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 liquid. T 84200.000000000 GM 1970 1970 84200.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71363 liquid. T 193.00000000000 GM 1954 1954 193.000000 
Butyl Alcohol 

71363 liquid. T 964.00000000000 GM 1955 1955 964.000000 
Butyl Alcohol 

71363 Liquid. T 1940.0000000000 GM 1956 1956 1940.00000 
Butyl Alcohol 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantities qf_calcium oxid~ and flocculating agents. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnuat/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' Hinirrun Maximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saq> Value/STD Uncertainty 

71363 Liquid. T 2810.0000000000 GM 1957 1957 2810.00000 
Butyl Alcohol 

71363 Liquid. T 6520.0000000000 GM 1958 1958 6520.00000 
Butyl Alcohol 

71363 liquid. T 7160.0000000000 GM 1959 1959 7160.00000 
Butyl Alcohol 

71363 Liquid. T 8470.0000000000 GM 1960 1960 8470.00000 
Butyl Alcohol 

71363 Liquid. T 7750.0000000000 GM 1961 1961 7750.00000 
Butyl Alcohol 

71363 liquid. T 10100.000000000 GM 1962 1962 10100.0000 
Butyl Alcohol 

71363 liquid. T 12300.000000000 GM 1963 1963 12300.0000 
Butyl Alcohol 

71363 liquid. T 10500.000000000 GM 1964 1964 10500.0000 
Butyl Alcohol 

-
71363 Liquid. T 15100.000000000 GM 1965 1965 15100.0000 
Butyl Alcohol 

--- - -- - - -- L_ ___ 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantities of calcium oxide and flocculating agents. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll) Value/STO Uncertainty 

71363 Liquid. T 18400.000000000 GM 1966 1966 18400.0000 
Butyl Alcohol 

71363 liquid. T 7100.0000000000 GM 1967 1967 7100.00000 
Butyl Alcohol 

71363 liquid. T 3070.0000000000 GM 1968 1968 3070.00000 
Butyl Alcohol 

71363 liquid. T 8920.0000000000 GM 1969 1969 8920.00000 
Butyl Alcohol 

71363 liquid. T 11300.000000000 GM 1970 1970 11300.0000 
Butyl Alcohol 

7439·92·1 Solid. Oxide. T 193.00000000000 GM 1954 1954 386.000000 
lead 

7439·92·1 Solid. Oxide. T 964.00000000000 GM 1955 1955 1928.00000 
lead 

7439·92-1 Solid. Oxide. T 1940.0000000000 GM 1956 1956 3880.00000 
lead 

7439·92·1 Solid. Oxide. T 2810.0000000000 GM 1957 1957 5620.00000 
lead 

---L_ _L__ -- -----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantities of calcium oxide and flocculating agents. 

-
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. lf any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Sa"'' HinillUll Max imLIIl Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

7439-92-1 Solid. Oxide. T 6520.0000000000 GM 1958 1958 13040.0000 
Lead 

7439-92-1 Solid. Oxide. T 7160.0000000000 GM 1959 1959 14320.0000 
Lead 

7439-92-1 Solid. Oxide. T 8470.0000000000 GM 1960 1960 16940.0000 
Lead 

7439-92-1 Solid. Oxide. T 7750.0000000000 GM 1961 1961 15500.0000 
Lead 

7439-92-1 Solid. Oxide. T 10100.000000000 GM 1962 1962 20200.0000 
Lead 

7439-92-1 Solid. Oxide. T 12300.000000000 GM 1963 1963 24600.0000 
Lead 

7439-92-1 Solid. Oxide. T 10500.000000000 GM 1964 1964 21000.0000 
Lead 

7439-92-1 Solid. Oxide. T 15100.000000000 GM 1965 1965 30200.0000 
lead 

7439-92-1 Solid. Oxide. T 18400.000000000 GM 1966 1966 36800.0000 
Lead 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark~ and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantities of calcium oxide and flocculating agents. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sanp Hinimun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

7439-92-1 Solid. Oxide. T 7100.0000000000 GM 1967 1967 14200.0000 
Lead 

7439·92-1 Solid. Oxide. T 3070.0000000000 GM 1968 1968 6140.00000 
Lead 

7439-92-1 Solid. Oxide. T 8920.0000000000 GM 1969 1969 17840.0000 
Lead 

7439-92-1 Solid. Oxide. T 11300.000000000 GM 1970 1970 22600.0000 
Lead 

7440-43-9 Solid. T 96.400000000000 GM 1954 1954 192.800000 
Cadmiun 

7440·43-9 Solid. T 482.00000000000 GM 1955 1955 964.000000 
Caciniun 

7440-43·9 Solid. I 970.00000000000 GM 1956 1956 1940.00000 
Cadmiun 

7440-43-9 Solid. I 1400.0000000000 GM 1957 1957 2800.00000 
Cadmiun 

-
7440·43-9 Solid. I 3260.0000000000 GM 1958 1958 6520.00000 
Cadmiun 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantities of calcium oxide and flocculating agents. 

-
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For each contaminant# complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year# fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two Lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Hinimun Haxinun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Vatue/STD Uncertainty 

7440-43-9 Solid. T 3580.0000000000 GM 1959 1959 7160.00000 
Cadmi l.lll 

7440·43-9 Solid. T 4230.0000000000 GM 1960 1960 8460.00000 
Cadmi liTl 

7440-43-9 Solid. T 3870.0000000000 GM 1961 1961 7740.00000 
Cadmi l.lll 

7440-43-9 Solid. T 5040.0000000000 GM 1962 1962 10080.0000 
Cadmi urn 

7440·43-9 Solid. T 6130.0000000000 GM 1963 1963 12260.0000 
Cadmi urn 

7440-43-9 Solid. T 5260.0000000000 GM 1964 1964 10520.0000 
Cadmi urn 

7440-43-9 Solid. T 7560.0000000000 GM 1965 1965 15120.0000 
Cadmium 

7440-43-9 solid. T 9230.0000000000 GM 1966 1966 18460.0000 
Cadmium 

---
7440-43-9 Solid. T 3550.0000000000 GM 1967 1967 7100.00000 
Cadmium 

-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantities of calcium oxide and flocculating agents. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sawp Value/STD Uncertainty 

7440-43-9 Solid. T 1540_0000000000 GM 1968 1968 3080.00000 
Cadni llll 

7440-43·9 Solid. T 4460.0000000000 GM 1969 1969 8920.00000 
Cadnit.m 

7440-43-9 Solid. T 5670.0000000000 GH 1970 1970 11340.0000 
Cadniun 

75-09-2 Liquid. T 14400.000000000 GM 1954 1954 14400.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75·09-2 Liquid. T 72300.000000000 GM 1955 1955 72300.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09·2 Liquid. T 145000.00000000 GM 1956 1956 145000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Liquid. T 210000.00000000 GH 1957 1957 210000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Liquid. I 489000.00000000 GH 1958 1958 489000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09·2 Liquid. T 537000.00000000 GM 1959 1959 537000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

--- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
lf not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantities of calcium oxide and flocculating agents. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safl1) Value{STD Uncertainty 

75-09-2 Liquid. T 635000.00000000 GM 1960 1960 635000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Liquid. T 581000.00000000 GM 1961 1961 581000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Liquid. T 756000.00000000 GM 1962 1962 756000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Liquid. T 920000.00000000 GM 1963 1963 920000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Liquid. T 789000.00000000 GM 1964 1964 789000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Liquid. T 1130000.0000000 GM 1965 1965 1130000.00 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Liquid. T 1380000.0000000 GM 1966 1966 1380000.00 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 liquid. T 532000.00000000 GM 1967 1967 532000,000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Liquid. T 230000.00000000 GM 1968 1968 230000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

I 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantities of calcium ()XjQ_~_and floccul~t_LnJJ agents. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otat Unit Begin End 5""1' Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

75-09-2 liquid. T 669000.00000000 GH 1969 1969 669000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

' 
75-09-2 liquid. T 851000.00000000 GM 1970 1970 851000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

76131 liquid. T 1930.0000000000 GH 1954 1954 1930.00000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 liquid. T 9640.0000000000 GH 1955 1955 9640.00000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Liquid. T 19400.000000000 GH 1956 1956 19400.0000 
1, 1,2·Trichloro-1,2,2·Trifluor 

76131 liquid. T 28100.000000000 GH 1957 1957 28100.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Liquid. T 65200.000000000 GM 1958 1958 65200.0000 
1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 liquid. T 71600.000000000 GM 1959 1959 71600.0000 
1,1 ,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Tri fluor 

76131 liquid. T 84700.000000000 GM 1960 1960 84700.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2·Trifluor 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantities of calcium oxide and flocculating ~gents. 
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for each contaminant, complete at Least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Saif!> Minirwn Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll' Value/STO Uncertainty 

76131 liquid. T 77500.000000000 GH 1961 1961 77500.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Liquid. T 101000.00000000 GM 1962 1962 101000.000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Liquid. T 123000.00000000 GM 1963 1963 123000.000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Liquid. T 105000.00000000 GM 1964 1964 105000.000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 liquid. T 151000.00000000 GM 1965 1965 151000.000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 liquid. T 184000.00000000 GM 1966 1966 184000.000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

.. 

76131 Liquid. T 71000.000000000 GM 1967 1967 71000.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 liquid. T 30700.000000000 GM 1968 1968 30700.0000 
1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 liquid. T 89200.000000000 GM 1969 1969 89200.0000 
1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2 Trifluor 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colunn titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colUliTl and standard deviation in the next colt.m1. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantities of calcium oxide and flocculating agents. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant 'Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year Les? Value/#Sanp Value/STO Uncertainty 

76131 liquid. T 113000.00000000 GM 1970 1970 113000.000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

12057·24·8 Solid. Oxide. Unknown. GM 1954 1970 N 0.00000000 
Lithilltl Oxide 

7439·97·6 liquid. Metal. Unknown. GM 1954 1970 N 0. 00000000 
Mercury 

1304·56·9 Solid. Oxide. Unknown. GM 1954 1970 N 0.00000000 
Beryllium Oxide 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Also contains unknown quantities of calcium oxide and flocculating agents. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimun MaxiiJUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-241 Solid. Oxides. T 283.00000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Am-241 Solid. Oxides. T 848.00000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Am-241 Solid. Oxides. T 1700.0000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Am- 241 Solid. oxides. T 2540.0000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

c--
Am-241 Solid. Oxides. T 6220.0000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Am-241 Solid. Oxides. T 6780.0000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Am-241 Soli d. Oxides. T 7910.0000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Am-241 Solid. Oxides. T 7350.0000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Am-241 Solid. Oxides. T 9330.0000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

-
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colLmn titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of sanples in the next column and standard deviation in the next collm"l. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radlonuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-241 Solid. Oxides. T 11600.000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Am-241 Solid. Ox ides. T 9890.0000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Am-241 Solid. Oxides. 1 14100.000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Am-241 Solid. Oxides. 1 17200.000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Am-241 Solid. Ox ides. 1 6780.0000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Am-241 Solid. Oxides. 1 2830.0000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

-
Am-241 Solid. Oxides. 1 8480.0000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

-
Am-241 Solid. Ox: ides. 1 10700.000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. 1 .41400000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

' 
I 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
lf not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOY·3H HOT - 215 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp MinilllLIJI Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 2.0700000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 4.1600000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 6.0300000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 14.000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 15.400000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 18.200000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

. 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 16.600000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 21.600000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 26.300000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

. -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colt.ml. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOlOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO·DOU-3H HOT - 215 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Ox ides. T 22.600000000000 CI 1964 1964 

Pu·238 Solid. ox ides. T 32.500000000000 CI 1965 1965 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 39.600000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 15.200000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 6_6000000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 19.100000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 24.400000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 14.100000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 70.600000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

--- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

----



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-OOU-3H HOT - 215 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hinirrun HaXiffUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Sa~Jll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 142.00000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 206_00000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 478.00000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 524.00000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 621.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-239 Sot id. Oxides. T 568.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 
• 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 739.00000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

-
Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 899.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 771.00000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RF0-DOU·3H HOT - 215 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End 
··~ 

Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#S~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 1110.0000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 1350.0000000000 CJ 1966 1966 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 520.00000000000 CJ 1967 1967 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 225.00000000000 Cl 1968 1968 . 
Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 653.00000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 832.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 3.1600000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 15.800000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 31.800000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, flll out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sall'f> Minii!UII Haxi!FUTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 46.100000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 107.00000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 117.00000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 139.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 127.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

.. 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 165.00000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-240 Solid. Ox ides. T 201.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 173.00000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-240 Solid. Ox ides. T 248.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

- -·· 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next coturn. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa111> Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 303.00000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 116.00000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 50.400000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 146.00000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-240 Sot id. Oxides. T 186.00000000000 C! 1970 1970 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 84.600000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 423.00000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 851.00000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 1230.0000000000 C! 1957 1957 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colum titled "Samples? 11 and provide nUITber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next collllll'l. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, lf the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa,.., Minirrun Max inull Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 2860.0000000000 CI 1958 1958 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 3140.0000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 3720.0000000000 CI 1960 1960 

Pu- 241 Solid. Oxides. T 3400.0000000000 CI 1961 1961 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 4420.0000000000 CI 1962 1961 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 5380.0000000000 CI 1963 1963 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 4620.0000000000 CI 1964 1964 

Pu- 241 Solid. Oxides. T 6630.0000000000 CI 1965 1965 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 8100.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

L___ -------- ... -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Minimun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 3110.0000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu- 241 Solid. Oxides. T 1350.0000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 3910.0000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-241 Solld. Oxides. T 4980.0000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00019000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00095000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00191000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00276000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00642000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

L__ ----- --- -~ -- - --- -------

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 01 Samptes? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations <indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. oxides. T .00705000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-242 S.ol id. Oxides. T .00834000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00763000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu- 242 Solid. Oxides. T .00994000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .01110000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .01040000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .01490000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .01820000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00699000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

_c___ ·--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. · 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnualJ(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' Hinii!UJI Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year tes? Valuet#S~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. oxides. T .00303000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00878000000000 CI 1969 1969 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .01120000000000 CI 1970 1970 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-3H HOT - 215 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records ( ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
WM-Fl-82-021. EDF-369 Hazardous Waste Constituents. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
The stored waste data was extrapolated to estimate the 
buried waste amounts. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 216 

1. Preparer: Kudera Don 2. Date prepared: 01/10/94 

3. Generator: RFO 4. Particular facility: DOW 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r==o=m~a~t~t~a~c=h~e3d~l'i~s~t"') ____ _ 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
4H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[X] TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
starting year 1954 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Buildings 771, 776, 779, 554, 777, and 707. 

6. Waste stream: 
Paper, raqs, plastic, clothing, cardboard, wood and 
polyethylene bottles. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount Units Unknown. 
Check box: [X] annual or [ ] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

6. This buried waste stream is similar to stored waste content codes 330, 336, 337, 900 and 970. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-4H HDT - 216 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Combustibles (paper, cloth, wood, etc.). 
[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Pu02 and Am oxide, and probably some trace 
amounts of Pu nitrate and Am nitrate on 
miscellaneous combustibles. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Paper, rags, plastics, surgeons gloves, cloth, overalls and 
booties. Cardboard, wood, wood filter frames, and 
polyethylene bottles. 

4. Inner packaging: (X] plastic bag ( ] plastic liner 
( ] metal liner [ ] none ( ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Two plastic drum bags were used. 



PART C - NONRAOJOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO·DOY-4H HOT - 216 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- MiniiiUil Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number auanti ty Year Year les? Value/#Saflll Value/STO Uncertainty 

56-23-5 Absorbed liquid. T 5720.0000000000 GM 1954 1954 5720.00000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Absorbed liquid. T 28600.000000000 GM 1955 1955 28600.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride • 

56-23-5 Absorbed liquid. T 57600.000000000 GM 1956 1956 57600.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23-5 Absorbed liquid. T 83300.000000000 GM 1957 1957 83300.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23·5 Absorbed liquid. T 193000.00000000 GM 1958 1958 193000.000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Absorbed liquid. T 212000.00000000 GM 1959 1959 212000.000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Absorbed Liquid. T 251000.00000000 GM 1960 1960 251000.000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Absorbed liquid. T 230000.00000000 GM 1961 1961 230000.000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Absorbed liquid. T 299000.00000000 GM 1962 1962 299000.000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART C - NONRAOIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-OOU·4H HOT - 216 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year. fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/{T)otat Unit Begin End Sa"" Mininun Maximum Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value{#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

56-23·5 Absorbed liquid. T 364000.00000000 GH 1963 1963 364000.000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23-5 Absorbed liquid. T 312000.00000000 GM 1964 1964 312000.000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23·5 Absorbed l iquld. T 449000.00000000 GH 1965 1965 449000.000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Absorbed liquid. T 548000.00000000 GM 1966 1966 548000.000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23-5 Absorbed liquid. T 211000.00000000 GM 1967 1967 211000.000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

16·23-5 Absorbed liquid. T 91200.000000000 GM 1968 1968 91200.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

16-23'5 Absorbed liquid. T 265000.00000000 GM 1969 1969 265000.000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Absorbed liquid. T 337000.00000000 GM 1970 1970 337000.000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

71-11-6 Absorbed liquid. T 14600.000000000 GM 1954 1954 14600.0000 
1, 1,1-Trichloroethane 

L.__ -- --- ----- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

·--



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU-4H HOT - 216 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional Lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sal!l> Minimun MaxiffUll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll) Value/STD Uncertainty 

71·55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 72800.000000000 GM 1955 1955 72800.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane-

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 146000.00000000 GH 1956 1956 146000.000 
1, 1,1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 212000.00000000 GH 1957 1957 212000.000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 492000.00000000 GM 1958 1958 492000.000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

-
71-55,6 Absorbed liquid. T 540000.00000000 GM 1959 1959 540000.000 
1, 1,1-Trichtoroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 639000.00000000 GM 1960 1960 639000.000 
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 585000.00000000 GM 1961 1961 585000.000 
1,1, 1-Trich loroethane 

71·55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 761000.00000000 GM 1962 1962 761000.000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

. 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 926000.00000000 GM 1963 1963 926000.000 
1, 1,1-Trichloroethane 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART C - NONRAOIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFQ~OQY~4H HOT - 216 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End SaJI9 Mini nun MaxilllLill Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 794000.00000000 GM 1964 1964 794000.000 
1,1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71·55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 1140000.0000000 GM 1965 1965 1140000.00 
1,1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71·55-6 Absorbed llquid. T 1390000.0000000 GM 1966 1966 1390000.00 
1,1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71·55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 536000.00000000 GM 1967 1967 536000.000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

. 

71·55·6 Absorbed liquid. T 232000.00000000 GM 1968 1968 232000.000 
1,1, 1-Trichloroethane 

. 

71·55·6 Absorbed liquid. T 673000.00000000 GM 1969 1969 673000.000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71·55·6 Absorbed liquid. T 857000.00000000 GM 1970 1970 857000.000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

75-09·2 Absorbed liquid. T 5720.0000000000 GM 1954 1954 5720.00000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 28600.000000000 GM 1955 1955 28600.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

L___ -·-- --- -- ------ . ----- ·-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

·-·--



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOW-4H HOT - 216 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form CA)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun Max iiJUll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 57600.000000000 GM 1956 1956 57600.0000 
Methylene C~loride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 83300.000000000 GM 1957 1957 83300.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 193000.00000000 GM 1958 1958 193000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 212000.00000000 GM 1959 1959 212000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 251000.00000000 GM 1960 1960 251000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 230000.00000000 GM 1961 1961 230000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 299000.00000000 GM 1962 1962 299000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 364000.00000000 GM 1963 1963 364000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed Liquid. T 312000.00000000 GM 1964 1964 312000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

----- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

--
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll> HinillUll Maxilll.ITl Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 449000.00000000 GH 1965 1965 449000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75·09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 548000.00000000 GH 1966 1966 548000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 211000.00000000 GH 1967 1967 211000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75·09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 91200.000000000 GH 1968 1968 91200.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 265000.00000000 GH 1969 1969 265000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 337000.00000000 GM 1970 1970 337000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 13000.000000000 GH 1954 1954 13000.0000 
1,1 ,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 64800.000000000 GM 1955 1955 64800.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 130000_00000000 GM 1956 1956 130000.000 
1,1 ,2-Trichloro-1 ,2,2-Trifluor 

- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd Safll' MiniiiUII 14axii!Uil Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 189000.00000000 GM 1957 1957 189000.000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Triftuor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 438000.00000000 GM 1958 1958 4~8000.000 
1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 481000.00000000 GM 1959 1959 481000.000 
1, 1, 2- Tri ch loro-1 ,2, 2- Tr i fluor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 570000.00000000 GM 1960 1960 570000.000 
1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

-
76131 Absorbed liquid. T 521000.00000000 GM 1961 1961 521000.000 
1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 678000.00000000 GM 1962 1962 678000.000 
1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 825000.00000000 GM 1963 1963 825000.000 
1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 708000.00000000 GM 1964 1964 708000.000 
1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 1020000.0000000 GM 1965 1965 1020000.00 
1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and glve the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additionat information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T}otal Unlt Begin End Sa"" MinifTUTI Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saff1> Value/STO Uncertainty 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 1240000.0000000 GM 1966 1966 1240000.00 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed Liquid. T 477000.00000000 GM 1967 1967 477000.000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed Liquid. T 207000.00000000 GM 1968 1968 207000.000 
1,1,2-Trichtoro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 600000.00000000 GM 1969 1969 600000.000 
1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed Liquid. T 764000.00000000 GM 1970 1970 764000.000 
1,1 ,2-Trichloro-1,2, 2- Tri fluor 

None-NC. Absorbed nitric acid on Nitrocellulose. Unknown. GM 1954 1970 " 0.00000000 
Nitrocellulose cellulose. 

. 

-- ----- - ··- -- -------- ---

*If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples'" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanationS (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOW-4H HOT - 216 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun Maxi nun Basis Tor 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Am-241 T 48.700000000000 CI 1954 1954 

Am-241 T 146.00000000000 CI 1955 1955 

Am-241 T 292.00000000000 CI 1956 1956 

Am-241 T 438.00000000000 CI 1957 1957 

Am-241 T 1070.0000000000 CI 1958 1958 

Am- 241 T 1170.0000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Am-241 T 1360.0000000000 CI 1960 1960 

Am-241 T 1260.0000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Am-241 T 1610.0000000000 CI 1962 1962 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO·DOU·4H HOT • 216 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sarrp MiniiTJ.Jll MaxilllLill Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value}STD Uncertainty 

Am·241 T 2000.0000000000 CI 1963 1963 

Am-241 T 1700.0000000000 CI 1964 1964 

Am·241 T 2430.0000000000 CI 1965 1965 

Am·241 T 2970.0000000000 CI 1966 1966 

Am-241 T 1170.0000000000 CI 1967 1967 

Am·241 T 487.00000000000 CI 1968 1968 

Am·241 T 1460.0000000000 CI 1969 1969 

Am-241 T 1850.0000000000 CI 1970 1970 

Pu- 238 Oxides. T .26200000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colunn titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next colum. 
!f not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y Kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"' Minilllllll Max iiJUil Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 1.3100000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 2.6400000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 3.8200000000000 CI 1957 1957 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 8.8700000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 9.7400000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 11.500000000000 CI 1960 1960 

Pu-236 Oxides. T 10.500000000000 CI 1961 1961 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 13.700000000000 CI 1962 1962 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 16.700000000000 CI 1963 1963 

-
* If sample data are available, mark '( in the column titled "Samples?" and provide mlllber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun MaxiiiUIJ Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD uncertainty 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 14.300000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-238 Oxides. 1 20.600000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-238 Oxides. 1 21.100000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 9.6600000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 4.1800000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-238 Oxides. 1 12.100000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

-
Pu-238 Oxides. 1 11.400000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-239 Oxides. 1 8.9600000000000 Cl 1914 1954 

-
Pu-239 Oxides. T 44.800000000000 Cl 1911 1911 

- ---- ------

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide numb€r of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations <indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956·84, use two Lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Segin End sa.., MinillUll HaXillliTl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 90.100000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 130.00000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu·239 Oxides. T 303.00000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu·239 Oxides. T 332.00000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-239 Ox ides. T 394.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu·239 Oxides. T 360.00000000000 CI 1961 1961 

Pu-239 Oxides. T .68.00000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 570.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-239 Ox: ides. T 489.00000000000 Cl 1964 196/. 

I ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

---



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU~4H HOT - 216 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sarq> Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 702.00000000000 CI 1965 1965 

Pu-239 oxides. T 858.00000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 330.00000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 143.00000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 414.00000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 527.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu- 240 Oxides. T 2.0000000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu· 240 Oxides. T 10.000000000000 C! 1955 1955 

Pu- 240 Oxides. T 20.200000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

L___ _____ __ L__ ___ 
~ - -- ----- ------ -- ~ ~~ 

L__ ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' MinillUll Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Val ue/#Sarnp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 29.200000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-240 oxides. T 67.800000000000 CI 1958 1958 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 74.500000000000 CI 1959 1959 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 88.100000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 80.600000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 105.00000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 128.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 109.00000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 157.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

* If sample data are avaitabte, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa'"!' MinillUII Max irrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu·240 Oxides. T 192.00000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 73.800000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 32.000000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 92.800000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 118.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 53.600000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 268.00000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 540.00000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

--
Pu-241 Oxides. T 781.00000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

- ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colUJV"l. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

---
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/ (T)otal Unit Begin End Sanp Mininun Haximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 1810.0000000000 Cl 1918 1958 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 1990.0000000000 Cl 1919 1959 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 2360.0000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 2160.0000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 2800.0000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 3410.0000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 2930.0000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 4210.0000000000 Cl 1965 1961 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 5140.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each conta1ninant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MiniiTU!l Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu- 241 Oxides. T 1970.0000000000 CI 1967 1967 

Pu·241 Oxides. T 855.00000000000 CI 1968 1968 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 2480.0000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 3160.0000000000 CI 1970 1970 

Pu- 242 Oxides. T .00012000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu- 242 Oxides. T .00060200000000 CI 1955 1955 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .00121000000000 CI 1956 1956 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .00175000000000 CI 1957 1957 

--·-
Pu- 242 Oxides. T .00407000000000 CI 1958 1958 

- ---- L_ ----- -- '-- --- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide nunDer of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

---



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-OOY-4H HOT - 216 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-64, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimun Maxiii'U1l Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les'? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .00447000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .00529000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .00484000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .00630000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu- 242 Oxides. T .00766000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .00657000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .00945000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

I 
Pu-242 Oxides. T .01150000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .00443000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sanp Minirrun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .00192000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .00557000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .00709000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

; -- ---- --- ---- -------- --'--- -- --- - - -----

* If sample data are available, mark 'I in the colUTVl titled 11 Samptes?" and provide nllllber of samples in the next colUITV1 and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-4H HOT - 216 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 
] no 
] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Chemical hazards, these are volatile 
some of them would have evaporated. 
acid reacted with cellulose to form 
nitrocellulose which is used in the 
manufacture of explosives. 

and 
Nitric 

Page: RF0-84 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
WM-Fl-82-021, Content Code Assessments for INEL Contact 
Handled Stored TRU Wastes, T. L. Clements. EDF-369. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Chemical hazards, assumed no evaporation took place. The 
stored waste data was extrapolated to estimate the buried 
waste amounts. 



Page: RF0-85 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 217 

1. Preparer: Kudera, Don 2. Date prepared: 06/28/93 

3. Generator: RFO 4. Particular facility: DOW 
(area or contractor use code from attached list) (building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r--o_m __ a~t~t_a_c~h~e~d~l'i's~t~)-----

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
5H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[X] TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1954 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Buildinqs 771 and 776. 

6. Waste stream: 
concrete and brick. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 12133.6000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [X] annual or [ ] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

6. This buried waste stream is similar to stored waste content codes 371 and 960. 
9. The average weight per drum is 390 pounds, the average weight per box is 3,226 pounds. Total 
weight of drums is 427,830 pounds, total weight of boxes is 148,396 pounds. Total waste is 576,226 
pounds. Waste stream contains 1,097 55-qallon drums and 46 4x4x7 ft. boxes. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-5H HDT - 217 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
concrete, brick, and asphalt. 
[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Pu oxides on brick, etc. 

Page: RF0-86 

2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Waste consists of whole and broken pieces of construction 
brick, cinderblocks, and fire brick. Waste may also-contain 
limited amounts of other noncombustible and combustible 
waste. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag 
[ J metal liner [ J none [X] other 
See 7 below. 

[X] plastic liner 
(specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel*. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Drums were packaged three different ways: a) Double-contained in plastic and then placed into 
Fibre-Paks. Two Fibre-Paks were placed in a prepared 55-gallon drum. b) Double-contained in 
plastic and place directly into a prepared 55-gallon drum. c) No packaging; placed directly into a 
prepared 55-gallon drum. Boxes were packaged two different ways. a) Double-contained in plastic 
and placed into a prepared box. b) No packaging; placed directly into a prepared box. 
5. BXW. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGlCAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU-5H HOT - 217 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional Lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two Lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (AJnnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sarrp Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 0.00000000 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 10 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
No hazardous material is identified in this content code. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOY·5H HOT - 217 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For eKample, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84. use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sarrp Minimun MaxiiiUil Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. OK ides. T .05500000000000 CI 1954 1954 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .27500000000000 CI 1955 1955 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .55400000000000 CI 1956 1956 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .80100000000000 CI 1957 1957 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 1.8600000000000 CI 1958 1958 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 2.0400000000000 CI 1959 1959 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 2.4200000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 2.2100000000000 CI 1961 1961 

Pu-238 Sot id. Oxides. T 2.8800000000000 CI 1962 1962 

·-
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the collJilYI titled 01 Samples? 11 and provide nunber of samples in the neKt colum and standard deviation in the next col urn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimun value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-OOY-5H HOT - 217 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa~Jl> Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Saflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 3.5000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 3.0000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 4.3200000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 5.2700000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 2.0200000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .87700000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-238 Sot id. Oxides. T 2.5400000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-238 Sot id. Oxides. T 3.2400000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 1.8800000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled *'Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional inforn~tion or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant} 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-OOY-5H HOT - 217 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini/lUll Maxinun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saf1l> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. oxides. T 9.3900000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 18.900000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 27.300000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 63.500000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 69.700000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 82.500000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 75.500000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 98.200000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 119.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
lf not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - Rf0-DOW-5H HOT - 217 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd Sa~ MinilllliTl Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 102.00000000000 CI 1964 1964 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 147.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 180.00000000000 CI 1966 1966 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 69.100000000000 CI 1967 1967 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 29.900000000000 CI 1968 1968 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 86.800000000000 CI 1969 1969 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 110.00000000000 CI 1970 1970 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .42000000000000 CI 1954 1954 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 2.1000000000000 CI 1955 1955 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 4 RADIOLOG1CAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOY-5H HOT - 217 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' Hininun Haxiaun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. Ox ides. T 4.2300000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 6.1200000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxldes4 T 14.200000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-240 Solid. OK ides. T 15.600000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-240 Solid. OK ides. T 18.500000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-240 Solid. Ox ides. T 16.900000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 22.000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-240 Solid. Ox ides. T 26.800000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-240 Solid. Ox ides. T 22.900000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOW-5H HOT - 217 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s""" Minimun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Safll) Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 33.000000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu·240 Solid. Oxides. T 40.300000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-240 Sal id. Oxides. T 15.500000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 6.7000000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-240 Sal id. Oxides. T 19.400000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 24.800000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-241 Sal id. Oxides. T 11.200000000000 C1 1954 1954 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 56.200000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 113.00000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

* Jf sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations <indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unit Begin End Safl¥> Minirrun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 164.00000000000 CI 1957 1957 

Pu-241 Solid. oxides. T 380.00000000000 CI 1958 1958 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 417.00000000000 CI 1959 1959 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 494.00000000000 CI 1960 1960 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 452.00000000000 CI 1961 1961 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 588.00000000000 CI 1962 1962 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 715.00000000000 CI 1963 1963 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 614.00000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

I 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 882.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

--- ---- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Rad,ionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End s- HiniltUII Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 1080.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 414.00000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 179.00000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 520.00000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 662.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00002520000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00012600000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00025400000000 Cl 1956 1956 

. 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00036800000000 Cl 1957 1957 

-·----- - ... 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 01 and provide number of samples in the next collMTIO and standard deviation in the next colunn. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maxin~ value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy Kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Minirrun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00085400000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00093700000000 CJ 1959 1959 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00111000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00101000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00132000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00161000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00138000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00198000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00242000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

I --- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

--



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-OOW-5H HOT - 217 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End sanv Mini nun MaxiiTUJI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00092900000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00040200000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu·242 Sot id. oxides. T .00117000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-242 Solid. Ox ides. T .00149000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the neKt column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-5H HDT - 217 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ] RWMIS [ ) other database 
[ ) sample analysis data 
[ ) operating records [ ) interview 
[ ) expert judgment [X) reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X) best estimate 
[ ) worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 
] no 
] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 

Page: RF0-98 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
WM-FI-82-021, october 1982, "Content Code Assessment for 
INEL Contact-Handled Stored Transuranic Waste," by Thomas L. 
Clements Jr. EDF-RWMC-369. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
The stored waste data was extrapolated to estimate buried 
waste amounts. 



Page: RF0-99 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 219 

' 1 . Prepare r : ---=-K,_,u,_,d"'e"'r"-a"'-L----"D'-'o'"n!-________ _ 

3. Generator: RFO 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t~o-r---u~s_e_c_0~d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
6H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[X) TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ) LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1954 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. All plutonium areas. 

2. Date prepared: 01/10/94 

4. Particular facility: DOW 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m--a~t~t~a~c~h~e~d~l~i~s~t~)------

6. waste stream: 
Filters. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount Units Unknown. 
Check box: (X] annual or ( ) total over all years 
Check box: (X] container volume or [ ) waste volume 

6. This buried waste stream is similar to stored waste content codes 335, 338, 360, and 490. 
9. The average weight per drum is 200 pounds and the average weight per box is 1892 pounds. Total 
drum weiqht is 11,600 pounds, total weiqht of the boxes is 1,356,564 pounds. Total pounds is 
1,368,164 pounds. This waste stream contains 58 55-gallon drums and 717 4'x4 1 x7' boxes (1971 to 
19 7 5) . 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-6H HDT - 219 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
HEPA filters. 
[X) other (specify) 
23. 

3. Chemical form: 
Pu and Am oxide with trace amounts of Pu 
and Am nitrates. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel*. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Waste primarily consists of whole HEPA filters. Pre-1976 
waste (primarily drums) will contain CWS filters. Also 
included are prefilters, all ventilation intake and exhaust 
system filters. 

4. Inner packaging: [X) plastic bag [ ) plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ) none [X) other (specify) 
Plastic liner. 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Content code 490 (drums) should be similar to content code 
335 (drums). 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BXW. 



PART C · NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOY-6H HOT - 219 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' Hininun Haxii!Ull Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

56-23-5 Solid. T 902.00000000000 GM 1954 1954 902.000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Solid. T 4510_0000000000 GM 1955 1955 4510.00000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Solid. T 9080.0000000000 GM 1956 1956 9080.00000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Solid. T 13100.000000000 GM 1957 1957 13100.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Solid. T 30500.000000000 GM 1958 1958 30500.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23·5 Solid. T 33500.000000000 GM 1959 1959 33500.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23·5 Solid. T 39600.000000000 GM 1960 1960 39600.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

-
56-23-5 Sot id. T 36300.000000000 GM 1961 1961 36300.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Solid. T 47200.000000000 GM 1962 1962 47200.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

--- - - - --- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colunn titled "Samples?" and provide nunber of samples in the next colurrn and standard deviation in the next colurn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
SOille drums contain 1 to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil-Dri). Some boxes contain up to 50 pqunds of Portland Cement. 



PART C - NONRADIOlOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU-6H HOT · 219 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- HinimLill HaxiiiUll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

56·23·5 Solid. T 57400.000000000 GH 1963 1963 57400.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23·5 Solid. T 49200.000000000 GM 1964 1964 49200.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23-5 Solid. T 70800.000000000 GM 1965 1965 70800.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

156·23-5 Solid. T 86400.000000000 GM 1966 1966 86400.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23-5 Sol ld. T 33200.000000000 GM 1967 1967 33200.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23·5 Solid. T 14400.000000000 GM 1968 1968 14400.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23·5 Solid. T 41700.000000000 GM 1969 1969 1,1700.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23·5 Solid. T 53100.000000000 GM 1970 1970 53100.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

71-55·6 Solid. T 902.00000000000 GM 1954 1954 902.000000 
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 

-- - I -- - --L__ 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Some drums contain 1 to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil-Dri). Some boxes contain up to 50 pounds of Portland Cement. 



PART C - NO~RAOIOLOGJCAL CO~TAHINANTS - RFO-DOY-6H HOT - 119 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"' Hi nimLITI Max ifJUll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

71-55-6 Solid. T 4510.0000000000 GM 1955 1955 4510.00000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71 ·55-6 Solid. T 9080.0000000000 GM 1956 1956 9080.00000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55·6 Solid. T 13100.000000000 GM 1957 1957 13100.0000 
1,1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Solid. T 30500.000000000 GM 1958 1958 30500.0000 
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 

71-55·6 Solid. T 33500.000000000 GM 1959 1959 33500.0000 
1,1, l·Trich loroethane 

71-55·6 Solid. T 39600.000000000 GM 1960 1960 39600.0000 
1,1, 1· Trichloroethane 

71- 55·6 Solid. T 36300.000000000 GM 1961 1961 36300.0000 
1,1, 1· Trichloroethane 

--
71-55-6 Solid. T 47200.000000000 GM 1962 1962 47100.0000 
1, 1,1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Solid. T 57400.000000000 GM 1963 1963 57400.0000 
1,1, 1· Trichloroethane 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark V in the coli..ITV1 titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colU!IW'l and standard deviation in the next colll'll1. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Some drums contain 1 to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil~Ori). Some boxes contain up to 50 pounds of Portland Cement. 

I 



PART C - NONRAOIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO·D~-6H HOT - 219 
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For each contaminant. complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salfl' Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

71-55-6 Solid. T 49200.000000000 GH 1964 1964 49200.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Solid. T 70800.000000000 GM 1965 1965 70800.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55·6 Solid. T 86400.000000000 GH 1966 1966 86400.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichtoroethane 

71·55·6 Solid. T 33200.000000000 GH 1967 1967 33200.0000 
1, 1,1-Trichloroethane 

71·55·6 Solid. T 14400.000000000 GH 1968 1968 14400.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71·55·6 Solid. T 41700.000000000 GH 1969 1969 41700.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71·55·6 Solid. T 53100.000000000 GH 1970 1970 53100.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

75·09·2 Solid. T 272.00000000000 GM 1954 1954 272.000000 
Methylene Chloride 

75·09·2 Solid. T 1360.0000000000 GM 1955 1955 1360.00000 
Methylene Chloride 

I -- L_ ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant} 
Some drums contain 1 to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil·Dri). Some boxes contain up to 50 pounds of Portland Cement. 

---



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU·6H HOT - 219 
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For each contaminant, con~lete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional llnes as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd Sa,.:> Mini nun HaxiiTUll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

75-09-2 Solid. T 2740.0000000000 GH 1956 1956 2740.00000 
Methylene Chloride 

75·09·2 Solid. T 3970.0000000000 GH 1957 1957 3970.00000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09·2 Solid. T 9210.0000000000 GH 1958 1958 9210.00000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09·2 Solid. T 10100.000000000 GM 1959 1959 10100.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

- -
75-09·2 Solid. T 12000.000000000 GM 1960 1960 12000.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Solid. T 10900.000000000 GM 1961 1961 10900.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Solid. T 14200.000000000 GM 1962 1962 14200.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Solid. T 17300.000000000 GM 1963 1963 17300.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Solid. T 14900.000000000 GM 1964 1964 14900.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

* If sa~Jllle data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide nurrber of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colurn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Some drums contain 1 to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil-Ori). Some boxes contain u~ to 50 pounds of Portland Cement. 



PART C · NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO·D~·6H HOT - 219 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Cant ami nant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/{T)otal Unlt Begin End Sa"" Hininun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantlty Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

75-09-2 Solid. T 21400.000000000 GH 1965 1965 21400.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Solid. T 26100.000000000 GH 1966 1966 26100.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Solid. T 10000.000000000 GM 1967 1967 10000.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Solid. T 4340.0000000000 GH 1968 1968 4340.00000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Solid. T 12600.000000000 GH 1969 1969 12600.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Solid. T 16000.000000000 GH 1970 1970 16000.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

76131 Solid. T 454.00000000000 GH 1954 1954 454.000000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Solid. T 2270.0000000000 GM 1955 1955 2270.00000 
1, 1,2· Tri chloro-1,2,2-Tri fluor 

76131 Solid. T 4570.0000000000 GH 1956 1956 4570.00000 
1, 1,2-Tri chloro-1, 2,2· Tri fLuor 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Some drums contain 1.to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil·Dri). Some boxes contain up to 50 pounds of Portland Cement. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd Samp Minirrun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

76131 Solid. T 6610.0000000000 GM 1957 1957 6610.00000 
1, 1,2-Trichtoro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Solid. T 15300.000000000 GM 1958 1958 15300.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichtoro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Solid. T 16800.000000000 GM 1959 1959 16800.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Solid. T 19900.000000000 GM 1960 1960 19900.0000 
1,1 ,2-Trichloro-1 ,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Solid. T 18200.000000000 GM 1961 1961 18200.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Solid. T 23700.000000000 GM 1962 1962 23700.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Sot id. T 28900.000000000 GH 1963 1963 28900.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Triftuor 

-
76131 Sot id. T 24800.000000000 GH 1964 1964 24800.0000 
1, 1, 2-Trichloro-1, 2, 2-Tri fluor 

76131 Solid. T 35600.000000000 GH 1965 1965 35600.0000 
1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Some drums contain 1 to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil-Dri). Some boxes contain up to 50 pounds of Portland Cement. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form <A>nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Hinirrun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S<UJ'l) Value/STD Uncertainty 

76131 Solid. T 43500.000000000 GH 1966 1966 43500.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Solid. T 16700.000000000 GH 1967 1967 16700.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Sot id. T 7230.0000000000 GH 1968 1968 7230.00000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Solid. T 21000.000000000 GH 1969 1969 21000.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

--
76131 Solid. T 26700.000000000 GH 1970 1970 26700.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

7697·37·2 Liquid absorbed on filter Reacted with filters to Unknown. GH 1954 1970 N 0.00000000 
Nitric Acid material. form nitrates. 

··- - - - --·-

*If sample data are available, mark Yin the colurm titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide n~er of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next collllln. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information o_r explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Some drums contain 1 to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil-Dri). Some boxes contain up to 50 pounds of Portland Cement. 

--
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuctide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unit Begin End Sa111> HiniiTlliTI Haximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-241 Oxide with a trace of T 2.9000000000000 CJ 1954 1954 
nitrates. 

Am-241 Oxide with a trace of T 8.6900000000000 CJ 1955 1955 
nitrates. 

Am-241 Oxide with a trace of T 17.400000000000 CJ 1956 1956 
nitrates. 

Am-241 Oxide with a trace of T 26.100000000000 Cl 1957 1957 
nitrates. 

Am-241 Oxide with a trace of T 63.700000000000 CJ 1958 1958 
nitrates. 

Am-241 Oxide with a trace of T 69.500000000000 CJ 1959 1959 
nitrates. 

Am-241 Oxide with a trace of T 81.100000000000 CJ 1960 1960 
nitrates. 

Am-241 Oxide with a trace of T 75.300000000000 CJ 1961 1961 
nitrates. 

Am-241 Oxide with a trace of T 95.600000000000 CJ 1962 1962 
nitrates. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colunn titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation ln the next colucm. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa'l' HiniiiUD Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-241 Oxide with a trace of T 119.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 
nitrates. 

Am-241 Oxide with a trace of T 101.00000000000 Cl 1964 1964 
nitrates. 

Am-241 Oxide with a trace of T 145.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 
nitrates. 

Am-241 Oxide with a trace of T 177.00000000000 Cl 1966 1966 
nitrates. 

Am-241 Oxide with a trace of T 69.500000000000 Cl 1967 1967 
nitrates. 

Am-241 Oxide with a trace of T 29.000000000000 Cl 1968 1968 
nitrates. 

Am-241 Oxide with a tr~ce of T 86.900000000000 Cl 1969 1969 
nitrates. 

Am-241 Oxide with a trace of T 110.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 
nitrates. 

Pu-238 Oxide with a trace of T .34800000000000 CI 1954 1954 
nitrates. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/{T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hinim..m Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Oxide with a trace of T 1.7400000000000 Cl 1955 1955 
nitrates. 

Pu-238 Oxide with a trace of T 3.5000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 
nitrates. 

Pu-238 Oxide with a trace of T 5.0700000000000 Cl 1957 1957 
nitrates. 

Pu-238 Oxide with a trace of T 11.800000000000 Cl 1958 1958 
nitrates. 

Pu-238 Oxide with a trace of T 12.900000000000 Cl 1959 1959 
nitrates. 

Pu-238 Oxide with a trace of T 15.300000000000 Cl 1960 1960 
nitrates. 

Pu-238 Oxide with a trace of T 14.000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 
nitrates. 

Pu-238 Oxide with a trace of T 18.200000000000 Cl 1962 1962 
nitrates. 

Pu-238 Oxide with a trace of T 22.100000000000 Cl 1963 1963 
nitrates. 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colum titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next coll.Jl'll'l. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant} 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salll' MiniiTUil Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Salf1) Value/STO uncertainty 

Pu-238 Oxide with a trace of T 19.000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 
nitrates. 

Pu-238 Oxide with a trace of T 27.300000000000 Cl 1965 1965 
nitrates. 

Pu-238 Oxide with a trace of T 33.300000000000 Cl 1966 1966 
nitrates. 

Pu-238 Oxide with a trace of T 12.800000000000 Cl 1967 1967 
nitrates. 

Pu-238 Oxide with a trace of T 5.5400000000000 Cl 1968 1968 
nitrates. 

Pu-238 Oxide with a trace of T 16.100000000000 Cl 1969 1969 
nitrates. 

Pu-238 Ox ide with a t~.ace of T 20.500000000000 Cl 1970 1970 
nitrates. 

Pu-239 Oxide with a trace of 1 11.900000000000 Cl 1954 1954 
nitrates. 

Pu-239 Oxide with a trace of 1 59.400000000000 Cl 1955 1955 
nitrates. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mini nun Haxinun Basis for 
auant ity Year Year les? Value;#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Oxide with a trace of T 120.00000000000 Cl 1956 1956 
nitrates. 

Pu-239 Oxide with a trace of T 173.00000000000 Cl 1957 1957 
nitrates. 

Pu·239 Oxide with a trace of T 402.00000000000 Cl 1958 1958 
nitrates. 

-
Pu-239 Oxide with a trace of T 441.00000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

nitrates. 

Pu-239 Oxide with a trace of T 522.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 
nitrates. 

Pu-239 Oxide with a trace of T 477.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 
nitrates. 

Pu·239 Oxide with a trace of T 621.00000000000 Cl 1962 1962 
nitrates. 

Pu-239 Oxide with a trace of T 756.00000000000 cr 1963 1963 
nitrates. 

Pu-239 Oxide with a trace of T 648.00000000000 Cl 1964 1964 
nitrates. 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colLmn titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additiona·l information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, c~lete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year. fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salll' HiniiiJ.Jil HaxiiiUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Salll> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Oxide with a trace of T 932.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 
nitrates. 

Pu-239 Oxide with a trace of T 1140.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 
nitrates. 

Pu-239 Oxide with a trace of T 437.00000000000 Cl 1967 1967 
nitrates. 

Pu-239 Oxide with a trace of T 189.00000000000 Cl 1968 1968 
nitrates. 

Pu-239 Oxide with a trace of T 549.00000000000 Cl 1969 1969 
nitrates. 

Pu-239 Oxide with a trace of T 699.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 
nitrates. 

Pu-240 Ox ide with a trace of T 2.6600000000000 Cl 1954 1954 
nitrates. 

Pu-240 Oxide with a trace of T 13.300000000000 Cl 1955 1955 
nitrates. 

Pu- 240 Ox ide with a trace of T 26.800000000000 Cl 1956 1956 
nitrates. 

----- ---------- _L._ L__ 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled usamples?11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, con~lete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year. fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hinirrun Maxim.m Basis for 
Cuant i ty Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Oxide with a trace of T 38.700000000000 Cl 1957 1957 
nitrates. 

Pu- 240 Oxide with a trace of T 89.900000000000 Cl 1958 1958 
nitrates. 

Pu-240 Oxide with a trace of T 98.700000000000 Cl 1959 1959 
nitrates. 

Pu-240 Oxide with a trace of T 117.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 
nitrates. 

Pu- 240 Oxide with a trace of T 107.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 
nitrates. 

Pu-240 Oxide with a trace of T 139.00000000000 Cl 1962 1962 
nitrates. 

Pu-240 Oxide with a trace of T 169.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 
nitrates. 

Pu-240 Oxide with a trace of T 145.00000000000 Cl 1964 1964 
nitrates. 

Pu-240 Oxide with a trace of T 209.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 
nitrates. 

I 
*If sample data are available, mark Yin the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of sarrples in the next column and standard deviation in the next coll.fln. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onuc tide Physical Form Chemical Form CA)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End San-p Hininun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Oxide with a trace of T 255.00000000000 Cl 1966 1966 
nitrates. 

Pu-240 Oxide with a trace of T 97.900000000000 Cl 1967 1967 
nitrates. 

Pu-240 Oxide with a trace of T 42.400000000000 Cl 1968 1968 
nitrates. 

Pu-240 Oxide with a trace of T 123.00000000000 Cl 1969 1969 
nitrates. 

Pu·240 Oxide with a trace of T 156.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 
nitrates. 

Pu-241 Oxide with a trace of T 71.100000000000 Cl 1954 1954 
nltrates. 

Pu-241 Oxide with a trace- of T 356.00000000000 Cl 1955 1955 
nitrates. 

Pu·241 Oxide with a trace of T 716.00000000000 Cl 1956 1956 
nitrates. 

Pu-241 Oxide with a trace of T 1040.0000000000 Cl 1957 1957 
nitrates. 

- _L_ ·-·---

* If sample data are availabte, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
if not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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• For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956~84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sall'l' Mininun Maxi run Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Oxide with a trace of T 2400.0000000000 Cl 1958 1958 
nitrates. 

Pu~241 Oxide with a trace of T 2640.0000000000 Cl 1959 1959 
nitrates. 

Pu-241 Oxide with a trace of T 3120.0000000000 Cl 1960 1960 
nitrates. 

Pu-241 Oxide with a trace of T 2860.0000000000 Cl 1961 1961 
nitrates. 

Pu-241 Oxide with a trace of T 3720.0000000000 Cl 1962 1962 
nitrates. . 

Pu-241 Oxide with a trace of T 4520.0000000000 Cl 1963 1963 
nitrates. 

Pu-241 Oxide with a trace of T 3880.0000000000 Cl 1964 1964 
nitrates. 

Pu-241 Oxide with a trace of T 5580.0000000000 Cl 1965 1965 
nitrates. 

-
Pu-241 Oxide with a trace of T 6810.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

nitrates. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Sarrples?" and provide nurrber of samples in the next coli.Sill1 and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa.., Mininun Maxi nun Oasis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Oxide with a trace of T 2620.0000000000 Cl 1967 1967 
nitrates. 

Pu-241 Oxide with a trace of T 1130.0000000000 CI 1968 1968 
nitrates. 

Pu-241 Oxide with a trace of T 3290.0000000000 Cl 1969 1969 
nitrates. 

• 
Pu-241 Oxide with a trace of T 4190.0000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

nitrates. 

Pu-242 Oxide with a trace of T .00016000000000 Cl 1954 1954 
nitrates. 

Pu-242 Oxide with a trace of T .00079800000000 CI 1955 1955 
nitrates. 

Pu-242 Oxide with a trace of T .00161000000000 Cl 1956 1956 
nitrates. 

Pu-242 Oxide with a trace of T .00232000000000 Cl 1957 1957 
nitrates. 

Pu-242 Oxide with a trace of T .00540000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

I 
nitrates. 

' 
* Jf sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Hinimun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Oxide with a trace of T .00593000000000 Cl 1959 1959 
nitrates. 

Pu-242 Oxide with a trace of T .00702000000000 Cl 1960 1960 
nitrates. 

Pu-242 Oxide with a trace of T .00642000000000 Cl 1961 1961 
nitrates. 

Pu-242 Oxide with a trace of T .00835000000000 Cl 1962 1962 
nitrates. 

Pu-242 Oxide with a trace of T .01020000000000 Cl 1963 1963 
nitrates. 

Pu-242 Oxide with a trace of T .00871000000000 CJ 1964 1964 
nitrates. 

Pu-242 Oxide with a trace of T .01250000000000 CJ 1965 1965 
nitrates. 

Pu-242 Oxide with a trace of T .01530000000000 CJ 1966 1966 
nitrates. 

- -
Pu-242 Oxide with a trace of T .00588000000000 CJ 1967 1967 

nitrates. 

----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colunn titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colurm and standard deviation in the next colUill1. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

-
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Oxide with a trace of T .00254000000000 Cl 1968 1968 
nit rates. 

Pu-242 Oxide w'th a trace of T .00738000000000 Cl 1969 1969 
nitrates. 

Pu-242 Oxide with a trace of T .00940000000000 Cl 1970 1970 
nitrates. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samptes?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 
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1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

] RWMIS [ ] other database 
] sample analysis data 
] operating records [ ] interview 
] expert judgment [X] reports 
] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
WM-F1-82-021, October 1982, "Content Code Assessment for 
INEL Contact-Handled Stored Transuranic Waste", Thomas L. 
Clements, Jr. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
The stored waste data was extrapolated to estimate the 
buried waste amounts. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 218 

1. Preparer: Kudera, Don 

3. Generator: RFO 
(area or cont-r-'-a"c-ct:'-o-r---u-s_e_c_o_d..,..,-e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
7H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
(X] TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1954 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/21/93 

4. Particular facility: DOW 
(building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r_o_m __ a_t~t~a-c~h-e~d~1'i-s~t~)-----

6. Waste stream: 
Glass. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 3476.3000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [X] annual or [ ] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. Buildings - all plutQ~ium areas (771, 559, etc.) 
6. This buried waste stream is similar to stored waste content codes 440, 441, and 442. 
9. The average weight per drum is 232 pounds, total drum weight is 254,736 pounds. The average 
weight per box is 2,290 pounds, total box weight is 2,290. Total pounds for this waste stream is 
257,026. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-7H HDT - 218 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Glass. 

" ( ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Pu oxides and Pu nitrates on glass. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Waste consists of glass in the form of sample vials and 
bottles, lead-taped sample vials, ion exchanqe columns, 
dissolver pots, laboratory qlassware, qlovebox windows 
(glass, plexiglass, and leaded glass), crushed glass, ground 
glass, and raschig rinqs. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [X] other 
Plastic bottles. 

(X] plastic liner 
(specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel*. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. PB and PL. 
5. BXW. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End SaJll> MinillUll Maxi PUll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 0.00000000 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide nl.lllber of samples in the next colUOVl and standard deviation in the next coll.IIV1. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Content code 440 contains some Leaded glass. No hazardous materials are identified to be present. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU-7H HOT - 218 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- MiniiiUII Maxii!UJI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#Sa~Tp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Sot id. Oxide and nitrates. T .23600000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 1.1800000000000 Cl 195> 1955 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 2.3800000000000 Cl 19>6 1956 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 3.4400000000000 Cl 19>7 1957 

Pu-238 Sot id. Oxide and nitrates. T 8.0000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 8.7800000000000 Cl 19>9 1959 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 10.400000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 9.5000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 12.400000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide nunber of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next coliSfll'l. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-OOW-7H HOT · 218 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Hininun Maxi nun Basis for 
auantity Year Year les? Value/#S6q) Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 15.000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-238 Sot id. Oxide and nitrates. T 12.900000000000 CI 1964 1964 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 18.500000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 22.600000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 8.7000000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 3.7700000000000 CI 1968 1968 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 10.900000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 13.900000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 8.0700000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

I I 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samptes? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations {indicate pertinent contaminant) 

. 

' 

I 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO·DOY·7H HOT · 218 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Minirrun MaxiffUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 40.400000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 81.200000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. 1 118.00000000000 Cl 1957 1957 . 
Pu-239 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 273.00000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-239 Sot id. Oxide and nitrates. T 300.00000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 355.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 324.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 422.00000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 514.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

--- -- ·--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samptes?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

--
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Saflll Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 440.00000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

• 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 633.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 773.00000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 297.00000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 129.00000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 373.00000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxide and nitr~tes. T 475.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 1.8100000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 9.0400000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form CA)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End ·- Hininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 18.200000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 26.300000000000 CI 1957 1957 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 61.100000000000 CI 1958 1958 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 67.100000000000 CI 1959 1959 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 79.400000000000 CI 1960 1960 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 72.600000000000 CI 1961 1961 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 94.600000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 115.00000000000 CI 1963 1963 

Pu- 240 Sot id. Oxide and nitrates. T 98.600000000000 CI 1964 1964 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa.., MiniiTUTl Maxiaun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Val ue/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 142.00000000000 CI 1965 1965 

Pu- 240 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 173.00000000000 CI 1966 1966 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 66.500000000000 CI 1967 1967 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 28.800000000000 CI 1968 1968 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. I 83.600000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-240 Sot id. Oxide and nitrates. I 106.00000000000 CI 1970 1970 

Pu- 241 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. I 48.300000000000 CI 1954 1954 

Pu- 241 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. I 242.00000000000 CI 1955 1955 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. I 486.00000000000 CI 1956 1956 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End sa.., Mini nun Haxifl'Uil Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#SafllJ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 704.00000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 1630.0000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 1790.0000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-241 Sot id. Oxide and nitrates. T 2120.0000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 1940.0000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 2530.0000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 3080.0000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 2640.0000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu- 241 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 3790.0000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

-- ··- ---- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional Lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x Kg for 1952-56 andy Kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value}#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 4630.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 1780.0000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 770.00000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 2240.0000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T 2840.0000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T .00010800000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-242 Sot id. Oxide and nitrates. T .00054300000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T .00109000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T .00158000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

-- I - -- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the cotum titled "Samples?" and provide nl..IITber of SSIJllles in the next collJII1 and standard deviation in the next coluan. 
If not, mark Nand gi~e the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

-
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" MiniiTJ...ITI Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. I .00367000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu- 242 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. I .00403000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. I .00477000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. I .00436000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu- 242 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T .00568000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu- 242 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. I .00690000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. I .00592000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu·242 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. I .00851000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu·242 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T .01040000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

-
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant. complete at least one line on the following table. lf any entries for that contaminant vary by year. fill out additional lines as needed 
to cove~ the varying entries for different years. For ex~le, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Val ue/#Sflll1> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T .00400000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T .00173000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T .00502000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

I 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxide and nitrates. T .00639000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

* If sample data are available, mark Yin the column titled 11 Sarrples?" and provide number of samples in the next colUlYI and standard deviation in the next coltJm. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-7H HOT- 218 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ] RWMIS [ ] other database 
( ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records ( ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
( ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 

Page: RF0-135 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
The stored waste data was extrapolated to estimate the 
buried waste amounts. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 220 

1. Preparer: Kudera, Don 

3. Generator:~R~F~O~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
8H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[X) TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ) L~ 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1954 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. All plutonium areas. 

2. Date prepared: 06/16/93 

4. Particular facility: DOW 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r=o=rn~a=t=t"a~c=h"e=d~'l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Glovebox gloves. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 696.4000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [X] annual or [ ) total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ) waste volume 

6. This buried waste stream is similar to stored waste content code 463. 
9. The average weight per drum is 368 pounds for content code 463, for content code 339 it is 339 
pounds. Total drum weight is 241,888 pounds. Waste stream contains 709 55-gallon drums. Content 
code 339 has 656 drums. Content code 463 has 53 drums. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-8H HDT - 220 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Lead. 
[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Pu oxide on leaded rubber. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Waste consists of leaded glove box gloves and aprons. The 
waste may contain limited amounts of unleaded gloves, lead 
bricks and lead sheetinq. 

4. Inner packaging: [X) plastic bag 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [X) other 
Plastic bottles. 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

[ ] plastic liner 
(specify) 

Content code 463, used in 1971-72, was replaced with content 
code 339 in 1973. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. PB and PL, 2 polyethylene drum baqs were used to line the drums or drum liner. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. if any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lipes as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

7439·92· 1 Solid. T 220000.00000000 GH 1954 1954 440000.000 
lead 

7439·92·1 Solld. T 1100000.0000000 GH 1955 1955 2200000.00 
lead 

7439·92· 1 Solid. T 2220000.0000000 GH 1956 1956 4440000.00 
Lead 

7439·92· 1 Solid. T 3210000.0000000 GH 1957 1957 6420000.00 
lead 

7439·92·1 Sot id. T 7450000.0000000 GH 1958 1958 14900000.0 
lead 

7439·92· 1 Solid. T 8180000.0000000 GH 1959 1959 16360000.0 
Lead 

7439·92· 1 Solid. T 9680000.0000000 GH 1960 1960 19360000.0 
lead 

7439·92·1 Solid. T 8860000.0000000 GH 1961 1961 17720000.0 
Lead 

7439·92·1 Solid. T 11500000.000000 GH 1962 1962 23000000.0 
Lead 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
If any moisture was present, absorbent material (trade name Oil-Dry) was added to the drum. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

--
Contaminant Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa.., Mininun Maxillllln Basis for 

& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

7439-92-1 Solid. T 14000000.000000 GM 1963 1963 28000000.0 
Lead 

7439-92-1 Solid. T 12000000.000000 GM 1964 1964 24000000.0 
Lead 

7439-92-1 solid. T 17300000.000000 GM 1965 1965 34600000.0 
Lead 

7439-92-1 Solid. T 21100000.000000 GM 1966 1966 42200000.0 
Lead 

--
7439-92-1 Solid. T 8120000.0000000 GM 1967 1967 16240000.0 
Lead 

--
7439-92-1 Solid. T 3510000.0000000 GM 1968 1968 7020000.00 
Lead 

7439-92-1 Solid. T 10200000.000000 GM 1969 1969 20400000.0 
Lead 

7439-92-1 Solid. T 13000000.000000 GM 1970 1970 26000000.0 
Lead 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minin~ value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
If any moisture ~~§_present, absor~nt material (!rade name Oil-Dry) was added to the drum. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd Sallll Minirrun Maxinun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .20000000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .99800000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 2.0100000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-238 sot id. Oxides. T 2.9100000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 6.7500000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 7.4100000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 8.7700000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 8.0200000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

I 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 10.400000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

L__ I -- -- --- ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant} 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuctide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun Maxi RUn Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T 12.700000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. I 10.900000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. I 15.600000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

-
Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. I 19.100000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. I 7.3500000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. I 3.1800000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. I 9.2300000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. I 11.800000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. I 6.8100000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

* If sample data are available, mark Yin the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide mmber of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 

I 

I 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/CT)otal Unit Begin End sanv Mini nun Max inun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saq> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 34.100000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 68.600000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 99.200000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 230.00000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 253.00000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 299.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-239 Solid. Ox ides. T 274.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 356.00000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-239 Solid. Ox ides. T 433.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For eac~ contaminant, complete at least one Line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Salll' Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#SarqJ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 372.00000000000 CI 1964 1964 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 534.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 652.00000000000 CI 1966 1966 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 251.00000000000 CI 1967 1967 

Pu-239 Solid. Ox ides. T 108.00000000000 CI 1968 1968 

. 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 315.00000000000 CI 1969 1969 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 401.00000000000 CI 1970 1970 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 1.5200000000000 CI 1954 1954 

Pu-240 Solid. Ox ides. T 7.6300000000000 CI 1955 1955 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)~al/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa!l1l Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu- 240 Solid. Oxides. T 15.400000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 22.200000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu·240 Solid. Oxides. T 51.600000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu·240 Solid. Oxides. T 56.600000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu·240 Solid. Oxides. T 67.000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 61.300000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 79.800000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu·240 Solid. Oxides. T 97.100000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 83.200000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?11 and provide numQer of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations {indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For exatnple, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mininun MaKirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saf1l' Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. OK ides. T 120.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-240 Solid. oxides. T 146.00000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 56.200000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 24.300000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu- 240 Solid. Oxides. T 70.600000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T 89.800000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

-
Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 40.800000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 204.00000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-241 Solid. Ox~des. T 410.00000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations {indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" MinillUII Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sall1J Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 594.00000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 1380.0000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 1510.0000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 1790.0000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 1640.0000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 2130.0000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 2600.0000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 2220.0000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 3200.0000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

-- --- --- -- ---- -- -- --- ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 
! 

! 

i 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year. fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 and y kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 3900.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 1500.0000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 650.00000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu· 241 Solid. Oxides. T 1890.0000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 2400.0000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00009160000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00045800000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00092200000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu· 242 Solid. Oxides. T .00133000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sanp Mini nun Haximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Salll> Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00310000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00340000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00402000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-242 Solid. Ox ides. T .00368000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu- 242 Solid. Oxides. T .00479000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu- 242 Solid. Oxides. T .00583000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00500000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00718000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu·242 Solid. Oxides. T .00877000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
lf not, mark N and give the minimum value and ~ximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one llne on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" MinifiUII Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Sall1l Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. oxides. T _00337000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00146000000000 CI 1968 1968 

Pu·242 Solid. Oxides. 1 .00424000000000 CI 1969 1969 

Pu·242 Sot id. Oxides. 1 .00539000000000 CI 1970 1970 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-8H HOT - 220 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records ( ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
WM-F1-82-021, October 1982, "Content Code Assessment for 
INEL Contact-Handled stored Transuranic waste", Thomas L. 
Clements Jr. 
EDF-RWMC-369. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

B. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
The stored waste data was extrapolated to estimate the 
buried waste amounts. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT- 221 

" 1. Pre parer: __e.K:c:u,_,d"'e=r-"a'-L-..cD=o~n,__ _________ _ 

3. Generator:~R~F~O~--------~~ 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
9H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[X] TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1954 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/16/93 

4. Particular facility: DOW 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t~t~a~c~h~e'd-,l~i-s~t~)-----

6. Waste stream: 
Glove boxes, equipment (bottles, drill presses, 
etc.) pumps, motors, control panels and office 
equipment. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 49884.6000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [X] annual or [ ] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. Buildings- all plutonium areas (776, 771, etc.). 
6. This buried waste stream is similar to stored waste content code 320, 480 and 481. 
9. The average weight per drum is 253 pounds and the average weight per box is 2893 pounds. Total 
drum weight is 525,601 pounds, total weight of the boxes is 9,453,944 pounds. Total weight is 
9,979,545 pounds. Content code #480 includes boxes larger and smaller than the standard 4'x4'x7' 
box. This waste stream contains 2,117 55-gallon drums and 3,116 (variety of sizes) boxes. The box 
size used to determine cubic foot is 4'x4'x7'. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-9H HDT - 221 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Other scrap metals. 
( ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Pu oxide on metal. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel*. 

Page: RF0-152 

2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Waste consists of nonline and line-generated metal wastes. 
The waste may be in the form of qlove boxes, glove box 
windows, furnaces, lathes, drill presse~ductinq, part 
carriers, pumps, motors, control panels, tables, desks, 
typewriters, etc. 

4. Inner packaging: (X] plast.ic bag [ ] plastic liner 
( ] metal liner ( ] none (X] other (specify) 
Plastic liner. 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. PB, PL and ML. An undetermined number of lead-lined drums and boxes are included in this waste 
stream. 
5. BXW. 
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For each contaminant, c~lete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84. use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mininun MaxiiiUJl Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~Jll Value/STD Uncertainty 

56-13-5 Absorbed liquid. T 114.00000000000 GM 1954 1954 114.000000 
Carbon T--etrachloride 

56-13-5 Absorbed liquid. T 1070.0000000000 GM 1955 1955 1070.00000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-13-5 Absorbed Liquid. T 2150.0000000000 GM 1956 1956 2150.00000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Absorbed Liquid. T 3110.0000000000 GM 1957 1957 3110.00000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Absorbed liquid. T 7120.0000000000 GM 1958 1958 7220.00000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Absorbed liquid. T 7930.0000000000 GM 1959 1959 7930.00000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Absorbed Liquid. T 9380.0000000000 GM 1960 1960 9380.00000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Absorbed Liquid. T 8580.0000000000 GM 1961 1961 8580.00000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23·5 Absorbed Liquid. T 11200.000000000 GM 1962 1962 11200.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

.... -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colUITVl titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next cOlt.m1. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant} 
lead used for lining in some boxes and drums. Some drums contain 1 to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil-Dri). 

--

! 

I 

! 

-~ 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"' M i niiiUll Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

56-23-5 Absorbed liquid. r 1360o.ooooooooo GH 1963 1963 13600.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23-5 Absorbed liquid. r 1160o.ooooooooo GH 1964 1964 11600.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23·5 Absorbed liquid. r 1680o.ooooooooo GH 1965 1965 16800.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23·5 Absorbed liquid. r 204oo.ooooooooo GM 1966 1966 20400.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23·5 Absorbed liquid. r 7860.oooooooooo GM 1967 1967 7860.00000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Absorbed liquid. r J400.oooooooooo GM 1968 1968 3400.00000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Absorbed liquid. r 9a8o.oooooooooo GM 1969 1969 9880.00000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56· 23-5 Absorbed Liquid. r 1260o.ooooooooo GM 1970 1970 12600.0000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

71·55·6 Absorbed liquid. r 414.ooooooooooo GM 1954 1954 414.000000 
1,1, 1-Trich loroethane 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
lead used for lining ins~~ boxes and drums. Some drums contain 1 to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil-Dri). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa,., Mininun Maximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll' Value/STD Uncertainty 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 2070.0000000000 GM 1955 1955 2070.00000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 4160.0000000000 GM 1956 1956 4160.00000 
1, 1,1-Trichloroethane 

71·55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 6030.0000000000 GM 1957 1957 6030.00000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71·55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 14000.000000000 GM 1958 1958 14000.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 15400.000000000 GM 1959 1959 15400.0000 
1, 1,1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 18200.000000000 GM 1960 1960 18200.0000 
1,1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 16600.000000000 GM 1961 1961 16600.0000 
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 21600.000000000 GM 1962 1962 21600.0000 
1,1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 26300.000000000 GM 1963 1963 26300.0000 
1,1, 1-Trichloroethane 

* If sample data are avallable, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Lead used for lining in some boxes and drums. Some druns contain 1 to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil-Dri). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Saflll Hi niiiUil Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 22600.000000000 GM 1964 1964 22600.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 32500.000000000 GM 1965 1965 32500.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 39600.000000000 GM 1966 1966 39600.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 15200.000000000 GM 1967 1967 15200.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71·55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 6600.0000000000 GM 1968 1968 6600_00000 
1, 1,1-Trichloroethane 

71·55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 19100.000000000 GM 1969 1969 19100_0000 
1, 1,1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. T 24400.000000000 GM 1970 1970 24400.0000 
1, 1,1-Trichloroethane 

7439-92. 1 Absorbed liquid. T 62500.000000000 GM 1954 1954 125000_000 
Lead 

7439-92-1 Absorbed liquid. T 313000.00000000 GM 1955 1955 626000.000 
Lead 

* If sample data are available, ~rk Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Lead used for lining in some boxes and drums. Some drums contain 1 to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil-Dri). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- MinillUII Maxirrun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? V a l ue/ tiSC!flll Value/STO Uncertainty 

7439-92-1 Absorbed liquid. T 629000.00000000 GM 1956 1956 1258000.00 
Lead 

7439-92·1 Absorbed liquid. T 910000.00000000 GM 1957 1957 1820000.00 
Lead 

7439-92·1 Absorbed liquid. T 2110000.0000000 GM 1958 1958 4220000.00 
Lead 

7439-92·1 Absorbed liquid. T 2320000.0000000 GM 1959 1959 4640000.00 
Lead 

7439-92-1 Absorbed liquid. T 2750000.0000000 GM 1960 1960 5500000.00 
Lead 

-
7439-92 1 Absorbed liquid. T 2510000.0000000 GM 1961 1961 5020000.00 
lead 

7439-92-1 Absorbed liquid. T 3270000.0000000 GM 1962 1962 6540000.00 
Lead 

7439-92-1 Absorbed liquid. T 3980000.0000000 GM 1963 1963 7960000.00 
Lead 

-
7439-92-1 Absorbed liquid. T 3410000.0000000 GM 1964 1964 6820000.00 
Lead L 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Lead used for lining in some boxes and drums. Some drums contain 1 to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil-Ori). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one Line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was K kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otat Unit Begin End sanv Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

7439-92-1 Absorbed liquid. T 4900000.0000000 GM 1965 1965 9800000.00 
lead 

7439-92-1 Absorbed liquid. T 5990000.0000000 GM 1966 1966 11980000.0 
Lead 

7439-92-1 Absorbed liquid. T 2300000.0000000 GM 1967 1967 4600000.00 
lead 

7439-92-1 Absorbed liquid. T 996000.00000000 GM 1968 1968 1992000.00 
lead 

7439-92-1 Absorbed liquid. T 2890000.0000000 GM 1969 1969 5780000.00 
lead 

7439-92-1 Absorbed liquid. T 3680000.0000000 GM 1970 1970 7360000.00 
lead 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 5170.0000000000 GM 1954 1954 5170.00000 
Methylene Chloride 

75·09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 25900.000000000 GM 1955 1955 25900.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed t iquid. T 52000.000000000 GM 1956 1956 52000.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

L_ ---L__ 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 01 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations <indicate pertinent contaminant) 
lead used for lining in some boxes and drums. Some drums contain 1 to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil-Dri). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one Line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this si'tuation. 

Contaminant PhysicaL Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"' MiniiTK.Ill Max itrU!l Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year Les? Value/#Sa"" Value/STD Uncertainty 

75-09-2 Absorbed t iquid. T 75300.000000000 GH 1957 1957 75300.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 175000.00000000 GM 1958 1958 175000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 192000.00000000 GH 1959 1959 192000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 227000.00000000 GM 1960 1960 227000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 208000.00000000 GM 1961 1961 208000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 271000.00000000 GM 1962 1962 171000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

-
75·09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 329000.00000000 GM 1963 1963 329000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 282000.00000000 GM 1964 1964 182000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

j 75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 406000.00000000 GM 1965 1965 406000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
lead used for lining in some boxes and drums. Some drums contain 1 to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil-Drl). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For eKample, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' Hininun Haxii!UD Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ vatue/STD Uncertainty 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 495000.00000000 GM 1966 1966 495000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 190000.00000000 GM 1967 1967 190000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75·09-2 Absorbed liquid. T 82400.000000000 GM 1968 1968 82400.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09·2 Absorbed liquid. I 239000.00000000 GM 1969 1969 239000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09·2 Absorbed liquid. I 304000.00000000 GM 1970 1970 304000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 2070.0000000000 GM 1954 1954 2070.00000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. I 10300.000000000 GM 1955 1955 10300.0000 
1, 1, 2 · T rich loro-1,2, 2- T r if l uor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 20800.000000000 GM 1956 1956 20800.0000 
1, 1,2-Trlchloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. I 30100.000000000 GM 1957 1957 30100.0000 
1, 1, 2- Tr ich l oro-1 ,2, 2- Tr i ftuor 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or eKplanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
lead used for lining in some boxes and drums. Some drums contain 1 to f quarts of aP$Qd_~Q!_{Qil·Ori). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, flll out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 19S6-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sarrp MiniJJUll Maximum Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp ValuetSTD Uncertainty 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 70000.000000000 GM 1958 1958 70000.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 76800.000000000 GM 1959 1959 76800.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

-

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 90900.000000000 GM 1960 1960 90900.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed Liquid. T 83200.000000000 GM 1961 1961 83200.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed Liquid. T 108000.00000000 GM 1962 1962 108000.000 
1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. T 132000.00000000 GM 1963 1963 132000.000 
1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

-- -
76131 Absorbed Liquid. T 113000.00000000 GM 1964 1964 113000.000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed Liquid. T 162000.00000000 GM 1965 1965 162000.000 
1, 1,2 Trichtoro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed Liquid. T 198000.00000000 GM 1966 1966 198000.000 
1, 1, 2-Trichloro-1, 2,2- Tri fluor 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide mrnber of samples in the next colUITVl and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Lead used for lining in some boxes and drums. Some drums ~ontain 1 to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil·Ori). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form {A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Hininun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa01) Value/STD Uncertainty 

76131 Absorbed liquid. I 76200.000000000 GM 1967 1967 76200.0000 
1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. I 33000.000000000 GM 1968 1968 33000.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. I 95700.000000000 GM 1969 1969 95700.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trif\uor 

76131 Absorbed liquid. I 122000.00000000 GM 1970 1970 122000.000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

-

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the mlnimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Lead used for lining in some boxes and drums. Some drums contain 1 to 2 quarts of absorbent (Oil·Dri). 

--
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if tAe annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun Haxilllllll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saq:~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Oxides. T .75100000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 3.7500000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu·238 Oxides. T 7.5600000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 10.900000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 25.400000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 27.900000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 33.000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu·238 Oxides. T 30.200000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 39.300000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

·- ·- ··-- ·--------

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide nLITber of sarrples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. tf any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa,., HiniiTU11 Hax:inun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 47.800000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 41.000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 58.900000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 71.900000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 27.600000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 12.000000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 34.700000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-238 Oxides. T 44.200000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 25.600000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the-varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa,.:> Minimun Haxinun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Salll' Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 128.00000000000 CI 1955 1955 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 258.00000000000 CI 1956 1956 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 373.00000000000 CI 1957 1957 

Pu-239 Ox. ides. T 867.00000000000 CI 1958 1958 

Pu-239 Ox. ides. T 952.00000000000 CI 1959 1959 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 1130.0000000000 CI 1960 1960 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 1030.0000000000 CI 1961 1961 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 1340.0000000000 CI 1962 1962 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 1630.0000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

* lf sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples' 11 and provide number of samples in the next colurrn and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s.,.., Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 1400.0000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 1010.0000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 1450.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 944.00000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-239 oxides. T 408.00000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 1180.0000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-239 Oxides. T 1510.0000000000 CI 1970 1970 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 5.7400000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 28.700000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salfl' Hi ninun MaXimLITl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 57.800000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 83.600000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 194.00000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 213.00000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 252.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 231.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 300.00000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 365.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

. 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 313.00000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

* If sample data are a~ailable, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and pro~ide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum ~alue and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 

I 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Hinifllllll Haxinun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saflll Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 450.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 550.00000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 211.00000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 91.500000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

-
Pu-240 Oxides. T 266.00000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-240 Oxides. T 338.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 153.00000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 767.00000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 1540.0000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otat Unit Begin End Safll> Mininun MaximLIIl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sarrp Vatue/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 2240.0000000000 CI 1957 1957 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 5190.0000000000 CI 1958 1958 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 5700.0000000000 CI 1959 1959 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 6740.0000000000 CI 1960 1960 

Pu- 241 Oxides. T 6170.0000000000 C! 1961 1961 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 8030.0000000000 CI 1962 1962 

Pu-241 Oxides. T 9770.0000000000 CI 1963 1963 

Pu- 241 Oxides. T 8380.0000000000 CI 1964 1964 

Pu- 241 Oxides. T 12000.000000000 CI 1965 1965 

~---- ------- --- - -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 

' 

I 

! 

I 

I 

~ 
J 

I 

I 

! 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End 
,_ 

HinillU!l Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sar11J Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Oxides. I 14700.000000000 CI 1966 1966 

Pu- 241 Oxides. I 5650.0000000000 CI 1967 1967 

Pu- 241 Oxides. I 2450.0000000000 CI 1968 1968 

Pu-241 Oxides. I 7100.0000000000 CI 1969 1969 

Pu- 241 Oxides. I 9040.0000000000 CI 1970 1970 

Pu-242 Oxides. I .00034500000000 CI 1954 1954 

Pu-242 Oxides. I .00172000000000 CI 1955 1955 

Pu-242 oxides. I .00347000000000 CI 1956 1956 

-
Pu-242 Oxides. I .00502000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

* If sample data are avai table, mark Y in the collJ'RI"'' titled "Samples?" and provide mxnber of Saflllles in the next coltMn and standard deviation in the next coll..lfl(l. 
If not, mark Nand glve the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, "fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa,., Mininun Maxim..m Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~Jl> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .01160000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-242 Ox ides. T .01280000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-242 Ox ides. T .01510000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .01380000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .01800000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-242 Ox: ides. T .02190000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .01880000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .02700000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .03300000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x Kg for 1952·56 andy Kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" MiniiiUII HaxiltUJl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#SSflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .01270000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .00549000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .01590000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-242 Oxides. T .02030000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ J interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part c and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
WM-F1-82-021, october 198:2, "Content Code Assessment for 
INEL Contact-Handled Stored Transuranic Waste", Thomas L. 
Clement Jr. EDF-RWMC-369. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
The stored waste data was extrapolated to estimate the 
buried waste amounts. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 222 

1. Preparer: Kudera, Don 

3. Generator: RFO 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t~o __ r _____ u __ s_e __ c_o-,d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
10H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[X] TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1954 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. All plutonium areas (776, 771, 777, etc.) . 

2. Date prepared: 06/15/93 

4. Particular facility:-=D~O~W~~----~~~~~~~----
(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Waste stream: 
Conduit, pipes, control panels, office equipment and 
qlass. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 12753.7000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [X] annual or [ ] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

6. This buried waste stream is similar to stored waste content code 950. 
7. This waste was expected to be reclassified to LLW. 
9. The average weight per drum is 255 pounds and the average weight per box is 2,667 pounds. The 
drum total weiqht is 27,030 pounds and the total weight of the boxes is 890,778 pounds. The 
combined total is 917,808 pounds. Waste was generated between 1971 and 1974. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-10H HDT - 222 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Other scrap metals . 

. [ ) other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Pu oxide on metal and qlass equipment. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Waste is believed to be from routine maintenance and 
renovation projects. Example: electrical conduit, water and 
steam pipesL control panels, office equipment, and glass. 

4. Inner packaging: [X] plastic bag 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [X] other 
Plastic liner. 

[ ] plastic liner 
(specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel*. Content code 950 has not been used since 1974. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BXW. 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sanp HinilllUII Max i1JU11 Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 0.00000000 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colunn titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
No record of any hazardous material found. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnuat/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"'' Mini nun HaxifiJ..ITI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saq:~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .00108000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .00542000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-238 Soli d. Oxides. T .01090000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-238 Sot id. Oxides. T .01580000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .03660000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .04020000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

. 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .04760000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .04360000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-238 Solid. Ox ides. T .05670000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

. - -- . -

* If sample data are available, mark: Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next col1..m1. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saq:~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .06900000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .05910000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .08500000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T . 10400000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu~238 Solid. Oxides. T .03990000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-238 Solid. Oxides. T .01730000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-238 Solid. oxides. T .05010000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu~238 Solid. Oxides. T .06380000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T .03700000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

I -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

- -
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two Lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (~)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Sa111> MiniiTUll HaxiiiUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saq> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T .18500000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T .37200000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T .53900000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 1.2500000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

-
Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 1.3700000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 1.6200000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 1.4900000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 1.9400000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 2.3500000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

. 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the ~arying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s~ Minimun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Salll) Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 2.0200000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 2.9000000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-239 Sot id. Oxides. T 3.5400000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-239 Sot id. oxides. T 1.3600000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T .59000000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 1.7100000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-239 Solid. Oxides. T 2.1800000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu- 240 
. 

Solid. Oxides. T .00828000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .04140000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

-- - ---- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - Rf0-DOU-10H HOT - 222 
Page; RF0·181 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/{T)otal Unit Begin End Sal!l> Miniii'UII Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll' Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .08340000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu· 240 Solid. Oxides. T .12100000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .28000000000000 Cl 195B 1958 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .30800000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

·-
Pu·240 Solid. Ox ides. T .36400000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu·240 Solid. Oxides. T .33300000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu·240 Solid. Ox ides. T .43300000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu·240 Solid. Oxides. T .52700000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

-
Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .45200000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

--- ---- - - .. ---· 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colurrn titled "Samples?" and provide nurber of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next coll.ITVl. 
If not, mark N and give the minin~ value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOW-10H HOT - 222 
Page: RF0-182 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa,.., Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Va luej#Sa~Tp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .65000000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .79300000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .30500000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .13100000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .38300000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-240 Solid. Oxides. T .48800000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T .22200000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 1.1100000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu- 241 Solid. Oxides. T 2.2300000000000 

Clr: 
1956 

• 
L_____. ---- ' ------ L -- ---

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-OOY-10H HOT - 222 
Page; RF0-183 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mini ~JUT~ HaxillUTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value{#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 3.2300000000000 CI 1957 1957 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 7.4900000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 8.2200000000000 CI 1959 1959 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 9.7300000000000 CI 1960 1960 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 8.9000000000000 CI 1961 1961 

Pu-241 Solid. Ox ides. T 11.600000000000 CI 1962 1962 

Pu-241 Solid. Ox ides. T 14.100000000000 C I 1963 1963 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 12.100000000000 CI 1964 1964 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 17.400000000000 CI 1965 1965 

c.___._ - ·--- ------ ---- - - ----- -
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO·DOY·10H HOT · 222 
Page: RF0-164 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MiniFIUll Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year tes? Valuet#SaiJ1' Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 21.200000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 8.1600000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 3.5300000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-241 Sot id. Oxides. T 10.200000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-241 Solid. Oxides. T 13.000000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00000049700000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00000249000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00000501000000 Cl 1956 1956 

. 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00000724000000 Cl 1957 1957 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO·DOW·10H HOT · 222 
Page: RF0-185 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' Minimun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00001680000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00001850000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00002180000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00002000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00002600000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu- 242 Solid. Oxides. T .00003160000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-242 Solid. Ox ides. T .00002710000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00003900000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00004760000000 Cl 1966 1966 

I 
*If sample data are available, mark Yin the colunn titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colunn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or· explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - RF0-00W-10H HOT - 222 
Page: RF0-186 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun Max imlJTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00001830000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00000793000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00002300000000 Cl 1969 1969 
I 

Pu-242 Solid. Oxides. T .00002930000000 Cl 1970 1970 

-

·- ·- - -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 

. 

I 

I 

I 

• 

I 

I 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-10H HDT - 222 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records ( J interview 
( ] expert judgment (X] reports 
( ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 

Page: RF0-187 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
WM-F1-82-021, october 1982, "Content Code Assessment for 
INEL Contact-Handled Stored Transuranic Waste", Thomas L. 
Clements, Jr. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
The stored waste data was extrapolated to estimate the 
buried waste amounts. 



Page: RF0-188 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 223 

1. Preparer: Kudera, Don 

3. Generator:~R~F~O~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
11H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[X] TRU or suspect TRU 
[]~ 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1954 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Building RF0-559 (Plutonium Laboratories). 

2. Date prepared: 06/28/93 

4. Particular facility:~D~O~W~~----~--~~~~~----
(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Waste stream: 
Non-metal molds and crucibles. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 1238.8000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [X] annual or [ ] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

6. This buried waste stream is similar to stored waste content codes 300, 301 and 370. The average 
weight per drum is 358 pounds. Total weight of the drums is 12,172 pounds. Waste stream contains 
34 55-qallon drums per 10 years. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-11H HOT - 223 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Graphite. 

" [X] other (specify) 
Ceramic pieces. 

3. Chemical form: 
Small pieces of Pu metal imbedded in 
graphite or larger pieces of Pu metal that 
has been fused with accelerating metal for 
analysis of the carbon content of the Pu. 
The small pieces of Pu metal in graphite 
has probably been oxidized due to long term 
exposure to air. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel. 

Page: RF0-189 

2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
waste consists of broken graphite molds or ceramic "Leco" 
crucibles and caps. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO·DOU-11H HOT • 223 
Page: RF0-190 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End S80'j) HiniiiUD HaxiiTUII Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 0.00000000 

- ' . 
--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
No hazardous material is identified in this content code. 



PART 0 · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU-11H HOT - 223 
Page: RF0-191 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onuc l ide Physical Form Chemi cat Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa'1' Minirrun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#SallfJ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .14800000000000 Cl 1954 1954 
metal. 

Pu-238 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .74200000000000 Cl 1955 1955 
metal. 

Pu-238 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 1.4900000000000 Cl 1956 1956 
metal. 

Pu-238 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 2.1600000000000 Cl 1957 1957 
metal. 

Pu-238 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 5.0200000000000 Cl 1958 1958 
metal. 

Pu-238 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 5.5100000000000 Cl 1959 1959 
metal. 

Pu-238 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 6.5200000000000 Cl 1960 1960 
metal. 

Pu-238 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 5.9700000000000 Cl 1961 1961 
metal. 

Pu-238 Solid. fused and accelerating T 7.770000000000p Cl 1962 1962 
metal. 

- --- - ·---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Sa~rples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOlOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - Rf0-00U-11H HOT - 223 
Page: RF0-192 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Minirrun MaxiRUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Va lue/#SaJI1l Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 9.4400000000000 Cl 1963 1963 
metal. 

Pu-238 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 8.1000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 
metal. 

Pu-238 Solid. fused and accelerating T 11.600000000000 Cl 1965 1965 
metal. 

Pu-238 Solid. fused and accelerating T 14.200000000000 Cl 1966 1966 
metal. 

Pu-238 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 5.4600000000000 Cl 1967 1967 
metal. 

Pu-238 Solid. fused and accelerating T 2.3700000000000 Cl 1968 1968 
metal. 

Pu-238 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 6.8700000000000 Cl 1969 1969 
metal. • 

Pu- 238 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 8.7400000000000 Cl 1970 1970 
metal. 

Pu·239 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 5.0700000000000 Cl 1954 1954 
metal. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADlOLOGlCAl CONTAMINANTS - RFO-OOW-11H HOT - 223 
Page: RF0-193 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa"'' Hinilllllll HaxiRUJI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 25.300000000000 CI 1955 1955 
metal. 

Pu-239 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 51.000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 
metal. 

Pu-239 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 73.BOOOOOOOOOOO CI 1957 1957 
metal. 

Pu-239 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 171.00000000000 CI 1958 195B 
metal. 

Pu-239 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 188.00000000000 CI 1959 1959 
metal. 

Pu-239 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 223.00000000000 CI 1960 1960 
metaL 

Pu·239 Sot id. Fused and acce.Lerat i ng_ T 204.00000000000 CI 1961 1961 
metal. 

Pu·239 Solid. Fused and accelerating 1 265.00000000000 CI 1962 1962 
metal. 

Pu-239 Solid. Fused and accelerating 1 322.00000000000 CI 1963 1963 
metal. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colum titled "Samples? 11 and provide nlK!lber of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next collJTV'l. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional infonnation or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 ~ RAOtOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO·OQW~11H HOT ~ 223 
Page: RF0~194 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. tf any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952~56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s..., MinifJUII Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 276.00000000000 Cl 1964 1964 
metal. 

Pu·239 Solid. Fused and accelerating 1 398.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 
metal. 

Pu-239 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 485.00000000000 Cl 1966 1966 
metal. 

Pu-239 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 186.00000000000 Cl 1967 1967 
metal. 

Pu-239 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 80.800000000000 Cl 1968 1968 
metal. 

Pu-239 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 234.00000000000 Cl 1969 1969 
metal. 

Pu-239 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 298.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 
metal. 

Pu-240 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 1.1300000000000 Cl 1954 1954 
metal. 

Pu-240 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 5.6700000000000 Cl 1955 1955 
metal. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - Rf0-DOU-11H HOT - 223 
Page: RF0-195 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s..., Hiniffillll Haxinun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 11.400000000000 Cl 1956 1956 
metal. 

Pu-240 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 16.500000000000 Cl 1957 1957 
metal. 

Pu-240 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 38.400000000000 Cl 1958 1958 
metal. 

Pu-240 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 42.100000000000 Cl 1959 1959 
metal. 

Pu-240 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 49.900000000000 Cl 1960 1960 
metal. 

Pu-240 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 45.600000000000 Cl 1961 1961 
metal. 

Pu-240 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 59.400000000000 Cl 1962 1962 
metal. 

Pu-240 Solid. fused and accelerating T 72.200000000000 Cl 1963 1963 
metal. 

Pu-240 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 61.900000000000 Cl 1964 1964 
metal. 

L___ -- --------

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Sarnples? 11 and provide mmber of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOY-11H HOT - 223 
Page: RF0-196 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A}nnualt(l)otal Unit Begin End sanv Mini nun MaxiiTUil Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 sot id. Fused and accelerating T 69.000000000000 Cl 1965 1965 
metal. 

Pu-240 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 109.00000000000 Cl 1966 1966 
metal. 

Pu-240 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 41.800000000000 Cl 1967 1967 
metal. 

Pu-240 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 18.100000000000 Cl 1968 1968 
metal. 

Pu-240 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 52.500000000000 Cl 1969 1969 
metal. 

Pu-240 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 66.800000000000 Cl 1970 1970 
metal. 

Pu-241 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 30.300000000000 Cl 1954 1954 
metal. 

Pu-241 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 152.00000000000 Cl 1955 1955 
metal. 

Pu-241 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 305.00000000000 C! 1956 1956 
metal. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RAOIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RF0-00W-11H HOT - 223 
Page: RF0-197 

For each contaminant, complete at least one Line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onuc l ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/CT)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 442.00000000000 CJ 1957 1957 
metal. 

Pu-241 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 1020.0000000000 CJ 1958 1958 
metal. 

Pu-241 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 1130.0000000000 CJ 1959 1959 
metal. 

Pu-241 Solid. Fused and acceler·ating T 1330.0000000000 CJ 1960 1960 
metal. 

Pu-241 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 1220.0000000000 CJ 1961 1961 
metal. 

Pu-241 Sot id. Fused and accelerating T 1590.0000000000 CJ 1962 1962 
metal. 

Pu-241 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 1930.0000000000 CJ 1963 1963 
metal. 

-
Pu-241 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 1660.0000000000 CJ 1964 1964 

metal. 

Pu-241 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 2380.0000000000 CJ 1965 1965 
metal. 

-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

-



PART D - RADIOlOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - RFO-OOU-11H HOT - 223 
Page: RF0-198 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s""" Minimun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa!Jl) Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 2900.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 
metal. ' 

Pu-241 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 1120.0000000000 Cl 1967 1967 
metal. 

Pu-241 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 484.00000000000 Cl 1968 1968 
metal. 

Pu-241 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 1400.0000000000 Cl 1969 1969 
metal. 

Pu-241 Solid. Fused and accelerating T 1790.0000000000 Cl 1970 1970 
metal. 

Pu-242 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .00006810000000 Cl 1954 1954 
metal. 

Pu-242 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .00034100000000 Cl 1955 1955 
metal. 

Pu-242 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .00068600000000 Cl 1956 1956 
metal. 

Pu-242 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .00099200000000 Cl 1957 1957 
metal. 

---- --- --- -- --- --- I_-- -- - L_ --- - --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

-



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOY-11H HOT - 223 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hinimun Haximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .00230000000000 Cl 1958 1958 
metal. 

Pu-242 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .00253000000000 Cl 1959 1959 
metal. 

Pu-242 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .00299000000000 Cl 1960 1960 
metal. 

Pu-242 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .00274000000000 Cl 1961 1961 
metal. 

Pu-242 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .00356000000000 Cl 1962 1962 . metal . 

Pu- 242 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .00434000000000 Cl 1963 1963 
metal. 

Pu-242 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .00372000000000 Cl 1964 1964 
metal. 

Pu-242 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .00534000000000 Cl 1965 1965 
metal. 

Pu-242 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .00652000000000 Cl 1966 1966 
metal. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU-11H HOT - 223 
Page: RF0-200 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun Max iiiUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll) Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .00251000000000 CI 1967 1967 
metal. 

Pu-242 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .00106000000000 CI 1968 1968 
metal. 

Pu·242 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .00315000000000 CI 1969 1969 
metal . . 

Pu-242 Solid. Fused and accelerating T .00401000000000 CI 1970 1970 
metal. 

-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-11H HDT - 223 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
WM-FI-82-021, October 1982 "Content Code Assessment for INEL 
Contact-Handled Stored Transuranic Waste", by Thomas L. 
Clements Jr. EDF-RWMC-369. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
The stored waste data was extrapolated to estimate the 
buried waste amounts. 



Page: RF0-202 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 224 

1. Preparer: Kudera, Don 

3. Generator: RFO 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t~o-r ______ u_s_e __ c_o_d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
12H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[X] TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1954 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 06/28/93 

4. Particular facility: DOW 
(building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m--a-t~t~a~ch~e~d~1·i-s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Dirt, concrete, graphite, ash and soot. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 1970.1000 Units Cubic meters. 
Checkobox: [X] annual or [ ] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. RFO- any plutonium area. The average weight per drum is 390 pounds, the average weight per box 
is 3,226 pounds. Total weight of drums is 427,830 pounds, total weight of boxes is 148,396 pounds. 
Total waste is 576,226 pounds. Wastem stream contains 1,097 55-gallon drums and 46 4x4x7 ft. boxes. 
6. This buried waste stream is similar to stored waste content codes 310, 311, 374, 375, 391, 393, 
420, 421, 422 and 425. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-12H HDT - 224 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
concrete, brick, and asphalt. 
[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Mostly Pu and Am oxides. Small amounts of 
Pu and Am nitrates and metal could be 
present on the small particles of waste. 
However, this has probably oxidized due to 
exposure to air over the years. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Waste consists of dirt, sand, pieces of concrete, graphite, 
crucibles, and incinerator ash and soot. 

4. Inner packaging: [X] plastic bag 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [X] other 
Plastic liner. 

[ ] plastic liner 
(specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel*. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Waste packaging and handling will vary depending on the waste-generating area. Waste may be 
single or double-contained in polyethylene and/or PVC plastic bags, and/or packaged in Fiber-Paks 
before they are placed in prepared 55-gallon drums. Waste placed in boxes may have been contained 
in plastic before being placed in prepared boxes (4'x4'x7'). 
5. BXW. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO~DOW-12H HOT - 224 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952~56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa,., MiniiiUil Max iiiUll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

56-23-5 Solid. T 3_4200000000000 GM 1954 1954 3.42000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Solid. T 17.100000000000 GM 1955 1955 17.1000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23-5 Solid. T 34.400000000000 GM 1956 1956 34.4000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23-5 Solid. T 49.800000000000 GM 1957 1957 49.8000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23-5 Solid. T 116.00000000000 GM 1958 1958 116.000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23·5 Solid. T 127.00000000000 GM 1959 1959 117.000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-13·5 Solid. T 150.00000000000 GM 1960 1960 150.000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-13-5 Solid. T 137.00000000000 GM 1961 1961 137.000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Solid. T 179.00000000000 GM 1962 1961 179.000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO-OOU-12H HOT - 224 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 and y kg for 1956-64, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End 58111' HiniiiUil Haximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value{#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

56-23-5 Solid. T 218.00000000000 GM 1963 1963 218.000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23-5 Solid. T 187.00000000000 GM 1964 1964 187.000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56-23.5 Solid. T 268.00000000000 GM 1965 1965 268.000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23·5 Solid. T 327.00000000000 GM 1966 1966 327.000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23·5 Solid. T 126.00000000000 GM 1967 1967 126.000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23·5 Solid. T 54.500000000000 GM 1968 1968 54.5000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23·5 Solid. T 158.00000000000 GM 1969 1969 158.000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

56·23·5 Solid. T 201.00000000000 GM 1970 1970 201.000000 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

71-55·6 Absorbed solid. T 856.00000000000 GM 1954 1954 856.000000 
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART C · NOHRAOlOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO·DOU·12H HOT · 224 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mininun Haxirrun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saf11> Value/STD Uncertainty 

71-55-6 Absorbed sot id. T 4280.0000000000 GH 1955 1955 4280.00000 
1, 1,1·Trichloroethane 

71-55·6 Absorbed solid. T 8610.0000000000 GH 1956 1956 8610.00000 
1, 1 ,1· Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed solid. T 12100.000000000 GH 1917 1917 12500.0000 
1,1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71·11-6 Absorbed solid. T 28900.000000000 GM 1958 1918 28900.0000 
1, 1,1-Trichloroethane 

71·11-6 Absorbed solid. T 31800.000000000 GH 1959 1919 31800.0000 
1, 1,1-Trichloroethane 

71·11-6 Absorbed solid. T 37600.000000000 GH 1960 1960 37600.0000 
1,1, 1·Trichloroethane 

71-11·6 Absorbed solid. T 34400.000000000 GM 1961 1961 34400.0000 
1, 1,1·Trichloroethane 

71-15-6 Absorbed sot id. T 44800.000000000 GH 1962 1962 44800.0000 
1, 1,1-Trichloroethane 

71-11-6 Absorbed solid. T 14400.000000000 GM 1963 1963 54400.0000 
1, 1,1-Trichtoroethane 

- ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colunn titled 11 Samples?" and provide nlllber of samples in the next collm'"l and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

-



PART C : NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-OOW-12H HOT - 224 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Sa~ Hinimun Maximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantlty 'fear Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

71·55-6 Absorbed solid. T 46700.000000000 GM 1964 1964 46700.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed solid. T 67100.000000000 GM 1965 1965 67100.0000 
1,1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 . Absorbed solid. T 81900.000000000 GM 1966 1966 81900.0000 
1,1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed solid. T 31500.000000000 GM 1967 1967 31500.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed solid. T 13600.000000000 GM 1968 1968 13600.0000 
1, 1, l·Trichloroethane 

71-55-6 Absorbed solid. T 39600.000000000 GM 1969 1969 39600.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

71-55 ·6 Absorbed solid. T 50400.000000000 GM 1970 1970 50400.0000 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

75-09-2 Absorbed solid. T 2620.0000000000 GM 1954 1954 2620.00000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09·2 Absorbed solid. T 13100.000000000 GM 1955 1955 13100.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

* If sample data are avallable, mark Y in the coli..ITII'l titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colliTirt. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimun value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART C - NONRADIOlOGICAl C~TAHJNANTS - RFO-D~-12H HOT - 224 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year# fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll> Mini nun HaxillUll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

75-09-2 Absorbed sol i d. T 26300.000000000 GM 1956 1956 26300.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09·2 Absorbed solid. T 38100.000000000 GM 1957 1957 38100.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75·09-2 Absorbed solid. T 88500.000000000 GH 1958 1958 88500.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75·09-2 Absorbed solid. T 97200.000000000 GH 1959 1959 97200.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed solid. T 115000.00000000 GH 1960 1960 115000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75·09-2 Absorbed solid. T 105000.00000000 GH 1961 1961 105000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09·2 Absorbed solid. T 137000.00000000 GH 1962 1962 137000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75·09-2 Absorbed solid. T 167000.00000000 GM 1963 1963 167000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09·2 Absorbed solid. T 143000.00000000 GM 1964 1964 143000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO-D~·12H HOT - 224 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Hinimun HaxillliJII Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

75-09-2 Absorbed sol i d. T 205000.00000000 GM 1965 1965 205000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed solid. T 251000.00000000 GM 1966 1966 251000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09·2 Absorbed sol fd. T 96400.000000000 GM 1967 1967 96400.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75·09-2 Absorbed solid. T 41700.000000000 GM 1968 1968 41700.0000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed solid. T 121000.00000000 GM 1969 1969 121000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

75-09-2 Absorbed solid. T 154000.00000000 GM 1970 1970 154000.000 
Methylene Chloride 

76131 Solid. T 261.00000000000 GM 1954 1954 261.000000 
1, 1,2-Tri chloro- 1, 2,2-Tri fluor 

76131 Solid. T 1300.0000000000 GM 1955 1955 1300.00000 
1,1,2-Trichtoro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

-
76131 Solid. T 2630.0000000000 GM 1956 1956 2630.00000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

··- -- ------- ----- -- L_ 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART C - NONRAOIOlOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOW-12H HOT - 224 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun HaxiiiUll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S8!J1l Value/STD Uncertainty 

76131 Solid. T 3800.0000000000 GH 1957 1957 3800.00000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Solid. T 8830.0000000000 GH 1958 1958 8830.00000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Solid. T 9700.0000000000 GH 1959 1959 9700.00000 
1,1,2-Trichloro·1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Solid. T 11500.000000000 GH 1960 1960 11500.0000 
1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Solid.· T 10500.000000000 GH 1961 1961 10500.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Solid. T 13700.000000000 GH 1962 1962 13700.0000 
1,1,2- Trichloro-1,2,2-Trif luor 

76131 Solid. T 16600.000000000 GH 1963 1963 16600.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Solid. T 14200.000000000 GH 1964 1964 14200.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Solid. T 20500.000000000 GM 1965 1965 20500.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trlftuor 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGlCAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO·DOU-12H HDT · 224 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End sa.., Hininun Maximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

76131 Solid. T 25000.000000000 GM 1966 1966 25000.0000 
1,1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Triftuor 

76131 Solid. T 9610.0000000000 GM 1967 1967 9610.00000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Solid. T 4160.0000000000 GM 1968 1968 4160.00000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

76131 Solid. T 12100.000000000 GM 1969 1969 12100.0000 
1,1 ,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Tri fluor 

76131 Solid. I 15400.000000000 GM 1970 1970 15400.0000 
1, 1,2-Trichloro-1,2,2-Trifluor 

- --- -- -
_,_ 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colurn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO-D~-12H HOT - 224 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Am-241 Metal and oxides. T 9.3600000000000 CI 1954 1954 

Am-241 Metal and oxides. T 28.100000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Am-241 Metal and oxides. T 56.100000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Am-241 Metal and oxides. T 84.200000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Am-241 Metal and oxides. T 206.00000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Am- 241 Metal and oxides. T 224.00000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Am-241 Metal and oxides. T 262.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 
I 

Am-241 Metal and oxides. T 243.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

-
Am- 241 Metal and oxides. T 309.00000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

-- --- ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO-DOU-12H HOT - 224 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun Haxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? 1/alue/#Sa~ 1/alue/STO Uncertainty 

Am-241 Metal and oxides. T 384.00000000000 CI 1963 1963 

Am- 241 Metal and oxides. T 327.00000000000 CI 1964 1964 

Am-241 Metal and oxides. T 468.00000000000 CI 1965 1965 

Am- 241 Metal and oxides. T 571.00000000000 CI 1966 1966 

-· 
Am-241 Metal and oxides. T 224.00000000000 CI 1967 1967 

Am-241 Metal and oxides. T 93.600000000000 CI 1968 1968 

Am-241 Meta! and oxides. T 281.00000000000 CI 1969 1969 

Am-241 Meta\ and oxides. T 356.00000000000 CI 1970 1970 

Pu-238 Solid. unknown. T .29900000000000 CI 1954 1954 

L__ ---- - ------ -- ·-- - L__ --- ·-L__ - ·--- -- ·--- --

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Sa~les? 11 and provide mnber of samples in the next coll11111 and standard deviation in the next coll.ml. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

-



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU-12H HOT - 224 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End sa~ Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saq> Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Unknown. T 1.4900000000000 CI 1955 1955 

Pu-238 Solid. Unknown. T 3.0100000000000 CI 1956 1956 

Pu-238 Solid. Unknown. T 4.3500000000000 CI 1957 1957 

Pu-238 Solid. Unknown. T 10.100000000000 CI 1958 1958 

Pu-238 Solid. Unkno~n. T 11.100000000000 CI 1959 1959 

Pu-238 Solid. Unknown. T 13.100000000000 CI 1960 1960 

Pu-238 Solid. Unknown. T 12.000000000000 CI 1961 1961 

Pu-238 Solid. Unknown. T 15.600000000000 CI 1962 1962 

Pu-238 Solid. Unknown. T 19.000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

-- ------ - --- .. .. ·-- ··--
! ___ - - L_ --- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 

I 

i 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RF0-DOW·12H HOT · 224 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. 1f any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s""" Mini nun HaXiiTUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Unknown. T 16.300000000000 CI 1964 1964 

Pu-238 Solid. Unknown. T 23.400000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-238 Solid. Unknown. T 28.600000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-238 Sot id. Unknown. T 11.000000000000 CI 1967 1967 

.. -
Pu-238 Solid. Unknown. T 4.7600000000000 CI 1968 1968 

Pu-238 Solid. Unknown. T 13.800000000000 CI 1969 1969 

Pu-238 Solid. Unknown. T 17.600000000000 CI 1970 1970 

Pu-239 Sot id. Unknown. T 10.200000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

-
Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T 51 . 000000000000 CI 1955 1955 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colLmn titled "Sarrples?" and provide ni.Jlber of samples in the next colLITJl and standard deviation in the next colLmn. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO·DOW·12H HOT · 224 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" MiniiTI.Itl Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T 103.00000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T 149.00000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T 345.00000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T 379.00000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T 448.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T 410.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T 534.00000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T 649.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T 557.00000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations {indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO·DOW·12H HOT · 224 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Salq) MinifiUJl Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year Les? Value/#Saflll Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T 800.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu·239 Solid. Unknown. T 977.00000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-239 Solld. Unknown. T 376.00000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T 163.00000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T 472.00000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T 601.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-240 Solid. Unknown. T 2.2800000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-240 Solid. Unknown. T 11.400000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-240 Solid. Unknown. T 23.000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colunn titled "Samples?" and provide nl.lllber of samples in the next colUIT¥l and standard deviation in the ne:xt colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional informntion or explanations <indicate pertinent contaminant) 

' 
' 

I 

. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Hininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. Unknown. T 33.300000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-240 Solid. Unknown. T 77.300000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-240 Solid. Unknown. T 84.800000000000 CI 1959 1959 

Pu-240 Solid. Unknown. T 100.00000000000 CI 1960 1960 

Pu-240 Solid. Unknown. T 91.800000000000 CI 1961 1961 

Pu-240 Sot id. Unknown. T 120.00000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-240 Solid. Unknown. T 145.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-240 Sot id. Unknown. T 125.00000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-240 Solid. Unknown. T 179.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

-- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg fer 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' Minimun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#SalllJ Value/SlD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. Unknown. T 219.00000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-240 Solid. Unknown. T 84.100000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-240 Solid. Unknown. T 36.400000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-240 Solid. Unknown. T 106.00000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-240 Solid. unknown. T 134.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-241 Solid. Unknown. T 61.100000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-241 Solid. Unknown. T 306.00000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-241 Solid. Unknown. T 615.00000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-241 Solid. Unknown. T 890.00000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples'" and provide nunDer of samples in the next colurrn and standard deviation in the next colllln. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on tAe following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mininun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Unknown. T 2060.0000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu- 241 Solid. Unknown. T 2270.0000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-241 Solid. Unknown. T 2680.0000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-241 Solid. Unknown. T 2460.0000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-241 Solid. Unknown. T 3200.0000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-241 Solid. Unknown. T 3890.0000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-241 Solid. Unknown. T 3330.0000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-241 Solid. Unknown. T 4790.0000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-241 solid. Unknown. I 5850.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

- ---- -- -- -- ---- --- ---- --- --L_ - - ---- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy Kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salf4' MiniiiUJI Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Unknown. T 2250.0000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-241 Solid. Unknown. T 974.00000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-241 Solid. Unknown. T 2820.0000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-241 Solid. Unknown. T 3600.0000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-242 Solid. Unknown. T .00013700000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-242 Solid. Unknown. T .00068600000000 Cl 1955 1955 

. 

Pu-242 Solid. Unknown. T .00138000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-242 Solid. Unknown. T .00200000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-242 Solid. Unknown. T .00464000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark'( in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next colurm and standard deviation in the next colunn. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-64, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Cherni cal Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#SafllJ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. Unknown. T .00509000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-242 Solid. Unknown. T .00603000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-242 Solid. Unknown. T .00551000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-242 Solid. Unknown. T .00718000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-242 Solid. Unknown. T .00873000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-242 Solid. Unknown. T .00748000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-242 Solid. Unknown. T .01080000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

I 

Pu-242 Sot id. Unknown. T .01310000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-242 Solid. Unknown. T .00505000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

- ·-- --- _L._. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa119 Mini nun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. Unknown. T .00219000000000 CI 1968 1968 

Pu-242 Solid. Unknown. T .00634000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu- 242 Solid. Unknown. T .00808000000000 CI 1970 1970 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samptes? 11 and provide number of samples in the next cotum and standard deviation in the next coll.ITI1. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

-



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-12H HOT - 224 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records ( ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
( ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

( ] no 
( ) yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
WM-FI-82-021, October 1982, "Content Code Assessment for 
INEL Contact-Handled Stored Transuranic Waste", Thomas L. 
Clements Jr. 
EDF-RWMC-369. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
The stored waste data was extrapolated to estimate the 
buried waste amounts. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 225 

1. Preparer: Kudera, Don 

3. Generator: RFO 
(area or cont-r~a"'c--;t'-o-r---u-s_e_c_o_d7""e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
13H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[X] TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1954 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Building 771. 

2. Date prepared: 06/23/93 

4 • Particular facility·: -=D.::;O,.:.:W'----:o---,,...,---,,.-7""-:-o---:--,----
(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Waste stream: 
Resins. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 28.5000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [X] annual or [ ] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

6. This buried waste stream is similar to stored waste content code 430. 
9. The average weight per drum is 398 pounds, total weight of the drums is 11,513 pounds. Waste 
stream contains 29 55-gallon drums. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-13H HDT - 225 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Resin. 
[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Pu bound to ion exchange resin. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Waste consists of anion and cation exchange resins. Resins 
are DOWEX series 1 X4 anion and DOWEX 50W-X8 cation resins 
manufactured by the DOW Chemical Company. Both resins are 
polystyrene divinylbenzene copolymers. Resin bead size is 
50 to 100 mesh. 

4. Inner packaging: [X) plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [X] other (specify) 
Plastic liner. 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Content Code 430 was used during 1972 only. The disposal 
IJrocedur§ ___ ~as changed and the content code was changed to 
432. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. The resin was packaged in either one gallon polyethylene bottles or in a Fibre-Pak 
(aiJIJroximately ;l§__in. highx 6 in. _ _<liamete~:L lined w:Lth two polyethylene bags. One PVC or double 
plastic (PVC/Polyethylene) bag(s) was placed over the Fibre-Pak before being placed in a 55-gallon 
drum. Ten Fibre-Paks per drum or 15 to 20 bottles per drum. 
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For each contaminant, complete at Least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 0.00000000 

- -- -- -

* If saflllle data are available, mark Y in the cotunn titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colwn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mininun MaxilfUIJ Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#SaJI1) Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Nitrate. T .03220000000000 CI 1954 1954 

Pu-238 Solid. Nitrate. T .16100000000000 CI 1955 1955 

Pu-238 Solid. Nitrate. T .32400000000000 CI 1956 1956 

Pu-238 Solid. Nitrate. T .46900000000000 CI 1957 1957 

Pu-238 Solid. Nitrate. T 1.0900000000000 CI 1958 1958 

Pu-238 Solid. Nitrate. T 1.2000000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-238 Solid. Nitrate. T 1.4100000000000 CI 1960 1960 

Pu-238 So~id. Nitrate. T 1.2900000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-238 Solid. Nitrate. T 1.6800000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year. fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s""" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 sot id. Nitrate. T 2.0500000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-238 Solid. Nitrate. T 1.7600000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-238 Solid. Nitrate. T 2.5200000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-238 Solid. Nitrate. T 3.0800000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-238 Solid. Nitrate. T 1.1800000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-238 Solid. Nitrate. T .51300000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-238 Solid. Nitrate. T 1.4900000000000 C I 1969 1969 

Pu-238 Solid. Nitrate. T 1.9000000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-239 Solid. Nitrate. T 1.1000000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

* If sample data are available, mark Yin the colurn titled "Samples?" and provide nl.lllber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sarrp Mini nun Maximun Basis for 
.Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Nitrate. T 5.4900000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-239 Solid. Nitrate. T 11.000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-239 Solid. Nitrate. T 16.000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-239 Solid. Nitrate. T 37.200000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-239 Solid. Nitrate. T 40.800000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-239 Solid. Nitrate. T 48.300000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-239 Solid. Nitrate. T 44.200000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-239 Solid. Nitrate. T 57.500000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-239 Solid. Nitrate. T 69.900000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

I 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOlOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - RFO-OOU·13H HOT - 225 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For eKample, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Hinirrun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Nitrate. T 60.000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-239 Solid. Nitrate. T 86.200000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-239 Solid. Nitrate. T 105.00000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-239 Solid. Nitrate. T 40.400000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-239 Solid. Nitrate. T 17.500000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-239 Solid. Nitrate. T 50.800000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-239 Solid. Nitrate. T 64.700000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-240 Solid. Nitrate. T .24600000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-240 Solid. Nitrate. T 1.2300000000000 CI 1955 1955 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations {indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s..., Mini nun MaxiiTllnl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll) Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. Nitrate. T 2.4800000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-240 Solid. Nitrate. T 3.5800000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-240 Solid. Nitrate. T 8.3200000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-240 Solid. Nitrate. T 9.1400000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-240 Solid. Nitrate. T 10.800000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-240 Solid. Nitrate. T 9.8900000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-240 Solid. Nitrate. T 12.900000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-240 Solid. Nitrate. T 15.600000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-240 Solid. Nitrate. T 13.400000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

I 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colUliV"l titled 11Samples?" and provide mnber of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colLm'l. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Sa~ Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sa!Tp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. Nitrate. T 19.300000000000 CI 1965 1965 

Pu-240 Solid. Nitrate. T 23.600000000000 CI 1966 1966 

Pu-240 Solid. Nitrate. T 9.0600000000000 CI 1967 1967 

Pu-240 Solid. Nitrate. T 3.9200000000000 CI 1968 1968 

Pu- 240 Solid. Nitrate. T 11.400000000000 CI 1969 1969 

Pu-240 Solid. Nitrate. T 14.500000000000 CI 1970 1970 

Pu-241 Solid. Nitrate. T 6.5800000000000 C I 1954 1954 

Pu-241 Solid. Nitrate. T 32.900000000000 CI 1955 1955 

Pu-241 Solid. Nitrate. T 66.200000000000 CI 1956 1956 

* If sample data are available, mark V in the colunn titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next collfllll. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionud ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End San>p MinillUfl MaxiiiU'll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Nit rate. T 95.800000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-241 Solid. Nitrate. T 222.00000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-241 Solid. Nitrate. T 244.00000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-241 Solid. Nftrate. T 289.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-241 Solid. Nitrate. T 264.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-241 Solid. Nitrate. T 344.00000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

I 
Pu-241 Solid. Nitrate. T 419.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-241 Solid. Nitrate. T 359.00000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu·241 Solid. Nitrate. T 516.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

. 
* lf sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled *'Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

! 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-OOU-13H HOT - 225 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year 1 fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa,.:> MiniRUJl MaxiiJUil Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Va lue/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Nitrate. T 630_00000000000 CJ 1966 1966 

Pu-241 Solid. Nitrate. T 242_00000000000 CJ 1967 1967 

Pu-241 Solid. Nitrate. T 105_00000000000 CJ 1968 1968 

Pu-241 Solid. Nitrate. 1 304_00000000000 CJ 1969 1969 

Pu-241 Solid. Nitrate. T 387_00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-242 Solid. Nitrate. T _00001480000000 CJ 1954 1954 

Pu-242 Solid. Nitrate. I _00007390000000 CJ 1955 1955 

Pu-242 Solid. Nitrate. T _00014900000000 CJ 1956 1956 

Pu·242 Solid. Nitrate. I _00021500000000 Cl 1957 1957 

- I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Minirwn HaXiiTUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 solid. Nitrate. T .00050000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-242 Solid. Nitrate. T .00054800000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-242 Solid. Nitrate. T .00064900000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-242 Solid. Nitrate. T .00059400000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-242 Solid. Nitrate. T .00077300000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-242 Solid. Nitrate. T .00094000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-242 Solid. Nitrate. T .00080600000000 Cl 1964 1964 

Pu-2[,2 Solid. Nitrate. T .00116000000000 Cl 1965 1965 

Pu-242 Solid. Nitrate. T .00141000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark. Y in the colunn titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next collm"l and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956M84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End S8fll' Hinimun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

PuM242 Solid. Nitrate. T .00054400000000 Cl 1967 1967 

PuM242 Solid. Nitrate. T .00023500000000 CI 1968 1968 

Pu-242 Solid. Nitrate. T .00068300000000 CI 1969 1969 

PuM242 Solid. Nitrate. T .00087000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colurm and standard deviation in the next collf'IV"'. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant} 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-13H HDT - 225 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

·[ ] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment (X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 
] no 
] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 

Page: RF0-238 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
WM-Fl-82-021, October 1982, "Content Code Assessment for 
INEL Contact-Handled Stored Transuranic waste", Thomas L. 
Clements Jr. 
EDF-RWMC-369. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
The stored waste data was extrapolated to estimate the 
buried waste amounts. 



Page: RF0-239 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 226 

1. Preparer: Kudera, Don 

3. Generator: RFO 
(area or cont·cr~a~c~t~o~r~---~u-s-e---c-o~d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
14H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[X] TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1954 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Building 776 (Pyroche~jcal Operations). 

2. Date prepared: 06/24/93 

4. Particular facility:~D~O~W~~--~~~~~70~~----(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Waste stream: 
Salts. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 23.6000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [X] annual or [ ] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or ( ] waste volume 

6. This buried waste stream is similar to stored waste content codes 005, 410, and 411. 
9. Average weight per drum is 302 pounds, total weigllt of <>lLdrums is_6,644 IJOUnds. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-14H HDT - 226 
Page: RF0-240 

1. General physical 
Evaporated salts. 

form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Waste consists of chloride and nitrate salts. 

[ ) other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Pu and Am metal and oxides with trace 
amounts of Pu and Am chloride or nitrates. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ) plastic bag 
[ ) metal liner [ ] none [X) other 
See 7 below. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

[X] plastic liner 
(specify) 

4. Waste salt is packaged in #303 produce cans. Each can is contained in double plastic bags and 
placed in a 8802 Vollrath ~tainless §teel c~n. Up to 50 cans fit into a drum which has a 90 mil 
polyethylene rigiddrum liner with ()ne or t\Y<>_drum J>~gs. 



PART C - NONRADIOlOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU-14H HOT - 226 
Page: RF0-241 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun HaxiiiUII Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 0.00000000 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the neKt column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See part B .• numb€r 3. No hazardous materials are identified in this waste stream. 

-



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-D~-14H HOT - 226 
Page: RF0-242 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun HaxiJIUll Basis 1or 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Am-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .40100000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Am-241 Solid- Metal with some oxides. T 1.2000000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Am-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides_ T 2.4100000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Am-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides_ T 3.6100000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Am-241 Solid_ Metal with some oxides_ T 8.8300000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Am-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 9.6300000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Am-24 1 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 11.200000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Am-241 Sot id. Metal with some oxides. T 10.400000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Am-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 13.200000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Sarnples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RF0-00W-14H HOT - 226 
Page: RF0-243 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa"' Mini nun MaxillUTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 16.400000000000 CJ 1963 1963 

Am-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 14.000000000000 CJ 1964 1964 

Am-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 20.100000000000 CJ 1965 1965 

Am-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 24.500000000000 CJ 1966 1966 

Am-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 9.6300000000000 CJ 1967 1967 

Am-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 4.0100000000000 CJ 1968 1968 

Am-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 12.000000000000 CJ 1969 1969 

-
Am-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 15.200000000000 CJ 1970 1970 

Pu-238 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .00302000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colUim titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next collfllll. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - Rf0-DOU-14H HOT - 226 
Page: RF0-244 

for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84. use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa..., Mini nun HaximLill Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Sot id. Metal with some oxides. T .01510000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-238 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .03040000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-238 Sot id. Metal with some oxides. T .04400000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-238 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T . 10200000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-238 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T . 11200000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-238 Sot id. Metal with some oxides. T . 13300000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-238 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T . 12200000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-238 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T . 15800000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

I 
Pu-238 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T . 19200000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the neKt column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO·D~·14H HOT · 226 
Page: RF0-245 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s~ Hinirrun MaxlRUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .16500000000000 CI 1964 1964 

Pu-238 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .23700000000000 CI 1965 1965 

Pu-238 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .29000000000000 CI 1966 1966 

Pu-238 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .11100000000000 CI 1967 1967 . 
Pu-238 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .04820000000000 CI 1968 1968 

Pu-238 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T . 14000000000000 CI 1969 1969 

Pu-238 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .17800000000000 CI 1970 1970 

Pu-239 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .10300000000000 CI 1954 1954 

Pu-239 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .51600000000000 CI 1955 1955 

---- -- - --- - ... 

* If sample data are available, mark. Y in the colum titled "Samples? 11 and provide mnlber of samples in the next colUflV'l and standard deviation in the next colunn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO-DOW-14H HOT - 226 
Page; RF0-246 

For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Val ue/#Sart'p Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 1.0400000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-239 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 1.5000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

• 

Pu-239 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 3.4900000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu- 239 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 3.8300000000000 Cl 1959 1959 

Pu-239 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 4.5400000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-239 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 4.1500000000000 Cl 1961 1961 

Pu-239 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 5.4000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 

Pu-239 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 6.5700000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu-239 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 5.6300000000000 Cl 1964 1964 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RF0·0~·14H HOT - 226 
Page: RF0-247 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. lf any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional Lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two Lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Salll) Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 8.1000000000000 CI 1965 1965 

Pu·239 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 9.8800000000000 CI 1966 1966 

Pu·239 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 3.8000000000000 CI 1967 1967 

Pu·239 Solid. Metal 1.1i th some oxides. T 1.6400000000000 CI 1968 1968 

Pu-239 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 4.7700000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-239 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 6.0800000000000 CI 1970 1970 

Pu- 240 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .02310000000000 CI 1954 1954 

Pu-240 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .11600000000000 CI 1955 1955 

Pu·240 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .23300000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU-14H HOT - 226 
Page: RF0-248 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year. fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s""' MiniRUTJ Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .33700000000000 CI 1957 1957 

Pu-240 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .78200000000000 Cl 1958 1958 

Pu-240 Solid. Metal with some ox-ides. T .85800000000000 CI 1959 1959 

Pu-240 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 1.0200000000000 CI 1960 1960 

Pu-240 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .92900000000000 CI 1961 1961 

Pu-240 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 1.2100000000000 CI 1962 1962 

Pu- 240 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 1.4700000000000 CI 1963 1963 

Pu-240 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 1.2600000000000 CI 1964 1964 

Pu-240 Solid. Metal with some oxides. 1 1.8100000000000 CI 1965 1965 

L__ ---- ----- --L_ -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU-14H HOT - 226 
Page: RF0-249 

For each contaminant, complete at Least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form ChemicaL Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End SBfll' Mininun HaXifJUTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-240 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 2.2100000000000 Cl 1966 1966 

Pu-240 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .85100000000000 CI 1967 1967 

Pu-240 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .36800000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-240 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 1.0700000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-240 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 1.3600000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .61800000000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu· 241 solid. Metal with some oxides. T 3.0900000000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 6.2200000000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 9.0000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 

-- -- --- ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant} 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU-14H HOT - 226 
Page: RF0-250 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. lf any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year Les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 20-900000000000 CI 1958 1958 

Pu-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 22-900000000000 CI 1959 1959 

Pu-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 27.200000000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 24.800000000000 CI 1961 1961 

Pu-241 Sot id. Metal with some oxides. T 32.300000000000 CI 1962 1962 

Pu-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 39.300000000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Pu- 241 Solid. Metal with some--OXides. T 33.700000000000 CI 1964 1964 

Pu-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 48.500000000000 CI 1965 1965 

Pu-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 59.200000000000 CI 1966 1966 

-------

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL C~TAHINANTS - RFO-DOY-14H HOT - 226 
Page: RF0-251 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onuc l ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sanp Mi ninun Max imLJTJ Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 22.800000000000 Cl 1967 1967 

Pu-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 9.8500000000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-241 Solld. Metal with some oxides. T 28.600000000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-241 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T 36.400000000000 Cl 1970 1970 

Pu-242 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .00000139000000 Cl 1954 1954 

Pu-242 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .00000694000000 Cl 1955 1955 

Pu-242 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .00001400000000 Cl 1956 1956 

Pu-242 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .00002020000000 Cl 1957 1957 

Pu-242 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .00004690000000 Cl 1958 1958 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colLiflYl titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU-14H HOT - 226 
Page: RF0-252 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

- Radiqnucllde Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Saorp Hininun Maxinun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .00005150000000 CJ 1959 1959 

Pu-242 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .00006100000000 Cl 1960 1960 

Pu-242 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .00005580000000 CJ 1961 1961 

Pu-242 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .00007260000000 CJ 1962 1962 

Pu·242' Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .00008830000000 CJ 1963 1963 

Pu-242 Sot id. Metal with some oxides. T .00007570000000 CJ 1964 1964 

Pu-242 sot id. Metal with some oxides. T .00010900000000 CJ 1965 1965 

Pu-242 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .00013300000000 CJ 1966 1966 

Pu-242 Sot id. Metal with some oxides. T .00005110000000 CJ 1967 1967 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

! 

i 

• 

I 

I 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOW-14H HOT - 226 
Page: RF0-253 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation • 

. 
Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 

Quantity Year Year les? Value/ #Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .00002210000000 Cl 1968 1968 

Pu-242 Solid. Metal with some oxides. T .00006420000000 Cl 1969 1969 

Pu-242 Sot id. Metal with some oxides. T .00008170000000 Cl 1970 1970 

-

L___. --- --- - ·-- -- -- --- - --- - '--- -- ---- _[_____ __ 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-14H HOT - 226 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 
] no 
] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 

Page: RF0-254 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
WM-Fl-82-021, October 1982, "Content Code Assessment for 
INEL Contact-Handled Stored Transuranic Waste", Thomas L. 
Clements Jr. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
The stored waste data was extrapolated to estimate the 
buried waste amounts. 



Page: RF0-255 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 227 

.1. Preparer: Kudera, Don 

3. Generator: RFO 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t~o-r-----~u-s_e __ c_o_d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
15H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[X] TRU or suspect TRU 
[]~ 

[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
starting year 1966 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Building 774. 

2. Date prepared: 01/10/94 

4. Particular facility: DOW 
(building number - use _c;o~d~e~f~r-o_m __ a_t~t~a~c~h~e'd~l~i-s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Organic sludge. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 71156.0000 Units ~c7u~b~i~c~f~e=e~t~---~~---------Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

9. 9,687 55-gallon drums from 1966 through October 1970. 1966- 1,963 cu ft., 1967- 40,570 cu 
ft., 1968- 17,580 cu ft., 1969- 3,919 cu ft., and 1970- 7,124 cu ft. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-15H HDT - 227 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Other liquid setups. 
[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Pu and Am oxide and very small pieces of Pu 
and Am metal from machininq operations 
organic sludge. 

Page: RF0-256 

2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Absorbents mixed with organic liquid to form 
grease/paste-like material. 

4. Inner packaging: [X] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 



PART C · NONRAOIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO·DoY·15H HOT - 227 
Page: RF0-257 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

" Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd Samp Miniml.lll Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll> Value/STD Uncertainty 

56-23-5 Absorbed liquid. See chemical name. T 160000000.00000 GM 1966 1970 N 160000000. 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

71-55-6 Absorbed liquid. See chemical name. T 130000000.00000 GM 1966 1970 N 130000000. 
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 

79-01·6 Absorbed liquid. See chemical name. T 140000000.00000 GM 1966 1970 N 140000000. 
Trichloroethylene 

127-18-4 Absorbed liquid. See chemical name. T 36000000.000000 GM 1966 1970 N 36000000.0 
Tetrachloroethylene 

None-XOP. Absorbed liquid. See chemical name. Unknown. GM 1966 1970 N 0.00000000 
Organophosphates 

4165-60-0 Absorbed liquid. See chemical name. Unknown. GM 1966 1970 N 0.00000000 
Nitrobenzene 

1336363 Absorbed liquid. See chemical name. Unknown. GM 1966 1970 N 0.00000000 
PCB 

7440-41-7 Solid. Metal. Unknown. GM 1966 1970 N 0.00000000 
Beryllium 

None-DEC. Absorbed liquid. See chemical name. Unknown. GM 1966 1970 " 0.00000000 
Dibutylethylcarbutol 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
This data assumes that TRU waste was buried through October of 1970 (Clements letter - Aug. 1980). It also assumes that the carbon tetrachloride numbers are correct 
since they were obtained from a revision of RFP logbooks. The TCA, TCE. and PCE quantities were calculated as described in the text of the report. These are all 
volatile organic compounds and therefore the quantities should be assumed to be an upper bound. 



PART D - RADlOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO·DOW·15H HOT - 227 
Page: RF0-258 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salfl' Hininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa!lp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Sot id. Mostly Pu oxide with T .29008000000000 GH 1966 1970 N 
traces of Pu metal. 

Pu-239 Solid. Mostly Pu oxide with T 2722.8100000000 GH 1966 1970 N 
traces of Pu metal. 

Pu-2,40 Solid. Mostly Pu oxide with T 166.75000000000 GH 1966 1970 N 
traces of Pu metal. 

Pu-241 Solid. Mostly Pu oxide with T 9.8600000000000 GH 1966 1970 N 
traces of Pu metal. 

Pu-242 Solid. Mostly Pu oxide with T .58000000000000 GH 1966 1970 N 
traces of Pu metal. 

--· ---- - - -- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The Clements 1982 report was used to estimate the total quantity of Pu-52. It was estimated at 0.3 grams per drum. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-15H HOT - 227 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[ ) yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Amounts of 1,1,1 trichloroethane (TCA), 
trichloroethylene (TCE) and 
tetrachloroethylene (PCE) in this waste 
stream. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
WM-Fl-82-021, Clements 1982 Chern Risk 1992 tasks 3+4, 
Arendholz and Knight 199lb; T.L. Clements letter 1980 to 
J.D. McKinney "Buried Waste Characterization". TCL-47-80, 
Aug. 25, 1980. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Calculated the average amount of "other organics" per drum 
for this waste. Then assumed that 45% was TCA, 45% TCE, and 
10% PCE. These ratios carne from the amounts of these 
organics listed in the 1974 RFP inventory in the Chern Risk 
1992 report. 



Page: RF0-260 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 228 

1. Preparer: Kudera, Don 

3. Generator:~R~F~O~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
16H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1954 Ending year 1972 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Buildings 881 and 883. 

2. Date prepared: 01/21/94 

4. Particular facility: DOW 
(building number - use ~c~o3d~e~f~r=o=m~a=t~t~a~c=h~e3d-,l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Depleted uranium. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount Units Unknown. 
Check box: [ ] annual 'or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [ ] container volume or [X] waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-16H HDT - 228 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 

"[X) other (specify) 
Miscellaneous scrap. 

3. Chemical form: 
Mostly U oxides. Maybe some metals, but 
small pieces of metal should have oxidized. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel*. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Dry solid, however details on the waste form are unknown. 
It is expected that they would be mostly combustibles, 
metals, glass, sludges, etc. 

4. Inner packaging: [X) plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ) other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BXW. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO-OOU-16H HOT - 228 
Page: RF0-262 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant va~y by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

. Contaminant Physical form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin Erd Sa,.:> HiniiTUTI Maxilll.lll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 1954 1972 N 0.00000000 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOW-16H HDT · 228 
Page: RF0-263 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

~ Radionucllde Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MiniRUII HaxifiU11 Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

U-234 Unknown. Oxide and metal. T 2430.0000000000 GH 1954 1972 N 

U-235 Unknown. Oxide and metal. T 522000.00000000 GM 1954 1972 N 

U-236 Unknown. Oxide and metal. T 14600.000000000 GH 1954 1972 N 

U-238 Unknown. Oxide and metal. T 242000000.00000 GH 1954 1972 N 

-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand giv~ the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The isotopic composition of the depleted uranium is assumed to be described by material type U-12. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-16H HOT - 228 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

·[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment (X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 
Hazardous materials are unknown. 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Hazardous materials are unknown. No 
details available on the various depleted 
uranium waste streams. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
RWMIS used for 1971 and 1972. Lee to Soule letter used for 
1954 to 1970. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Assume that data on depleted uranium (U-238) in the Lee to 
Soule letter for 1970 are correct, and that the U-238 data 
in RWMIS for 1971 and 1972 are correct. 



Page: RF0-265 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 231 

"1. Preparer: Kudera Don 2. Date prepared: 01/11/94 

3. Generator: RFO 4. Particular facility: DOW 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r-o __ m __ a~t~t_a_c~h~e~d~l'i~s't~)~----

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 6. Waste stream: 
17H =E~v~a~p~o~r~a~t~o~r~s~a~l~t~s~·----------------------------------------

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
starting year 1967 Ending year 1972 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Solar ponds. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 81077.0000 Units ~C~u~b~i~c~~f~e~e~t~---~~---------
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

7. Drums were marked LLW with "or suspect TRU" handwritten besides LLW. 
9. 11,028 drums from 1967 through 1972. Drums disposed in 1971 and 1972 were retrieved from pits 
11 and 12 and put on Pad A. This data does not include the waste on Pad A. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RF0-DOW-17H HDT - 231 
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1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Evaporated salts. 
JX] other (specify) 
Salts. 

3. Chemical form: 
Pu and Am nitrates and oxides. 

4. Inner packaging: ( ) plastic bag 
[ ) metal liner [ ) none (X] other 
Plastic bag. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

[ ] plastic liner 
(specify) 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-OOY-17H HOT - 231 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation . 

. 
Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sanv Mininun Haxilllllll Basis for 

& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa"" Value/STD Uncertainty 

7631·99·4 Solid. Salt. T 900000000.00000 GH 1967 1972 N 1800000000 See comment (a) below. 
Sodium Nitrate 

7757·79·1 Solid. Salt. T 450000000.00000 GH 1967 1972 N 900000000. See comment (a) below. 
Potassillll Nitrate 

10101·89·0 Solid. Salt. T 20000000.000000 GH 1967 1972 N 40000000.0 See comment (a) below. 
Sodium Phosphate 

7647·14·5 Solid. Salt. T 40000000.000000 GH 1967 1972 N 80000000.0 See comment (a) below. 
Sodium Chloride 

7757·82·6 Solid. Salt. T 40000000.000000 GH 1967 1972 N 80000000.0 See comment (a) below. 
Sodium Sulfate 

7447·40·7 Solid. Salt. T 20000000.000000 GM 1967 1972 N 40000000.0 See comment (a) below. 
Potassium Chloride 

7778·77·0 Solid. Salt. T 10000000.000000 GH 1967 1972 N 20000000.0 See comment (a) below. 
Potassium Phosphate 

7778·80·5 Solid. Salt. T 20000000.000000 GM 1967 1972 N 40000000.0 See comment (a) below. 
Potassium Sulfate 

10588·01·9 Solid. Na2Cr207. T 1000000.0000000 GM 1967 1972 N 2000000.00 See comment (b) below. 
Sodium Dichromate 

-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. This data assumes that the drums contained 300 pounds of salt that contains 30% potassium nitrate, 60% sodium nitrate and 10% miscellaneous compounds. An analysis of 
one drum of salts on Pad A that is detailed in the Pad A RI/FS report showed small amounts of chloride sulfate, phosphate, and chromium. Since this data was only three 
sam~s from one drum, it was nQt_considered r~Qresentative of all the drums. Therefore, it is considered that there is no sample analysis. The 10% miscellaneous was 
assumed to consist of 4% chlorides, 4% sulfates and 2% phosphates. _ _ _ -----· 
b. It was assumed that the evaporator salts contain 400 mg of chromium per kilogram of salt as determined in the analysis of one drum from Pad A. Because of a slightly 
alkaline pH (9·10) and a high nitrate content, it is assumed that the chromium is present as sodium and potassium dichromat~~- (Na2Cr207 and K2Cr207). 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGJCAL CONTAMINANTS · RF0·0~·17H HOT · 231 
Page: RF0·268 

For each contaminant, complete at Least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Safl1l HiniiTUII Max inun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#58111' Value/STD Uncertainty 

7778-50-9 Solid. K2Cr207. T 570000_00000000 GH 1967 1972 N 1140000.00 See comment (b) below. 
Potassium Dichromate 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. This data assumes that the drums contained 300 pounds of salt that contains 30% potassium nitrate, 60% sodium nitrate and 10% miscellaneous compounds. An analysis of 
one drum of salts on Pad A, that is detailed in the Pad A Rl/FS report showed small amounts of chloride sulfate, phosphate, and chromium. Since this data was only three 
sampl~s from one drum, it was not considered representative of all the drums. Therefore, it is considered that there ls no sample analysis. The 10% miscellaneous was 
assumed to consist of 4% chlorides, 4% sulfates and 2% phosphates. 
b. It was assumed that the evaporator salts contain 400 mg of chromium per kilogr~l!l of salt~§ determined in the analysis of on~ drun from Pad A. -~ecause 9f__.§!___§_lightly_ 
alkaline pH (9-1Q) and a high nitrate content, it is assumed that the chromium is present as sodium and potassium dichromates (Na2Cr207 and K2Cr207). 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO-DOY-17H HOT · 231 
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For each cont~minant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was K kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End S!llll> Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu·238 solid. Nitrates. T .00080000000000 Cl 1967 1972 N 

Pu·239 Solid. Nitrates. T 7.0418000000000 Cl 1967 1972 N 

Pu-240 Solid. Nitrates. T .43130000000000 Cl 1967 1972 N 

Pu-241 Solid. Nitrates. T .02550000000000 Cl 1967 1972 N 

Pu-242 Solid. Nitrates. T .00150000000000 Cl 1967 1972 N 

Am-241 Solid. Nitrates. T 7.5000000000000 Cl 1967 1972 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Assumed that the salt contains 5 uCi/g of Pu·52 and 5 uCi/g of Am-241 and that there is 300 lbs. of salt per drum, the Clements 1982 Repqr1_estirnates- Q_~g of Pu and 
0.1 g_of Am per drum. This amount would make the salts be TRU waste, not LLY. Samples from th~ Pad A RI/FS report cal~~(ates 0.3 pCifg_and 0.~-~ for Am-241. The 
preparer used a total of 10 uCi/g because that was the limit for LLU in 1970. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-17H HOT - 231 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

] RWMIS [ ] other database 
] sample analysis data 
] operating records [ ] interview 
] expert judgment [X] reports 
] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 
] no 
] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EG&G-WM-8727, M . .J~_Vigli_,_Ja!l,_1990.____TF.EE-1~13_6, McKinley 
and McKinneL Aug. __ 1978.__EGG-WM-9967 ":RI/FS for Pad A, 
Operable Unit 7-12, WAG-7 11 ; Vol. 1, V. E. _Halford, et_al., 
July 1993. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 234 

' 1 . Pre parer: _,K00uo:d"e=r_,a'-L.__D=o"-n'----------- 2. Date prepared: 01/21/94 

3. Generator: RFO 4. Particular facility:-!D~O~W~----------~~~~--------
(area or contractor use code from attached list) (building number - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
18H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
( ) TRU or suspect TRU 
[X) LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
starting year 1954 Ending year 1972 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Buildings 881 and 883. 

6. Waste stream: 
Enriched uranium. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount Units Unknown. 
Check box: ( ) annual or [X) total over all years 
Check box: r 1 container volume or (X) waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-lBH HDT - 234 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 

"[X] other (specify) 
MisceLlaneous scrap. 

3. Chemical form: 
Mostly oxides. Probably some metals, but 
small pieces of metal should have oxidized. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel*. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly ,confinement related) 
Dry solid. However, details on the waste form are unknown. 
It is expected that it would be mostly combustibles, metals, 
glas§, sludges, etc. 

4. Inner packaging: [X] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BXW. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO·DOW·16H HOT · 234 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End s~ Mini !IUD Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

None-DEC. Liquid. See chemical name. Unknown. GH 1954 1972 " 0.00000000 
Dibutylethylcarbutol 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The ChemRisk 1992 report volumes 3+4 mention that this organic chemical was used for the solvent extraction of enriched uranium. This organic could be a carbitol instead 
of carbuterol as given in the ChemRisk report. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO·OOU-18H HOT - 234 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa,., Mini nun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value{STD Uncertainty 

U-234 Unknown. Oxide and metal. T 3600.0000000000 GM 1954 1972 N 

U-235 Unknown. Oxide and metal. T 359600.00000000 GM 1954 1972 N 

U-236 Unknown. Oxide and metal. T 1300.0000000000 GM 1954 1972 N 

U-238 Unknown. Oxide and metal. T 21800.000000000 GM 1954 1972 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Since the enriched uranium was 93% enriched, it is assumed that material type U-38 describes the isotopic composition. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-18H HDT - 234 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[X] other 
Information received from RFO. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part c and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ) no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Quantities of dibutylethylcarbutol are 
unknown. Other hazardous materials in this 
waste stream are unknown. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Appendix C of this report furnishes the information received 
from RFO. ChemRisk 92 report, Volumes 3 and 4 mentioned the 
dibutylethylcarbutol. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
Data obtained from RFO as their latest best estimate of the 
amount of enriched uranium shipped to the INEL. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
It is assumed that the latest best estimate from RFO as 
given in Appendix C is correct. 



Page: RF0-276 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 233 

"1. Preparer:~K~u~d==e~r~a~-=D~o~n~--------------------

3. Generator:~R~F~O~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
19H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1967 Ending year 1967 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 01/21/94 

4. Particular facility: DOW 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t~t~a~c=h~e'd-,l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
U-233. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount Units Unknown. 
Check box: [ ] annual or ( ] total over all years 
Check box: ( ] container volume or ( ] waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-19H HDT - 233 
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1. General physical 
Unknown. 

form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Unknown - only small quantities. 

~[X) other (specify) 
Miscellaneous scrap. 

3. Chemical form: 
Probably oxides and metal. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ) plastic bag 
[ ) metal liner [ ) none [X) other 
Unknown. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

[ ] plastic liner 
(specify) 



PART C · NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RF0·0~·19H HOT · 233 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s..., Hinimun Haxiaun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Val ue/#Saflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 0.00000000 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO-DOW-19H HOT · 233 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnualJ(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" MiniiiUll Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~J-.:> Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-233 Unknown. Oxide metal. T 56.000000000000 GM 1967 1967 N 

U-232 Unknown. Oxide metal. T .00056000000000 GH 1967 1967 N 

--- ---·- --L_ ---L_ ----- -

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
It is assumed that the U-233 is material type U-72 and therefore contains 10 ppm U-232. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-19H HDT - 233 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ) RWMIS [ ) other database 
[ ) sample analysis data 
[ ) operating records [ ) interview 
[ ) expert judgment [X) reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X) best estimate 
[ ) worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X) no 
[ ) yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
No details are available on this waste 
stream. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Lee to Soule letter of 1971. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
It is assumed that the data on U-233 in the Lee to Soule 
letter is correct. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 346 

, 1 . Pre.pa re r : ~K,_,u,_,d"'e"'r"-'a""-L----"D'-"o'-'n_,_ ________ _ 2. Date prepared: 12/02/94 

3. Generator: RFO 4. Particular facility: DOW 
(area or contractor use code from attached list) (building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r_o_m--a~t~t~a~c~h~e-d~~l~i~s~t~)~---

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
20H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[X] TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1965 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. Waste stream: 
Radiation sources from various buildinqs. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount Units Cubic feet. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: r J container volume or [X] waste volume 

9. These radiation sources were placed in other drums of RFP waste that were buried in the SDA. 
Therefore, there is no added volume from this waste. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS RFO-DOW-20H HDT - 346 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Radiation sources. 
[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Metal or oxides. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
The sources are solids. The Ra/Be neutron sources are 
present as finely divided powders. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ) plastic bag [ ) plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ) none [X) other (specify) 
Wrapped in lead or in lead container. 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. The sources were packaged with other waste streams. The lead was used for shielding. Neutron 
sources also usually have a paraffin wrapping for absorption of neutrons. Because these waste 
streams are always packaged with other waste steams, the type of inner packaging of the metal barrel 
is not always available. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - RFO-DOU-20H HDT - 346 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the ar~ual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun Haximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year tes? Val ue/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

7439-92-1 Solid. Metal or oxide. T .00000290000000 GH 1965 1970 N 0.00000580 Professional judgment. 
Lead 

7440-41·7 fine powder. Metal or oxide. T .12000000000000 GH 1965 1968 N 0.12000000 Professional judgment. 
Beryll iun 

-- --- --L_-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
All radiation sources were wrapped in lead, or in lead containers. The amount of lead for each radiation source is unknown but was estimated (see continuation page). 
The amount of Be in a Ra/Be source is unknown. If it is assumed that there is four times as much Be as Ra in the source, then there woulQ_Pe (4 x 0.031g) 0. 122g of Be 
total in the Ra/Be sources. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · RFO-DOW-20H HOT - 346 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End S"'l' Minimun Maxi nun llasis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Solid. Metal. T 174.00000000000 Cl 1968 1970 N Professional judgment. 

Cs-137 Sot id. Metal. T 214.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N Professional judgment. 

H·3 Solid. ScH-3. T .36000000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N Professional judgment. 

Ra-226 Fine powder. Metal. T .03000000000000 Cl 1965 1966 N Professional judgment. 

Ra-226 Solid. Oxide. T .16000000000000 Cl 1968 1970 N Professional judgment. 

I 

I I 
I 

"' If sample data are available, mark '( in the colurrn titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next coll.lm. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
This Ra-226 is from Ra/Be neutron sources. Ra-226 in Ra/Be sources equal 0.030 Ci Be x 1.02 g Ra-226/Ci Be equal 0.031 g Ra-226 in Ra/Be sources. The Ra-226 sources 
lis ted are Q!esent as paint coatings QQ instrunents. It is estimated that 31 sol}r_f~s were buried at the SOA; 9 co~60 sources, 6 Cs-137 sQlJ_rces, 2 1-1-~_sources, 12 Ra/Be 
neutron sources, and 2 Ra-226 sources. 

! 

I 
! 

i 

-' 
. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - RFO-DOW-20H HDT - 346 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

( ) RWMIS ( ) other database 
( ) sample analysis data 
( ) operating records ( ) interview 
( ] expert judgment (X] reports 
( ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
( ) worst case 
( ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 
] no 
] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
The amount of lead used for shielding on 
each of these sources is unknown. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
EDF-RWMC-761, "Rocky Flats Plant Characterization 
(1954-1980) 11

, T. L. Clements, Jr., G. Roes Darnel, July 11, 
1994. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
The RajBe §OUrces were assumed to cont~jn 1.7E+7 njsec;ci 
according to __ H. Cember, "Introduction to Health Physics, 
Table 5.4, page 139, Pergamon Press, Inc. 1976. 



CONTINUATION PAGE - RFO-DOW-20H HDT - 346 
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continuation of Part C =------ Column or Question Number or Title ~F~o~o~t~n~o~t~e~·------------------------------

The 2.9E+06 qrams of lead was determined by assuminq that 8" and 4" of lead were needed to shield 
"the co-60 and Cs-137 sources, respectively. The lead thickness for shiel~ing was derived based on 
the source term and potential external radiation readings for the source containers. The amount of 
lead shielding needed for the H-3 and Ra-226 is negligibl§ in cgmparison, so no value was 
calculated. This estimate is +/-50% and small when compared to the total lead amount in the SDA. 
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